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Just what is spring 
water? Big bottlers 
like Poland Spring 
say one thing. Small 
bottlers like Summit 
Spring say another. 
And this summer 
the Food and Drug 
Administration is 
poised to decide 







at PMA. Page I s. 
Above: The owner of Summit Spring In Harrison bottles spring water by hand In this outbuilding. 
She says consumers should know If water rises to the surface naturally, or If It Is pumped out 
through bore holes. Below: Poland Spring ships bottled water throughout North America -
except to North Carolina, where It violates local law by labeling Itself spring water. 
YOUR chance 
to tell the CITY 
what the ARTS 
DISTRICT 
means to you. 
SEE PAGE 27. 
• By Christopher Barry 
• Photos by Colin Malakie 
A fallen maple tree, struck by lightning years ago, leans 
into the fork of a smaller maple surrounded by white 
pines. Near a stand of birch, a brook gurgles -loudly. 
This brook is the runoff from Summit Spring, on Summit 
Hill in Harrison, about an hour northwest of Portland. A 
stone springhouse, built in 1935, protects the spring from 
animal and human meddlers. Inside the springhouse a 
20-by-20 foot cement-lined, sandy-bottomed pool, about 
four-and-a-half feet deep, is filled with spring water. Look 
closely in the far corner of the pool and you'll see constant 
bubbling. This is the source of Summit Spring water. 
Kathy Harney and her partner, Pam Snow, own 100 
acres of Summit Hill . Their next door neighbor is folk 
singer Buffy Saint Marie, whom they have never seen. 
Harney bought the land in 1979 with the idea of getting 
back to nature. At first she lived in a trailer. Then she built 
a bam. Over the years, she and Snow have slowly added 
more buildings, including a passive solar house, a new 
barn (their first barn burned in January) and a small 
outbuilding in which they bottle Summit Spring water. 
Harney, a special-ed teacher on sabbatical from Oxford 
Hills High School, never imagined she would bottle and 
sell the water that bubbles to the surface in the woods 
behind her horne. "I thought you had to be a big 
businessperson," she said. "I thought you had to be a 
major conglomerate." But she discovered that as long as 
the source of the water was pure and the bottling process 
was sanitary, she could bottle and sell her spring water. 
She also learned that "the major conglomerates" that 
were selling spring water - or what was labeled as spring 
water - weren't taking water from springhouses like 
hers, but from deep wells at industrial parks. And she 
learned that those large bottled-water companies were 
lobbying the federal government to allow them to con-
tinue to sell their well water as "spring water" in the face 
of local opposition. 
Harney said the new definition is hard to swallow. 
Because what the feds call spring water, according to 
small bottlers like Harney, isn't spring water at all. 
continued on page 8 
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A New Day For Home 
Furnishings in Maine 
Richard Parks is pleased to announce 
the opening of their new store at 
100 Commercial Street in Portland. 
We invite you to join in our open house 
festivities this weekend, April 21-23 ... 
Hope to see you, 
100 Commercial St. • Portland 
The Thomas Block • 774 1322 
A conversation with Jon Erskine 
"My motto Is: 'Mince meat, not words.' Also, 'Keep your fingers out of the brownie batter.'" 
State Theatre 
609 Congress Street, Portl and 
879-1112 
~
Maine Slale Balel 'Cilller~la' ~,6 ,& 7 
Blues T~~r· MlSOLD O!JT!I 
News Channel 13 & the American Diabetes 
Asloc f\Jldraiser On Stage '95 Mlj 13 
faith No Mo re wi Steel Pole Bathtub-Sl16 
Tli roYring Muses · May 19 
• ~]::>t 'IC~Els a\a lable at t~ese o.:lets 
RecGle Rercez .... OL.S Kerreb,,"i{ 
98: 3870 
>Jla. t';Q3r" Y:wnoL.trg':6 .. ill 
Saturday, April 22nd 
Cabaret S 19 .50 (plus S10.50 entree ticket) 
Reserved Seating SI6.50« S15.50 
Cabaret Doors 6pm, Show Bpm 
Reserved Seat Doors Show 
. April 20, 1995 3 
John Erskine, once an electronics technician, 
has been a chef for 10 years. Among his more 
notable experiences, he's worked at Alberta's, 
Luna D'Oro and various summer gigs on 
lsleboro. He is currently a cook at the State 
Theatre. 
What do you eat at home when you're not 
cooking for other people? 
Fluffer 'nutters. 
Do you do anything fancy with the Fluffer 
'nutter? 
Yeah, I pipe little rosettes of marshmallow 
fluff, and do an open-faced Fluffer 'nutter. And 
maybe, you know, if I'm feeling in a good mood, 
I'll have some raspberry or grape jelly. 
Do you bake your own bread for this? 
Wonder Bread is really the preferred bread! 
You really have to have a cheap white bread. It 
talk 
can' t be anything 
good . If it is, 
you've ruined 
the texture. 
Would you ever do your own cooking 
show? 
Sure. I'd call it, "Johnny Does Dallas: Tex-Mex 
Cuisine in Dallas, Maine." Maine-style Tex-Mex. 
Tortilla chowder, etc. 
What kinds of food did you grow up on? 
Twinkies and mackerel. 
What's the hardest food you've had to 
choke down? 
A Hostess Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle cake-
pie thing with lime green fondant, from the 
Alfred Country Store. 
I hear you've cooked for dignitaries such 
as George Bush's 89-year-old aunt . 
I think she's only 85. 
Was there anything particular about the 
meal you had to prepare for her? 
Yeah, she really liked chicken-on-the-bone. 
Old she eat the bone? 
No, no. She just licks the bone. 
What would you consider the Ideal cook-
Ing Job? 
Bringing a party of around four to a small 
beach in some isolated area, and just scavenging 
all the food . Beached seal is very good. You can 
always melt the blubber and use it for fat. There's 
plenty of nice meat on a seal. Also, the skin 
makes nice cushions if you tan the hides on 
driftwood , 
By Katie Brown; photo by Peter Shellenberger 
Neville Brothers 
featuring: Aaron Neville 
with special guest: Ivan Neville 
Sunday, June 4th 
General Admission S26.50, S24.50, S21 .50 
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~~~ BENEFIT ~~~ 
~ CONCERT ~ 
Sponsored by 
The AIDS Project & Family Planning Association 
Featuring 
Charles Prewitt, Cello & Cristina Buciu, Violin 
"" os ,.~o./ 
Sunday, April 23rd at 7 p.m. 
• ••• 143 State Street, Portland 
"'18'0> St. Luke's Cathedral 
~ -AIDS l Tickets: $10.00/ Available at the door 
"'-t- ' . .. . 
~"E"J"ItYl<4"\~~' For more infonnation call FPA at 622-752-4 or TAP at 774-6877. 
Looking for a way to expand your horizons this summer? Want to return to college or attend for the first time? 
You can-at USM this summer. 
Spend Your Summer Wisely 
University ofSouthem Maine Summer ~ion 
Make Your Sununer Count. This summer, with 4-week, 6-week and 7 -week sessions and numerous special institutes, USM 
Can provide a quality educational experience. Registration for undergraduate and graduate courses begins Monday, April 24 and 
continues through the start of each session. Make USM your choice for a quality academic experience this summer and get a 
head start on the rest of your life! 
For more infrmnation contact: Sununer Session, University of Southern Maine, 96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103 
or call (207) 780-4076 or 1-800-BOO-4USM, extension 4076. OUniversity of Southern Maine 





TomHanks~ Available 4128 limit I pel mtoller. 
Ko DWerI Pltale 
Donations are gathered by the walkers prior to 
the dav of the event. Walkers should then bring 
the checks to the park with them. 
All checks should be made payable to 
"City of Portland - March for Parks". 
100% Df proceeds donated to Deering Oaks Park. 
OCCURRING IN OVER 800 PARKS 
NATIONWIDE THROUGHOUT 
EARTH DAY WEEKEND. 
THE FIRST 50 PEOPLE TO REGISTER 
WITH DONATIONS OF $100 OR MORE 
WILL RECEIVE A FREE T-SHIRT. 
Sponsored by: 
G.H. Bass & Co. 
National Semiconductor 
Action Sports 





Detring Oaks Park 
WALK: 
45 miles from 
Deering Oaks, 
around Baxter 









WPXT Fox 51 
774-0051 







newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland April 12 through 18. 
The pike strikes again. State Senate President Jeff Butland of 
Cumberland is sponsoring a bill calling for another turnpike widening 
referendum . Voters rejected increasing the number of lanes on the road in 
a 1991 vote, but Butland said the expansion is "still valid today. It's 
necessary for safety and economic reasons. It would put people to work 
and stimulate the economy." 
The bill would not repeal the Sensible Transportation Act approved by 
voters as part of the '91 referendum. Instead, it would exempt the turn-
pike project from the act, which requires the state to consider alternatives, 
such as car pooling, before approving new road construction. Butland 
said proposed alternatives "have been nowhere near as successful as they 
would have to be to alleviate congestion." 
Environmental consequences of the project are "minima!," 
according to Butland, tho.ugh he a~mitted afaster Pike~. , . 
would increase car emISSIOns, pOSSIbly causmg ~ 
Maine more problems in complying with the . 
federal Clean Air Act. About 20 acres of 
wetland would have to be destroyed to y' . 
make way for the wider road . , ~/ ,/ ", .. :r;;' :.:JIj!'iillW 
For the average driver, the expansion 
would mean higher tolls to pay for the 
project. Butiand said half that money would 
come from out-of-staters, and the additional 
charges for Mainers would be worth the 
future convenience. 
Leaders of the successful anti-widening 
drive were quick to condemn Butland's bill. 
" A waste of energy," says former state 
planning director Dick Barringer. "It's 
grandstanding on the part of supporters." 
Political consultant Alan Caron warned that 
the coalition that defeated the pike's plans last 
time was prepared to do it again. 
Angus wants to scrap the CarTest, 
but the company that runs Maine's seven auto-
emission testing centers threatened to bring the 
state to court if the Legislature goes along with 
the governors plan to stop emissions testing. 
Systems Control of California "will have no choice 
but to sue" for $25 to $30 million in damages, said 
CarTest lobbyist Richard Spencer, after King's April 13 
announcement that he wants to scuttle the emissions program. 
Instead of testing cars for ozone-depleting emissions, King proposed 
continuing the sale of reformulated gasoline in the seven southern 
counties . King also wants to require gas stations that pump more than 
10,000 gallons of gas per month in York, Sagadahoc and Cumberland 
Counties to install vapor recovery systems. 
Regional EPA Administrator John DeViIlars called King's plan "prob-
lematic," noting " the Congress concluded that the fairest and most 
effective strategy ... would require emissions testing in Portland and all 
other cities of the Northeast. From that perspective, the plan is missing a 
key component ... " 
There's something fishy about the Press Herald story of 
April 12 claiming Portland City Manager Bob Ganley has done a complete 
flip-flop on the Gulf of Maine Aquarium. The story, headlined "Ganley 
says city could help fund aquarium," reported the manager had "turned 
enthusiastic" about the $42 million project, and indicated the city " could 
guarantee a loan" to jump-start construction " as long as taxpayers don't 
have to pay it off." 
That's a tidal change from the Ganley, who told the Press Herald in 
December 1993, "The money [for the aquarium) isn' t there, and the 
money isn't going to be there." Then there's the Ganley who told CBW in 
December 1992, "I'm not sure an aquarium is part of my vision for the city 
at all." 
Ganley said the Press Herald' s latest story misstated his position. He 
remains adamantly opposed to the city backing the aquarium with loan 
guarantees. "Why should we take the risk?" Ganley asked. "The real 
beneficiary is going to be the state because of the sales and income tax 
revenue [the aquarium) will generate. I feel the State of Maine has got to 
take the lead on this through ... loan guarantees or whatever." He did say 
the city" might participate financially" in building an aquarium, but 
wouldn't specify what form that support could take. 
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Portlanders have a higher tax burden than other Mainers, 
according to a study released by the Maine Municipal Association 
(MMA). The survey said that Portlanders spend more of their income 
(10.2 percent) on property taxes than residents in any of Maine's other 487 
cities and towns. 
But the study was not flawless, acknowledged MMA researcher Jim 
Damicis. For instance, it used census data that counted. renters' incomes, 
but did not count rental units in calculating median home values. So 
home values were inflated, and Portlanders appeared to pay more in 
property taxes than they actually do. "Portland's [burden) is still much 
higher than anyone else's, even with those considerations," said Damicis. 
Ad vocates will use the data to argue for a new state education aid 
formula that includes factors such as income and tax burden. (portlanders 
topped the state in "education tax burden" - with 5,4 percent of their 
income paying for local schools, according to MMA.) 
Urban activists also noted that Maine's largest cities' tax rates run 
about 25 percent higher than those of their immediate suburb. 
"That's the most imp9rtant indication [of tax inequities)," said 
Don Meehan, president of Portland Taxpayers Association. 
Portland pays big bucks for defense, 
,charged Peace Action Maine, a Portland anti-
military-spending group. A report released 
April 17 said Portland taxpayers contributed $60 
million, via federal taxes, to Pentagon spending, 
$13 million less than the city's operating 
budget. The report, called "There's a Contract 
Out on Portland," highlights the fiscal impact 
of military spending on Portland. The city's 
taxpayers paid $8.8 million for their share of 
120 C-17 cargo airplanes (with fuel leaks 
and wings that buckle); the same money 
could provide 236 summer youth jobs for 
the next decade, Peace Action reported . 
Twenty-six cents of each tax dollar goes 
to military spending, the survey said, with 
another 26 cents going to paying interest on 
the national debt. " About half the debt is 
because of increases in defense spending 
since 1980," explained Sheila Dormody, 
associate director of Peace Action. "While 
cutting funding for child nutrition programs, job 
training and low income students, the [GOP's 
Contract with America) continues outrageously high Cold 
War levels of militarY 'spending and proposes hundreds of 
billions of dollars in more tax breaks for our wealthiest corporations and 
individuals." 
Peace Action said Rep. Jim Longley was unwilling to meet with them 
to discuss the report. Sens. Olympia Snowe and Bill Cohen both tpld 
Peace Action that they intend to support military spending at cold war 
levels because it provides jobs for Mainers. 
"We could put the same amount into something else," Dormody said. 
"We could use the money to repair our highways, hire more teachers and 
build low-income housing. Their arguments are very weak." 
Read our lips: no new taxes, said the chairman of the Portland 
City Council's finance committee, Jack Dawson. "Although the city 
manager's budget calls for [a tax increase), we're drawing a line in the 
sand and saying there will be no tax increase," Dawson reported. 
Proposed budgets by school and city officials call for an 84-cent hike in 
the tax rate of $24.56 per $1,000 valuation. That means the average 
Portland homeowner would pay about $81 more per year. 
But Dawson and committee members George Campbell and Orlando 
Delogu said that city and school budgets can swell by 3 percent without a 
local tax raise . "I don't see any of us backing off," Delogu said. "If I was a 
betting man, I'd wager there will be a zero tax increase." 
weird news A moment of marsupial mayhem has landed a Nashua, N.H. man in jail for 30 days. David Jimenez pleaded no 
contest to a charge of assaulting another man with an opossum. Jimenez 
was arrested in January after he thrust the animal at two men outside a 
Nashua social club. The opossum bit one of the men, Shange Barry, in the 
hand. Barry said they had approached Jimenez because he was acting 
suspiciously near some cars. Jimenez, 34, had apparently been attempting 
to coax the animal out of hiding. He will serve his sentence on weekends. 
The opossum fled the scene after the incident. 
Reported /Jy Chris Barry, Allan Dowd, Al Diilmon, Bob Young and the Associated 
Press; illustrated by John &wdren. 
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Relaxing and Quiet Moments in 
Your Own Private Hot Tub Room Rental 
Mid - Week Special 
SAVE $700* 
'Tues.-ThLXS. 
$7 off Evening Rates 
$4 off Day Rates 
offer good w/coopon thrv 512MJ5 
• This offer may not be combined wilh any other offer. gift cert. or charge 
Prlvale room With .hower & am/flll slereo cuseUt sy.lem. Towel. and hair dryers 
Big Sounds from All Over presents 
Charlie Haden's Quartet West 
Jazz on Film/Jazz on Stage 
The leading jazz bassist performs in concert with his world class 
ensemble Quartet West. a band that draws cool inspiration from 
vintage film noir cinema. 
Southern Maine's only Aveda concept 
Saturday, May 6, 8:00 P.M. 
Screening of THE BIG SLEEP with Lauren 
Bacall and Humphrey Bogart at 5:30 P.M. 
Portland High School Auditorium 
284 Cumberland Avenue 
Call for Tickets: $16 (207) 761-1545 
(includes film and concert) 
or at the Portland Performing Arts Center 
box office and Amadeus Music. 
Sponsored by: POi 
the ~tianal Endowment for the Arts. the Lila Wallace-Readers Digest 
National lazz Network. WCll. WMPG. and Embassy Suites Hotel. 
AVEDA 
For every 
Plant Pure Fume 
candle sold we will 
donate $5 to these 




Citizens for a Better 
Environment - California 
World Wildlife Fund 
Child Welfare League 
of America 
Pediatric AIDS Foundation 
Threads of Life 
Humanitarian Fund 
'PICTURE ~OURSELf 
413 Congress St., Portland 773-4457 
Image e3 ReLzxa.tion Center 
Taking in these events alone~ 
Try the Personals ® first! 
Turn to the Personals® and 
call 1-900-370-2041. 
(Call costs $1.99/min. 18+) To place your ad call: 775-1234 
Earth first? Not 
on Earth Day 
Earth Day in Maine, 1995. The 
governor wants to dump auto emis-
sions tests. The Senate president wants' 
to widen the turnpike. There's been no 
progress on reducing dioxin and 
mercury poisoning in our waters. Bald 
eagles are falling ou t of the sky. 
A record lobster catch was tainted by 
rumors that egg-laden crustaceans 
were being illegally sold. What could 
."'~.""'''III'''' be more Ii 1411,,1 tOO] I ble~:re's 
only one 
full-time environmental lobbyist in 
Augusta to counter a flood of anti-
environment bills. And the bill 
environmentalists fear most is a 
proposed "takings" law that they claim 
is more dangerous than any they've 
faced since Earth Day was first cel-
ebrated 25 years ago. 
The Natural Resources Council of 
Maine (NRCM) has sounded the alarm 
about "takings" laws. Is anyone 
listening? 
Getting taken 
"Takings" laws are part of anational 
"property rights" movement. Incorpo-
rated into Newt Gingrich's Contract 
With America, takings laws presume 
that property owners should be paid 
when the value of their holdings are 
reduced by government regulations. 
It sounds reasonable. But how 
would it work? NRCM offers some 
scenarios in its news bulletin: 
." A timber company wants to c1ear-
cut all their land . Regulations about 
clear-cutting prevent this, so the com-
pany demands compensation from the 
state for the difference between profits 
from a clear-cut and a selective cut." 
• "Your town has an ordinance to 
protect wetlands. A developer is 
prohibited from filling a local wetland 
to build a strip mall . The [developer) 
demands compensation from your 
town for the difference between the 
property's value as a strip mall versus 
its current use- potentially millions of 
dollars in local taxpayers' money." 
Under takings laws, Portland could 
not have preserved its working 
waterfront, said NRCM spokeswoman 
Judy Berk. "If a person could get more 
value from a high-rise - which was 
prohibited by the waterfront zoning 
ordinance - then taxpayers would 
have to pay for reducing that 
property's value," Berk explained . 
Two bills currently proposed in 
Maine would require government to 
pay property owners when regulations 
reduced the value of their land by 
50 percent or more. Oh, yes, there's one 
other option. Government could waive 
the regulations. 
" A takings law is essentially black-
mail of government. Taxpayers would 
have to pay polluters not to pollute," 
claimed the NRCM bulletin. 
The current system of protecting 
property rights has been working for 
200 years, NRCM argues. Under the 
U.S. Constitution, the government must 
provide compensation to owners from 
whom it takes property. When disputes 
arise and legal remedies are sought, the 
courts strive to balance a property 
owner's rights with the public interest. 
Takings laws would radically alter that 
balance, according to NRCM. 
NRCM is most concerned about LD. 
1217, which is backed by the timber 
industry and the realtors' association. 
On the other side, NRCM has joined a 
coalition that includes the attorney 
general's office, Maine Municipal 
Association, the League of Women 
Voters and the AFL-C10. 
Public hearings on the takings bills 
are at 2 p .m., May 8, in Augusta. 
Thin green line 
This battle unfolds as beleaguered 
environmental groups are losing clout. 
Last December, the Maine Audubon 
Society announced it was cutting back 
on its lobbying efforts. "[N)ationwide, 
environmental organizations are 
experiencing a real decline in member-
ship, support and funding," said an 
Audubon spokesman at the time. 
Meanwhile, big environmental 
groups have failed to cultivate deep 
grassr.oots support. The result? The 
federal Endangered Species Act was 
rolled back March 16 in the Senate, and 
the House approved a measure calling 
EARTH 
•. ~ .. ,:_ ,.. ,'1. '. ,<:. 
DAY 
for the logging of 
3-billion board feet a 
year in federally 
owned forests in the 
Pacific northwest. 
The big green 
groups were impo-
tent, charged critics. 
"The vaunted 
organizing and 
lobbying power of the 
mainstream environmental movement 
organizations had turned out to be a 
sham . There was no tornado of letters, 
faxes, phone calls . . . they had no troops 
to rally, having long since abandoned 
any grassroots organizing strategy in 
favor of an inside-the-Beltway lobbying 
presence," wrote Alexander Cockburn 
in The Nation . 
Locally, help may come from an 
aggressive new group. Restore: The 
North Woods officially opens a Maine 
office on Earth Day. The Massachusetts-
based group wants to create a 
3-miliion-acre national park in Maine, 
ban clear-cutting in the White Moun-
tain National Forest, and protect the 
At}antic salmon and the wood turtle. 
Restore lured Jym St. Pierre away 
from the Sierra Club to run its Maine 
office. St. Pierre wouldn' t say he left the 
Sierra Club because it had lost its grass-
roots . But he didn' t dispel the notion 
either. 
"Restore is different in the sense that 
it's truly grassroots oriented," St. Pierre 
said. "With the Sierra Club I did the 
best 1 could, but it's telling that across 
the country, the larger, older environ-
mental groups that used to wield a lot 
of citizen clout haven't been able to 
slow down this drive-by assault .. . that 
Congress and the Maine Legislature 
and, to some extent, the governor have 
been trying to pull off." 
Berk said the May 8 hearing will 
show if NRCM is able to rally troops . 
She issued this challenge for Earth Day, 
1995: " A lot is happening in Washing-
ton and Augusta in the name of 
streamlining government. This year, 
more than ever, people need to become 
active and make their thoughts 





• By Al Diarnon 
Don't fence me in 
The State House is awash in gossip 
about a possible legal challenge to 
term limits. The limits are supposed to 
take effect in 1996, forcing any legisla-
tor with at least eight continuous years 
of service out of office. Supposedly, 
some veteran Democrats will file suit 
claiming that because the restriction 
applies retroactively, term limits are 
unconstitutional. 
Not surpri~ingly, nobody will own 
up to plotting to overturn the new law, 
which was overwhelmingly approved 
by voters in 1992. The closest anyone 
comes to admitting there's an under-
cover effort to thwart the will of the 
electorate is a very cautious s.tate Rep. 
Ruth Joseph of Waterville. "I have no 
plans to file a court case," said Joseph, 
"but if term limits are found to be 
unconstitutional on the federal level, it 
should be challenged in court here, 
too." 
Following in father's 
footsteps 
Rumor has 1st District GOP Con-
gressman Jim Longley Jr . discussing a 
possible run for governor in 1998. 
According to mildly unreliable 
sources, Longley will seek one more 
term in Washington next year before 
shifting his attention to Augusta and 
the office his father won back in 1974. 
One GOP insider, apprised of the 
tale, shrugged. "Longley might be the 
strongest nominee we could come up 
with," he said. "We're not going to get 
anyone normal who's willing to run 
against Angus King." 
Me against the world, 
part one 
Mark Finks, the erstwhile Republi-
can who ran as the religiOUS right's 
wri te-in candidate for governor last 
November, isn't willing to let the 
official election returns stand. Accord-
ing to the Christian Coalition of Maine, 
Finks is planning to sue the secretary 
of state, claiming he was snookered 
out of thousands of votes. 
Finks' name was written in on less 
than 2 percent of the ballots, but in 
many towns he got no votes at ali. 
While a measured assessment of that 
trend might lead an astute analyst to 
conclude some towns were simply 
smarter that others, Finks has decided 
his shutout showing indicates" abuses 
of power and dereliction of duty." 
What probably happened is Finks 
received a handful of votes in some 
precincts, which were duly tabulated. 
These tabulations were then sealed in 
with the ballots, but never officially 
recorded. Finks will ask a judge to 
open those ballots for inspection on the 
grounds that the unrecorded votes 
may boost his total above the 5 percent 
threshold that would allow him to 
form his own Ii ttle fringe party. 
Me against the world, 
part two 
Mr. Finks, meet Mr. Carter. 
The Maine Green Party is trying, 
without much success, to convince the 
Legislature to abolish the reqUirement 
that third parties gain at least 
5 percent of the vote in both guberna-
torial and presidential elections in 
order to maintain their ballot status. 
The Greens favor a measure that 
would qualify a political organization 
if it reached 5 percent in either election 
over a four-year period . 
If all the bills to accomplish this are 
killed (two out of three are already 
dead), Green Party coordinator 
Jonathan Carter warned the group will 
probably file a legal challenge to the 
state's ballot access law. " If it's obvious 
the system isn' t going to be respon-
sive," Carter said, "it gives us more 
reason and more support for taking it 
to the courts." 
Hell freezes over 
Who says there are no moderate 
Republican voters? A car parked on a 
Portland street last week had a bumper 
sticker reading, "Weld and Snowe-
' 96.11 
This heretical sentiment was the 
work of Holly Bernstein of Scar-
borough and Carol Crowell of Warren, 
who got their little advertisement 
printed just a week before Massachu-
setts Gov . William Weld announced he 
wouldn' t run for president. "We got a 
nice thank you note from him any-
way," said Crowell . "Maybe its time 
just hasn' t come yet." 
So far, no word from Sen. Olympia 
Snowe on her veep ambitions. 
Dixie on my mind 
According to the Williams College 
Alumni Review's winter issue, Chuck 
Hewett, class of '72, has been chosen as 
the chief operating officer for the 
administration of "Georgia Governor 
Angus King." 
If your elected officials lack moral fiber, 
resulting in legislative ccnstipation, get fast 
relief by writing this column, care of Casco 
Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St. , Portland, 
ME 04101 . Or faxative your need fora 
laxative to 775-1615. 
"Politics andUther 
Mistakes" is now archived 
on Casro Eay Weekly's Web 
site on the Internet "Trus> 
is being done over :rp.y : 
objections," Al Diamon 
enthuses. "The IntemetIs . 
just the p~t rock of the 
1990s./I , 
~., Df~d~; tJtY9l.!rs~lf· 
http:ltUntiw_ffiaittii.co ' 
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~~~OUT OF THIS WORLD! 
Day and Evening 
Classes Start May 22 
Associate Degree Programs: 
Accounting Business Administration 
Computer Science Criminal Justice 
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• Complete your degree in 16-22 months 
• Day & Evening classes available 
• Brush up on your skil,s and learn new ones 
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• Tune Up 
• Lube, Oil & Filter Change 
• Coolant Service 
• Tire R~tation '·gtJ'!~ 
• Electncal System Check 
• 32 Point Safety Check 
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WE WORK TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT! 
• Conserving fuel... we heat our business with recycled waste oil 
• Saving the ozone from pollutants .. _ we recover and reuse freon gas 
• Reducing pressure on landfills ... we crush oil filters to reduce bulk 
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Spring water can be defined two ways: commer-cially or geologically. Geologically defined, 
"spring water" flows freely to the earth's surface 
under its own volition and flows away via a channel. 
That's according to hydrologist Jim Richard of the 
Wind River Group in Winthrop. 
But the majority of bottled "spring water" you see 
on supermarket shelves doesn't meet the geological 
definition. Poland Spring water, for example, is 
pumped from the aquifer to the surface via three bore 
holes. Yet on each bottle of Poland Spring water, 
under the logo of a snow-peaked mountain, are the 
words "Natural Spring Water." Poland Spring Water 
Co., like many other major bottlers, takes a broader 
approach when it defines what it sells. 
Some states define spring water. Maine doesn't. 
Two state agencies, the Department of Agriculture 
and the Department of Human Services' Bureau of 
Health, oversee and regulate the production of bottled 
water. Agriculture is concerned with food processing 
and manufacturing rules, while the Bureau of Health 
regulates minimum bacteriological and chemical 
standards for bottled water. 
"We didn't define spring water for a reason," said 
Francis Drake, chief of community health services for 
the Bureau of Health. "There are too many defini-
tions. It's a very touchy 
subject." 
continued from front cover 
water, artesian water, purified water and well water), 
published a proposed rule defining spring water 
much more loosely than did the state of North 
Carolina. 
The proposed FDA definition would allow water 
collected either from a spring, or from a bore hole 
adjacent to a spring, to be called "spring water." The 
FDA proposed rule says the water must initially come 
from the same aquifer and chemically resemble water 
coming from a spring. According to Shellee Davis, a 
food scientist with the FDA, the proposed definition is 
virtually identical to the one asked for by the IBWA. 
The FDA asked for comments from the public 
when the rule was first proposed. Davis said the 
agency has received approximately 400 written 
comments concerning the spring water definition. 
"The majority," Davis said, "are in favor of the new 
rule." 
Jim Richard, the hydrologist, said the proposed 
FDA rule would replace the geolOgical definition with 
a commercial definition more palatable to bottlers. 
And while nothing is wrong with drinking water 
pumped to the surface via a bore hole, Richard said 
pumping can sometimes change the mineral content 
of the water, as well as introduce contaminants from 
groundwater that wouldn't be found in a naturally 
Where states have 
attempted to define it, big 
bottlers have gone on the 
offensive. North Carolina, 
for instance, defined 
spring water as water that 
comes from a natural 
orifice" through which 
water freely flows without 
the aid of mechanical 
means." So Poland Spring 
and many other national 
Half-liter bottles move along a production line at the Poland Spring plant. 
brands can't sell their water in North Carolina 
because their sources don't comply with the state's 
definition . 
And when faced with the prospect that other states 
might adopt the more restrictive definition, the 
bottled-water industry starts to boil. 
Bottled water is big business. Americans spend 
over $3 billion a year on bottled water, according to 
Jim Heaton, president of the National Spring Water 
Association (NSWA). Heaton estimates that bottled 
water makes up about 7 percent of the country's 
beverage market, up from 1.8 percent in 1981 and 
5.4 percent in 1991. 
Large-scale bottlers like Poland Spring say state 
regulations like North Carolina's impede this growing 
market. When North Carolina proposed its rule in 
1992, the International Bottled Water Association 
(IBWA) - a lobbying group representing major bore-
hole bottlers - forcefully lobbied against it. But the 
NSWA (formerly the North Carolina Spring Water 
Association) fought hard, and the geologic definition 
of spring water prevailed over complaints from the 
mWA. 
The lBW A lost the battle in North Carolina, but 
carried the war to Washington. There, the mWA 
flooded the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
with requests to define spring water more liberally, 
since a federal definition would override state 
definitions. 
By 1993 the IBWA had gained the upper hand. The 
FDA, in defining various waters (including mineral 
flowing spring. That's why water from a bore hole is 
more likely to be treated and filtered (to screen out 
impurities) than is geologic spring water, he said. 
"This is primarily a labeling issue; it doesn't reflect 
any inherent differences in the water," Richard 
explained. "Water from a spring isn't necessarily any 
better than water from a bore hole. Or vice versa." 
But he believes the public perception of spring 
water as "magical" was enough to convince bottlers 
they needed to include" spring water" on their labels. 
And Richard finds that upsetting. "I have problems 
with companies manipulating regulatory agencies," 
he said. "[But] I don't think a true definition should 
be ignored in order to accommodate a commercial 
definition of anything." 
For Kathy Harney, the issue is crystal clear. 
"People should know what kind of water they're 
getting when they buy a bottle," she contended. 
"Under this rule, they won't." 
"We've been getting calls from all over the nation," 
said Heaton of the NSWA. "People are concerned 
abou t what they're drinking." Heaton testified before 
Congress in early 1993, just after the rule was pub-
lished, citing a number of hydrologists and scientists 
who insisted that water from bore holes was different 
from spring water. 
Not surprisingly, the big bottlers disagree. Kristin 
Gregory, a geologist and quality control manager for 
Poland Spring, argued that there is no difference 
between water pumped up from a bore hole and 
water surfacing naturally from a spring. Nor does she 
see any' problem with calling water from a bore hole 
"springwater." She said the debate over the definition 
is just a battle over semantics, not over scientific fact. 
She went on to assert that getting water from a bore 
hole is actually more sanitary, and thus better, than 
spring water. "We capture the water before it comes to 
the surface," she explained, "before it can become 
contaminated ." 
How different are they? 
Read the label on a bottle of Poland Spring water. It 
says, "Poland Spring is a reid place nestled deep in the 
woods of Maine. Since 1845, folks have enjoyed the 
crisp clean, refreshing taste of our water." 
In fact, Poland Spring was known for more than its 
refreshing taste in its early years. The springs' history 
dates back to 1794, when a parcel of land surrounding 
active springs was purchased from the Shaker com-
munity by Jabez Ricker of Alfred. He built a modest 
inn on the site. Years later, his son, Hiram, became 
convinced that the spring water cured him of chronic 
dyspepsia and began touting the water's curative 
powers. 
In a marketing effort that would be unlikely to pass 
FDA muster today, the Rickers advertised the spring 
water as "a sure cure for 
Bright's Disease of the 
kidneys, stone in the bladder 
and kidneys, liver complaint, 
dropsy, salt, rheum, scrofula, 
humors, and all diseases of 
the urinary organs." In large 
part because of the water's 
growing fame, a sprawling 
resort was built on the site in 
1875 and thrived for half a 
century. 
Today, little remains of 
Poland Spring's golden era-
or of the overly ambitious claims for the waters. The 
bottling plant is located off Route 122, about 45 
minutes from Portland, and you'd be hard-pressed to 
describe the facility as "nestled deep in the woods." A 
huge corrugated steel building houses the plant. 
Although tours are given on Wednesdays, the public 
isn't invited to see the actual spring. 
Not only is water marketed under the Poland 
Spring label bottled here, so are Deer Park and Ice 
Mountain waters, two other subsidiaries of Great 
Spring Waters of America, which owns Poland Spring 
and eight other bottled-water companies. Great Spring 
Waters of America is owned the Perrier Group of 
America, which is in turn owned by Perrier, which is 
owned by Nestle Sources, which is owned by Nestle of 
Paris, France. 
The water on the site is collected via three bore 
holes located within 200 feet of the shores of Lower 
Range Pond. (The pond is fed by 14 springs beneath 
its surface.) Each bore hole is 90 feet deep, taking 
water from a sand and gravel aquifer. 
Kevin Mathews of the Perrier Group, Poland 
Spring's parent company, said the sand and gravel on 
the site are the best filters found in nature. Water from 
the hydrologic cycle, such as rain and melting snow, 
makes its way down through the sand and gravel to 
the aquifer. Only then is it pumped to the surface via 
the bore holes. 
Geologist Kristin Gregory said that in 1994, Poland 
Spring pumped 94 million gallons of water from the 
aquifer, or about 257,534 gallons each day. (State 
continued on page 10 
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Kathy Harney, owner of Summit Spring, stands next to the water source Inside her 60-year-old springhouse. 
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Celebrate Spring 
with a new piece of jewelry from 
~ct.rct.va.n Bea.ds® 
JAr 761-2503 
449 Forest Ave, Portland 
JUNE WORKSHOPS 
June 1 &2 Two Day Wax Modelmaking 
June 10 Pearl & Bt;!ad Stringing 
June 17 Using & Maintaining your 
Flexshaft 
June 19 Making Design Stamps & 
Chasing & Repousse' Tools 
Please call for further information 
J.5. 
118 PREBLE ST . • PORTUlND, ME 041 01 




At Hard Cider Farm 
We don't sell 
Hard Cider, 
Just Oriental Rugs ... 
lots of them. 
HARD CIDER 
FARMOriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Information: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine: 1-8oo-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
Hours: 10-5 Thes. - Sat. 
RIGH'I'SOF 
S rin~ 
continued from previous page 
officials informally estimate that Poland Spring pumps out 
around 1.5 million gallons a day from the site.) 
Owners of natural springs, like Harney, use these figures 
to suggest that Poland Spring isn't even a spring. Even using 
Poland Spring's lower figure, the spring would be putting 
forth over 178 gallons per minute - an "impossible" amount 
for a spring, said Harney. 
Poland Spring insists that the water from the bore holes is 
identical to the water coming from the springs that feed 
Lower Range Pond. " All the water we're pulling through the 
bore holes would have eventually made it into the pond," 
explained Mathews. "It has the same chemical properties." 
A locked, chain-linked fence surrounds the bore-hole sites 
and safeguards them from saboteurs and the merely curious. 
Gregory asked CBW not to photograph near the bore holes to 
prevent the competition from knowing what Poland Spring 
is up to. "We're leaders in the industry," she said. "We have 
things other companies don't even know about." 
As you walk to the bore holes from the plant, the land-
scape begins to change. The woods disappear and the terrain 
takes on a slightly lunar look. Gregory said the land was torn 
up during the construction of the bore holes, but replanting 
is scheduled with help from students at the Poland Spring 
Community School. 
The bore hole itself is below ground. A locked manhole 
cover leads to a heated, lit cement bunker. "This would be a 
safe bomb shelter if you ever need one," Gregory joked. 
"And you wouldn't have to worry about water." Down in 
the bunker, devices monitor the water pumped from below. 
Via a stainless steel aqueduc.t - everything in the plant is 
stainless steel, Gregory stressed - water is pumped to the 
plant. 
The site's sand and gravel is only the first filter Poland 
Spring water goes through en route from rainwater to bottle. 
Once in the plant, the water passes through a 0.5 micron 
filter, then a 0.1 micron filter. (A micron is a millionth of a 
meter.) From there, the water travels into storage silos, under 
ultraviolet lights, through another filter and is ozonated. The 
water is then pumped to the bottling plant, where much of it 
is carbonated and flavored with various essences. 
The plant is vast, with machines that bring to mind the 
opening credits of "Laverne and Shirley." Twenty-four hours 
a day, seven days a week, factory workers wearing ear plugs 
and hats (and hairnets in sterile areas) operate the machin-
ery. Overhead, empty, unlabeled half-liter bottles quickly 
make their way to the actual bottling room via a space-age, 
air-stream track. Once in the bottling room, they are washed, 
filled, capped and labeled - all by machine. Then, via a 
series of conveyer belts, the filled bottles are placed in 
cartons, shrink-wrapped and loaded on pallets picked up by 
forklift operators, who stack them in a cavernous warehouse. 
From here, they're shipped throughout North America-
except for North Carolina. 
Poland Spring won't say how much water they actually 
bottle each year. But business appears to be good. The plant 
is expanding and the company said it will hire 20 new 
employees in the near future. And the firm may be interested 
in adding operations elsewhere. An ad in a Harrison-area 
publication recently read "Natural Spring Wanted," and 
listed a Pennsylvania phone number. Although the man who 
answered the phone declined to identify himself, CBW 
learned that it was David Thorpe of the Perrier Group . 
Poland Spring confirms Thorpe is scouting out locations for 
them. "We're always looking for more springs," said Perrier 
spokesperson Jane Lazgin. 
A recent classified ad in the Maine Sunday Telegram 
advertised a 65-acre property with a free-flowing spring near 
the Poland Spring bottling plant. The price is $450,000. 
Realtor Lance Taylor of Hancock Properties in Casco said 
Poland Spring has expressed interest in the property. "They 
told me it was on the burner," Taylor said, "but not the front 
burner." 
Water is water, right? 
Meanwhile, atop Summit Hill, Kathy Harney said her 
business is also picking up. She sells the water in Maine 
health food stores and delivers to offices and homes. ''I'm not 
making a lot of money," she said. "But I'm paying the bills." 
Bottling Summit Spring water is a modest operation. The 
spring feeds the pool, and a pump - the only mechanical aid 
for the entire operation - forces the water through ],200 
yards of plastic pipe up to the bottling building. 
After washing and sterilizing a 5-gallon carboy, the type 
used in water coolers, Harney fills it by hand in a sterilized 
sink. controlling the flow of water by a foot treadle. "I can 
maybe fill 25 an hour," she said. "But we're buying a ma-
chine that will sterilize the carboys and fill about 50 an hour." 
It's now a one-person operation, but she's considering hiring 
one of her former students to work for her full time, helping 
to lug bottles and drive the delivery van. 
Summit Spring puts out 38 gallons a minute, or 2,280 
gallons an hour. Harney bottles an average of just 300 gallons 
a day, two or three days a week. depending on demand. The 
rest of the water flows down Summit Hill, via the runoff 
brook, and re-enters the hydrologic cycle. 
While the operations are vastly different in Harrison and 
Poland Spring, the water is nearly identical. 
CBW compared the state lab analyses of Poland Spring 
and Summit Spring, and they don' t appear to be that differ-
ent. Both meet or exceed the gUidelines for safe drinking 
water - as does Portland Water District (PWD). "I can't 
understand why anyone in Portland would be drinking 
bottled water when their tap water is so good," said Jim 
Richard . 
Harney doesn't think Poland Spring is bad water. "They 
do a good job of taking OK water and turning it into good 
water," she said. "They adjust the taste through all the 
filters." (See "Water, water, everywhere," below.) 
Richard doesn't buy bottled water. He drinks tap water. So 
does Francis Drake of the state Bureau of Health. And both 
believe the FDA rule is largely a convenient marketing tool 
for corporations. 
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE 
Based on a highly scientific sampling of 0.005 percent of 
the Portland population (resulting in a margin of error of 
+ / -] 00 percent), Casco Bay Weekly has learned that 
Portlanders prefer Summit Spring water in a blind taste test. 
On a recent sunny afternoon, CBW staffers asked six 
customers at the Good Day Market on Brackett Street to 
sample three unmarked cups of water, featuring Poland 
Spring (noncarbonated, unflavored), Summit Spring (the 
same) and tap water from the Portland Water District. 
Summit Spring got the thumbs up from four of the six 
samplers. 
Anna Gailitis, who often attends wine tastings, preferred 
Summit Spring for simple reasons: "It tasted pure," she said . 
"It's very subtle." 
Jennifer McDermott wasn't surprised she chose Summit 
Spring. "That's what I drink at home," she said. "I actually 
get it delivered." She prefers Summit because, "It's not as 
heavy as the others ... it's crisper." 
Sue Jelly said Summit Spring tasted the purest: "It didn't 
have any aftertaste." As for Poland Spring, it tasted" a little 
weird." 
Zarra Hermann, who works at the market, preferred 
Summit Spring as well. "It seemed clearer than everything 
else," he said. "It had less of.. . anything." 
And the second place winner? 
Portland tap water. 
Portland Superintendent of Schools Tom Edwards, who 
happened to be shopping at the market, preferred local tap 
water over the two bottled waters. "It's what I drink at 
home," said Edwards. 
And Liz, who declined to give her last name because she 
writes for the Central Square Times, also selected tap water. "I 
could taste the minerals," she said. 
As for cost, tap water is clearly Portland's best bargain. If 
you buy bottled water, Summit Spring is the better buy: A 
32-ounce bottle of Summit Spring at Good Day Market will 
set you back 89 cents . That compares to a I-liter (33.8 ounce) 
bottle of Poland Spring water at $1.19. 
For better savings, buy in bulk. Summit Spring water costs 
just 99 cents per gallon. And a 5-gallon carboy of Summit 
Spring, delivered to home or office, costs just $4.50 if you 
order four or more at a time. 
C.B. 
Above: Poland SprIng water Is pumped to the surface through three bore holes, 
filtered several times and purified with ultraviolet rays before bottling. Below: 
Summit Spring water bubbles up from the earth Into a 60-year-old springhouse, 
where It Is bottled by hand. 
"Let's be accurate," Richard said. 
"Let's use the true definition." 
And Drake was blunt. "If you have 
to use a pump to get water to the 
surface," he said, "then it's a well. 
That isn't a spring." 
When the new federal definition of 
spring water would go into effect is a 
bit unclear. Tyrone Wilson of the 
IBW A expects the rule will kick in this 
year, though he can't predict which 
month. Perrier's Mathews, who 
chaired the IBWA committee that 
petitioned the FDA, expects the rule 
anytime now. "I have every reason to 
believe the FDA is going to go with 
it." For its part, the FDA told CBW the 
proposed federal definition of spring 
water will probably take effect" early 
this summer." 
Heaton said NSWA will continue to 
fight the proposed rule with intensive 
lobbying on Capitol Hill and through a 
public information campaign. "I don't 
think we're going to lose," he insisted. 
And if he does? Then the National 
Spring Water Association is ready. The 
group plans to issue gold labels to 
companies that can prove their water 
actually comes from a natural spring in 
a pristine area. "If the FDA lets 
consumers down," Heaton said, "then 
consumers will have to look for the 
gold seal. .. They'll know they're 
getting certified spring water." 
Perrier's Mathews thinks that would 
be a bad idea. "The use of a gold seal is 
very narrow-minded," he said . "It'll 
probably lead to confusion." 
Chris Barry is Casco Bay Weekly's 
newsdog. 
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PIastre Stwgery Today 
Stephen P. Fox, M.D. 
NOTING A RAISED BROW 
Middle~aged people who seek correction of the excess skin of their droopy 
upper eyelIds may have to set their sights a bit higher. It may be that brow ptosis is 
accentuatmg their problem. Brow ptOSIS, or droopy brow, is characterized by 
creases m the forehead and eyebrows that droop below the brow ridge due to lax 
muscles and softening tissues. In some people, the surgical procedure known as the 
brow lift may be all that is necessary to elevate the eyebrows and take much of the 
sag out of the skin in the area of the upper eyelids. A brow lift necessitates a 
horizontal incision behind the hairline and the procedure may include alteration of 
muscles underlymg the forehead . In other cases, a brow lift may be performed in 
conJunclion With upper eyelid surgery for best results. 
Studies by advertising agencies show that when we look at another person, our 
gaze focuses on a triangle that is made up of the eyes and nose. Excessive skin, fat, 
and wrinkles around the eyelids can make a person look inappropriately tired or 
old. The goal of any type of facelift surgery is to produce a softer, more youthful, 
natural appearance without a tight, drawn and artificial look. To learn more about 
brow ptosis, call PLASTIC SURGERY CENTER OF MAINE at 800-688-9133. We are 
conveniently located in Portland at 232 SI. John St., Suite 321. 
p.s. A brow lift also softens the furrows above the nose. 
Verne Weisberg, M,D., EA.C.s. / Stephen P. Fox, M.D. 
232 St. John Street, Suite 321, Portland 
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editorial Pay me not to pollute 
RESTORE: Earth Day 
]ym SI. Pierre, who will formally open the Maine office of Restore: The North 
Woods on Earth Day, April 22, recalls the last big celebration of Earth Day five 
years ago. He helped organize a festive rally on the Maine State House steps, 
which attracted a full platoon of local politicians and environmental officials. The 
group declared and declaimed, then decamped to continue their battle to defend 
the beleaguered environment. 
But something happened. The "Decade of the Environment" was unceremoni-
ously derailed by the "Decade of the Contract with America" - a new era in 
which the environment faces an aggressive and effective campaign to roll back 
25 years of progress. 
How bad is it? Legislation to enshrine questionable private property rights is 
moving through Congress and the State House (see stories at right and on 
page 6). Congress is seeking to weaken other environmental laws almost daily. 
The Supreme Court is weighing arguments heard on April 17 that may lead to the 
gutting of the Endangered Species Act. And southern Maine has in Rep. Jim 
Longley a legislator who managed to score a perfect "0" in the League of Conser-
vation Voters' lOO-day report card of 10 key environmental votes. 
Business has been enthroned in political circles, and environmental groups, 
faced with dwindling memberships and closed doors, have become supplicants. 
Faced with the lOO-day anti-environment blitzkrieg by Newt & Co., few groups 
were able to muster even half-hearted opposition. 
"The conservation community and the organizations that make it up are going 
though a cycle," St. Pierre says. "They hired people to do their dirty work, and 
eventually people forgot the original idea of hands-on activism. Environmental 
organizations have suffered as a result ." 
Earth Day -like the environmental movement - also faces the prospect of a 
hostile takeover by corporate interests. Of course, this isn' t news - five years 
ago, Time magazine called the 20th anniversary of Earth Day" a commercial 
mugging." But corporate support of Earth Day has increasingly become a 
convenient form of greenwashing - of putting on an environmentally kind face 
while working behind the scenes to kill efforts to ensure a cleaner environment 
for future generations. 
St. Pierre says that he won't be making the rounds to the big festivities this 
Earth Day. He's taking the day to spend with his family, to focus on small-scale 
environmental projects and learn more about Maine's outdoors. 
And it's that sort of small-scale, grassroots activity - without banners, 
without music, without public declamations - that may be essential to get the 
movement back on track. (WC) 
overheard by Kurth 
Ugh. Listen to unctuous ex-UMS Chancellor J. Michael Orenduff bray 
about his new post as the president of New Mexico State University. 
• By Donella H. Meadows 
I'm going to turn my farm into a 
gold mine. 
Old rumors about gold circulate 
around the town where I live. Maybe 
some of it is under my farm. I plan to 
blast out the bedrock, grind the rubble, 
and run cyanide through the grindings 
to dissolve out the gold. I think I can 
find as much as $6 million worth. 
What, you say the land isn' t zoned 
for mining? The town well is just 
downstream? A third of my farm is 
protected wetland? The cyanide runoff 
will kill the endangered dwarf wedge 
mussel in the Connecticut River? 
Well, too, too bad . If you block my 
mine, you're impeding my private 
property rights. Under the Fifth 
Amendment of the Constitution ("nor 
shall private property be taken for 






want me to preserve wetlands or keep 
water pure, pay me. Otherwise I'll sue 
the town (zoning), the state (water 
regulations), and the feds (Endangered 
Species Act) . Collectively you owe me 
$6 million. 
That's not a crazy scenario. One like 
it just hit the courts in Colorado. The 
owners of the Summitville gold mine, 
having extracted $6 million in gold 
and poisoned 17 miles of the Alamosa 
River, are demanding compensation 
for a "taking" because their cyanide 
heap has been declared a Superfund 
site, and they can no longer mine the 
land, nor sell it. 
"Takings" is the most terrible of all 
the terrible ideas in the Contract With 
America. Takings laws are also being 
pushed at county and state levels, 
backed by oil companies, timber 
companies, mining com panies and 
developers. Shucks, let's name a few: 
Weyerhaeuser, Exxon, DuPont, Boise-
Cascade, Texaco, the National 
Cattleman's Association, the American 
Mining Congress, and the National 
Association of Realtors. 
You don' t hear about those corpo-
rate interests in the takings rhetoric. 
You hear only about little guys. A 
man's got a right to do what he wants 
with his land. The Founding Fathers. 
The sacredness of private property. 
The stupid government won't even let 
you make a buck anymore. 
The real message is: If I can make 
money doing something - if r can 
even imagine making money doing 
something - no one has a right to 
stop me. Money in my pocket is more 
important than public safety, clean air, 
clean water. 
In fact pay me if you want me to do 
anything for the public good. Here are 
some takings cases that have come to 
the courts: 
• A motel owner demanded com-
pensation because the Civil Rights Act 
required him to rent to people of color, 
diminishing his business, he says. 
Editor: Wayne Cu rtis Arts Editor: Sarah Goodyear News Editor: Bob Young Newsdog: Christopher Barry PhotoJournalists: Tonee Harbert , Colin Malakie Ustlngs Czar: 
• A dial-a-porn company sued the 
Federal Communications Commission 
for regulations that prevent children 
from using its service. 
• A tavern owner sued the state of 
Arkansas because its highway sobriety 
checks cause people to drink less. 
• A coal company mining an 
underground seam caused land to 
subside, ruptured a gas line, collapsed 
a highway, and destroyed homes. The 
Office of Surface Mining told it to stop. 
The company said, pay us for the value 
of the coal you won't let us mine. 
The courts threw out the first three 
of those claims and, unfortunately, 
granted the last one. 
Legal interpretations of the Fifth 
Amendment takings clause started in 
1887, when a beer brewer argued that a 
Kansas prohibition law was a taking. 
The Supreme Court said,"a govern-
ment can prevent a property owner 
from using his property to injure 
others without having to compensate 
the owner for the value of the forbid-
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den use." Since then 
the courts have 
generally ruled that 
you need be com-
pensated only when 
a public action takes 
most or all of your 
property. If the state 
wants your land for 
a highway, it has to 
buy it at a fair price. 
If it wants you to stop dumping 
sewage into a stream, it doesn' t owe 
you a thing. 
The real purpose of this legislation 
can' tbe to protect property rights. If it 
were, there would be some concern for 
the homeowners along the poisoned 
17 miles of the Alamosa River, those 
downwind from polluting factories, 
those whose property value is dimin-
ished by ugly development. 
The purpose can' t be to redress 
private versus public imbalances, 
either. Takings advocates are strikingly 
silent about public givings - royalty-
free mines on public lands, subsidized 
logging roads, underpriced grazing 
permits, tax breaks for oil drillers, 
publicly funded roads, bridges and 
water projects that give some private 
property virtually all its value. The 
property rights folks have never, as far 
as I know, offered to share private 
gains that come at public expense. 
Rather, their purpose, readily 
admitted by some, is to make environ-
mental laws go away. If the cost of 
clean water is to pay every gold-crazed 
landowner her fantasy earnings from 
her land, so much for the Clean Water 
Act. So much for regulating toxic 
wastes, food safety, strip mining. Good 
bye endangered species. 
You can see why developers and 
resource-extracting industries love this 
idea. You can see why no sane nation 
would allow it. 
Donella H. Meadows is an adjunct 
professor of environmental studies at 
Dartmouth College. 
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• By Karen Kitchen 
Maine's beauty is legendary. OK, maybe it's even mythic. 
Stressed urbanites fleeing big-city crowds and crime like to see 
the state as Vacationland: unspoiled by industry, overpopula-
tion or commercial development The actuality is a little 
different, of course, but the purist (or escapist) vision domi-
nates the exhibition and marketing of art in the state. 
Maine museums and galleries tend to feed the demand for 
realist or impressionistic art because it's good for business, and 
because, historically, abstract art has been viewed with suspi-
cion as difficult or irrelevant - not supported by the public at 
large or by the press. This creates the unfortunate impression 
that the only important and valid art being produced in the 
state is realist or semirealist responses to nature. Not so. 
Some of the blame rests on art institutions, for neglecting 
people who generally don't make it to museums or galleries. 
But the institutions may be catching on to the need for a broad-
based, grassroots effort to educate the community about 
contemporary art. The process begins with the consistent 
visibility of "difficult" contemporary works themselves, and "A 
Sense of Place," shOWing through June 7 as part of the Portland 
Museum of Art's Perspectives series, is a serious attempt by a 
major institution to bridge the gap between Maine's innovative 
contemporary artists and the general pUblic. 
The exhibit is a lot more than a bunch of good artwork 
plopped in a gallery; it incorporates a broad educational 
program that includes artists' talks, panel discussions and 
workshops. The participation of artists is vital- viewers are, 
as a rule, divorced from the process and the people behind the 
art But fear ofthe unrecognizable slips away when we have the 
tools to ask questions. By using a language other than realism, 
the seven artists in the show expand our notions of art as well 
as ways of experiencing "place." 
MICHAEL D. RYUS 
Michael Ryus works with utilitarian and industrial objects -
boats, bridges, trains, gates - transforming them from com-
mon shapes into symbols. Ryus isn't interested in the specificity 
of place, but he plays skillfully with the relationship between 
context and object; his paintings refer to the way we look at 
traditional (realist) paintings, where space is broken into fore, 
middle and background. In his paintings, the sites found in the 
underlying photographs - many times glimpsed ata painting's 
edges, or beneath thin layers of ink and oil paint -lose their 
depth and seem to meet the stark shapes floating on the 
surface. Without context, the objects are emptied of function 
- canoes and bridges no longer convey people from point A 
to point B, but instead focus our attention on the beauty and 
simplicity of the everyday. 
MICHAEL SHAUGHNESSY 
Michael Shaughnessy's site-specific hay structure at the PMA 
towers to a height of over 20 feet My first interaction with the 
piece was during its construction, and as I witnessed and 
participated in weaving hay into the wooden and string arma-
ture, I realized that everything about the piece overturned my 
normal experience of art. The gallery floor, piled with loose 
hay, was the studio. Although the piece (as of this writing 
untitled) is essentially abstract and biomorphic, its two spire-
like shapes make direct reference to castle architecture and 
the built world. Each spire grows out of a horizontal bridge 
resting on the floor; from above, we see that their flattened 
tops are piled with rock salt and grits. Shaughnessy often 
incorporates organic materials into his work to refer to places. 
In this case, rock salt was both for its formal qualities (the large 
crystals catch and reflect light) and its evocation of the Maine 
coast The grits hintat the rural Missouri where the artist grew 
up. ShaUghnessy says he is always" concerned with the inter-
action between material, form and the character of the locale." 
While hay symbolizes rural, agrarian life (or a lost connection 
to food sources and nature itself), the piece relates to its new 
place, the gallery. The woven hay begs the viewer to break 
every museum's cardinal rule, "Don't Touch," and its smell, 
which fills the whole gallery, sensorally transforms the pristine 
museum into a barn. 
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Top 1 0 reasons to shop at 
Forget-Me-Nots 
TI @ Styles you love at prices you'll love even more . 
® Your old clothes swim on you since you began 
that exercise program. 
@ You gave up that exercise program and took up 
gourmet cooking. 
il You had your colors done and discovered you 
have nothing lek to weor. 
® It's fun!!! 
iii Styles you love at prices you'll love even more. 
~ Forget-Me-Nots is like a box of chocolates - you 
never know what you might find. 
~ Escada, Ann Klein, Cooch, DKNY, Talbots, Uz, 
l.l. Bean, Gop, Banana Republic, Carole little, 
laura Ashley ... 
!?,l We have dressy, casual and work clothes as 
well as jewelry, scarves, shoes and bogs - if 
you oon wear it, we probob~ have it. 
TI Styles you love at prices you'll love even more 
Forget ... Me ... Nots 
Fealuring qoolily consignmenl women's apparel 
1232 ShOAl Rd ., Cape E~Iabe~, ME 04107 • 799-3796 





235 CoMMERCIAL STREET, PoRl1AND, MAINE ' 773·6282 
6 MAIN STREET, CAMDE.', MAINE ' 236-0998 
Lots of bad things can happen to your house, 
car, apartment, condo, boat, mobile home or 
business, But when you're in my care. I'll see 
Wt you're protected. and we'll get you smiling 




95 OCQll Street. South Portland 
Non to Smaha's LegiOD Sq. Mkt. 
Hours: Mon.-Thur~ 9 am-8:30 pm, 
Friday 9 am-7 pm, Saturday 9 am- 2 pm 
Silver 
screen 
All Dogs Go to Heaven Con-dog Charles B, Barkin 
and his double-<:rossing, cigar",homping partner, a 
pit bull named Car Face, experience a bit of canine 
rivalry in this animated flick that takes place in 
1930s New Orleans. With voices by Dom Deluise, 
Burt Reynolds, loni Anderson and other Hollywood 
Squares alumnI. 
Bad Boys Martin lawrence and Will Smith star as a 
pair of mismatched cops - one a hedonistic bach-
elor, the other a family man with three kids, They are 
forced to switch lives when an undercover operation 
to recover $100 million In heroin goes awry -
leading to numerous complications and on-e Irate 
wife, 
The Bask_II Diaries leonardo DiCaprio Is Jim 
Carroll, avant·garde New York poet and singer whose 
memoirs of adolescence on the mean streets have 
been compared to "Catcher in the Rye," He and his 
good buddies Herbie, Pedro, Neutron and Bobby 
experience sex, drugs and death together as their 
petty theft and drug·taklng escalate out of control. 
Boys on tile SIde Three women with opposite life 
stones - Mary·loulse Parker, who has been diag· 
nosed HIV-posltive, Whoopi Goldberg as her lesbian 
driver and Drew Barrymore as a single mother·to-be 
- take a cross- country joumey together and dis· 
cover family In an unconventional way. 
Brady Bunch Movie Then one day, the lady met this 
fella. He was living with three boys of his own, they 
were four men living all together, but they were all 
alone ... America's favorite suburbanites are back, 
fighting to save their home from evil land developers. 
Shelley long and Gary Cole star as Carol and Mike 
Brady. with a brood of newcomers, and Henriette 
Mantel in the role of Alice, Groovy, Marcia. 
Circle of Frtends Three Irish girls from the country 
move to Dublin to go to University, where they meet 
some urbane young fellows who have carnal plans for 
them, The girls do battle with their strict religious 
upbringings and eventually relent, but two of them 
fall in love with the same guy - catfights ensue, 
The CUre A neighborhood bad boy strikes up an 
unlikely friendship with a boy who has AIDS, and the 
two spend a summer of adventure looking for a cure. 
Dolo ... Claiborne Kathy Bates (the sledgehammer· 
swinging lunatic from "Misery") plays a housekeeper 
who is accused of murdering her boss -leading to 
suspicions that she was responsible for her husband's 
death 20 years earlier. Forced to talk, the house-
keeper tells the horrible tale of her marriage that 
ended In violence, Jennifer Jason leigh costars as 
Bates' daughter in this thriller based on a novel by 
Steven King, 
Don Juan De Marco Johnny Depp thinks he's the 
infamous Spanish seducer reincarnated, and Manon 
Brando plays the shrink who attempts to convince 
him he's Just a slut. As the doctor wrangles with his 
patient's mental illness, his passion for his wife 
(Faye Dunaway) is reignited by Depp's zest for life, 
Dumb "Dumber Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels play two 
charming doofuses In the dumbest comedy of the 
season. 
Forr .. t Gump In this apparent mating of "Being 
There" and "Zelig: Tom Hanks plays a lucky simple-
ton who becomes an all·Amerlcan football player, a 
Vietnam hero and a shrtmp magnate - all the while 
stumbling Into major figures in American history, 
Through the use of old newsreels and high tech, 
Gump gets to interact with such notables as Presi· 
dents Johnson, Kennedy and Nixon. He also gets to 
teach Elvis how to dance. Sally Field plays his 
onother; Robin Wright, his love interest. Directed by 
Robert Zemeckis ("Back to the Future "), 
The Goofy Movie GoofY and his teenage son, Max, 
set out on a road trip and have a series of animated 
misadventures that strengthen thelrfather-dogjboy· 
dog bond, 
Heavenly Creatures Two teenage girls meet as 
classmates in 1950s New Zealand, and form a bond 
that excludes everyone - including boys. They dis· 
cover a mutual passion for writing and create an 
Imaginary universe, the "Fourth World," a medieval 
kingdom where their fantasies are enacted outside 
the grotesque reality of school, teachers and parents 
- until one of the girls ' mothers decides their 
friendship is unhealthy, The girls are separated with 
disastrous effects. Horror director Peter Jackson 
chronicles one of the most shocking crimes in New 
Zealand's history, with background straight out of 
the diaries of the two less-than-innocent teenagers. 
Jeff.,.on In Paris Nick Nolte dons a wigand breeches 
to become Thomas Jefferson, in a visually alluring 
film which explores the dead President's life during 
the post-revolutionary war years, his hypocritical 
ownership of slaves and the affair that he had with 
one of the women In his bondage, Big on research, 
small on plot, 
Jury Duty A comedy about the legal system starring 
Pauly Shore and Tia Carrere, with Shore as the jury 
foreman In a murder trial. How timely. 
KIss of Death David Caruso, Nicholas Cage and 
Helen Hunt star in this remake of Henry Hathaway's 
1947 classic, in which an ex",on (Caruso) is manlpu· 
lated into committing a crlme for his cousin - only 
to take the fall and wind up back in jail. He agrees to 
turn state's evidence to get out of pnson, only to 
come up against a psychopathic gangster, Cage -
a character so nasty In the original version that he 
shoves an old lady In a wheelchair down a fl ight of 
stairs. 
Lee:ends of the Fall The epic story of a father 
(Anthony Hopkins, again) and his three sons (Aldan 
Quinn, Henry Thomas and YAHOO! Brad Pitt) set In 
Montana, circa 1912, The action spans three de-
cades, during Montana's transition from frontier to 
its modern state, including several wars and broken 
hearts, From "Glory" director Edward Zwick, 
Muriel', Weddlne: If you've ever felt unattractive, 
unwelcome or outcast, you'll love Muriel Heslop-
an overweight, 22 year-old high school dropout with 
a low self-esteem who struggles to make something 
of herself in spite of constant verbal abuse from her 
father, She decides to move to Sydney, Australia, 
with a girlfriend in the hopes of transforming her life 
- but her friend contracts cancer and Murfel has to 
care for her. Only one of her fantasies comes true-
marriage, when she weds a South African swimmer 
who needs official status In Australia to compete in 
the Olympics, Oh, hurrah, 
Outbreak Dustin Hoffman returns to the silver screen 
as a former army colonel whose estranged wife 
(Rene Russo) teams up with him to help fight a lethal 
virus that Is multiplying w~hout cease. Morgan Free-
man lends support as General Billy Ford in this 
medical thriller from director Wolfgang Petersen, 
Written by Ted Tally ("Silence of the Lambs"), In 
collaboration with viral specialist Or. Lawrence Dworet 
and Robert Roy Pool. 
The Pebble and tile Pen""ln Martin Short, James 
Belushi and Tim Curry are the voices behind the 
animated characters In this tale of a lovestruck 
pengUin, Huble, Huble endures the trials of courtship 
In his pursuit of the beautiful Marina, who may or may 
not be a pebble -sortofa Pepe le Pew story without 
the accent, 
Prtest Set in a worklng.class parish In Liverpool, this 
controversial film explores Issues currently facing 
the Catholic Church. A homosexual pnest Is drlven 
out of the church - and slmultaneouly faced with a 
moral dilemma ofthat makes him question his faith: 
a parishioner confesses to abusing his daughter and 
the priest is torn between going to the police and 
breaking the seal ofthe confessional. Denounced by 
the Catholic church as blasphemous - what better 
reason to see it? 
Pulp Fiction Three intertwining stories about drugs 
and thugs set in the seedy, violent underground of 
LA. The all·star cast Includes Uma Thurman, John 
Travolta, Samuel L Jackson. Bruce Willis and Harvey 
Keitel. Directed by Quentin Tarantino (' Reservoir 
Dogs"), The film was awarded the Palme d'Or at 
Cannes. 
Queen Margot In this historical saga full of 
backstabbing and violence, Isabelle AdJanl smokes 
as Marguerite, daughter of the evil and manipulative 
Cathenne de Medici, The film Is set in 16th.century 
France, where the battling between Catholics and 
Protestants is destroying the couhtry - and the 
Catholic royalty is in trouble, De Medici arranges the 
marriage of Marguerite and Henri of Navarre, leader 
of the Protestant oppos~ion, in an attempt to create 
peace, but ends up subverting the union out of her 
lust for control, Marguerite Is so appalled at her 
family's behavior that she rejects her own people and 
joins forces with a husband she initially didn't like, 
Rob Roy Uam Neeson plays 18th-<Oentury Scottish 
hero Rob Roy - leader of the MacGregor clan and 
last of a dying breed of honorable men, who becomes 
a pawn in a vicious plot ofthe Marquis de Montrose. 
Roy escapes to the North, assuming that his family 
will be safe, since not even the Marquis would wage 
war on women and children. Not so. When he dlscov. 
ers that his brave wife Mary (Jessica Lange) and all 
of his children were brutally evicted and the family 
home bumed to the ground, he wages a private war 
on the Marquis - to the delight of the Marquis' 
oppressed tenants, 
The Secret of Roan Inlsh A young Irish girl and her 
family move from their ancestral home to the city-
and as they leave the island of Roan Inlsh, her 
younger brother, still an Infant, Is lost at sea, The girl 
Is miserable in the City, and her father sends her to 
live with relatives In the country - where she begins 
to delve Into the mysterious island and her ancestral 
history. 
Tommy Boy Chris Farley, of 'Saturday Night Live" 
fame, stars as the lII·starred son of a wealthy auto 
parts tycoon, played by Brian Dennehy, In addition to 
trying to take over the family business , the son has 
to deal with his new stepmot"er (Bo Derek) and his 
weasely stepbrother (Rob lowe), From the writers of 
"Wayne 's World ," 
While You Were SI .. plng Sandra Bullock Is working 
the ticket counter in a traIn station when th is hand-
some fella (Peter Gallagher) comes into the queue 
and BANG! she falls in love with him, Then , BANGI he 
tumbles onto the train tracks and ends up in a coma. 
She takes him to the hospital, where his family leaps 
to the conclusion that she is his fiancee. But his 
brother looks kind of cute .. , 
The WIzard of 0. Dorothy and Toto get blown Into a 
bizarre world full of witches, flying monkeys and 
munchkins and must find thelrwayto the magical Oz 
in order to get home to Kansas. 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press. moviegoers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road. S, Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Apr 21-27 




Tommy Boy (PG-13) 
1. 3;15. 5:25. 7;40. 9;50 
Don Juan De Marco (PG,13) 
12:45. 3:05. 5;20. 7;30. 9;35 
Pebble Be the Penquin (G) 
11:45 
While You Were Sleeping (PG) 
1;05.3;10. 5:20, 7;30. 9 :50 
Jury Duty (PG-13) 
12;50. 2;55. 5. 7:05. 9;10 
Priest (R) 
12;45. 3. 5:15. 7:25, 9:40 
The Cure (PG-13) 
12:45. 2;55. 5 :05. 7:15. 9;25 
All Dogs Go To Heaven (G) 
11;30 (Fri-Sun only) 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd,. S, Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Apr 21-27 
Dolores Claiborne (R) 
12;50. 6;50. 9;35 
Circle of Friends (PG-13) 
1:20.4;10, 6:45, 9 
Bad Boys (R) 
1;10. 4. 7;05. 9;40 
The Goofy Movie (G) 
1. 3 , 5, 7 
The Secret of Roan Irish (PG) 
4;30. 8;30. 10;30 (Fri & Sat only) 
Rob Roy (R) 
12:40. 3;40. 6;40, 9;30 
Jefferson In Paris (PG) 
12:30. 3;30. 6;30. 9;20 
Kiss of Death (R) 
1:40.4:20, 7:10. 9:25 
Basketball Diaries (R) 
1;30, 3;50, 6;55. 9;05 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St, Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Heavenly Creatures 
Apr 19-25 
Wed-Tues 5. 7. 9 
Sat-Sun 1. 3 
Queen Margot 
Apr 26-May 2 
Wed-Tues 5. 8 
Sat-Sun 2 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets. Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Apr 21-23 
Dumb Be Dumber (PG-13) 
1:40 (Fri-Sun only), 4:20. 7;20, 10 
Legends of the Fall (R) 
1 (Fri-Sun only). 3;50. 6;30, 9;20 
Brady Bunch Movie (PG-13) 
1;30 (Fri-Sun only). 3:30. 6;50, 9 
Boys on the Side (R) 
1:10 (Fri-Sun only). 4. 7:10. 9:40 
Muriel's Wedding (R) 
1:20 (Fri-Sun only), 4:10. 7. 9 :50 
Forrest Gump (PG-13) 
12:50 (Fri-Sun only). 3;40. 6:40, 9;30 
State Theatre 
609 Congress St. Portland 
879-1112 
Dates effective; Apr 20-23 
Wizard ofOz 







Greg Parker's most recent paintings are 
eerily like the eroded plaster walls of an old 
house imbued with the histories of its 
inhabitants. While the artist's life is not spe-
cifically the subject of his work. each 
painting represents years of accumulated, 
compressed experience, Parker makes his 
works by sanding and polishing layers and 
layers of gesso, drawing and digging into the 
surface. then saturating the smooth surface 
with paint, What arises is a seductively 
beautiful world. representative of another 
plane of consciousness. "Shelter." the body 
of Parker's work on view here. refers to an 
enclosure. a place of safety or a vessel. 
Specifically, "shelter" refers to the geometri-
cal shapes that hover on the surface of each 
painting. Parker thinks of them as an entry 
point for the viewer. They are the realist. 
recognizable aspect of otherwise purely 
abstract paintings. representing the rational 
side of human experience, We can grab 
onto these forms and say. "OK. I know 
that's a square, Now why is it there and 
what is its relationship to the rest of the 
work1" The geometrical shapes. however. 
are never pure; sides and corners bleed into 
the surroundings. signifying the simultaneity 
of the recognizable and the abstract. the 
rational and the irrational. 
JESSYCA BROEKMAN 
Metaphorical of her own body. Jessyca 
Broekman's hand-bound books contain 
personal memories of places, Leafing 
through several of them in her studio, I felt 
as if I was peering into intimate ana 
mysterious evocations of a journey, Her 
works are primarily explorations of color. 
but the artist says "place is the starting 
point," and it was Broekman's two recent 
trips to Italy that inspired all of the works 
featured in the exhibition, The surface of 
each work is built from tempera and 
gouache underpainting overlaid with 
iridescent oil pastel. Greek columns and 
other architectural debris appear amongst 
overlapping and interlocking colored 
rectangles. The space defined by the 
paintings is an Escher-like maze that evokes 
a sense of mystery. and the longer we look 
at these small paintings the more definable 
the space becomes - to a point. Broekman 
seems to delight in creating spaces that are 
Simultaneously definable and indefinable. 
Even as we are enticed to peer through the 
maze, we must rely on our imagination to 
travel beyond the veil of colored shapes, 
JOHNNIE ROSS 
Many of Johnnie Ross' paintings featured 
at the PMA represent his responses to the 
physical environments of Portugal. Spain and 
Paris, where he lived and traveled in the 
early I 990s, Through the language of 
abstraction. each evokes. rather than 
describes, "place." These paintings -
grounded in the artist's memories and 
imaginings - are jumping-off points for a 
journey beyond the specificity of real time 
and space. portals opening into a transcen-
dental experience, Many of Ross ' works 
from this period are punctuated by a bright, 
hot band of white that emanates light, 
seemingly from a source somewhere behind 
the canvas, These narrow stripes of paint 
seem like thin windows illuminated by 
intense sunlight. Atmosphere (which I can 
only describe as spiritual) is created by 
repeatedly saturating each canvas with 
washes of thin paint. Some paintings feature 
more concrete motifs, like the arched 
windows of Spanish architecture. 
JEFF KELLAR 
Jeff Kellar. like Shaughnessy. has created a 
site-specific installation, "43 Places in 43 
Days." The piece consists of 43 boxes. each 
approximately 4 inches square - some 
made of dark-grained wood. some painted a 
rich blue. matte black or shimmery silver, 
As they are hung slightly below eye level. 
the viewer must bend down to peer into 
each cube's "door." or through windows 
found on the sides and tops, The theme of 
passage is a constant in Kellar's work. and 
the square gallery, demarcated by a split, 
low wall that mimicks the cubes. is our first 
passage into the piece, Here 43 black 
screws with handwritten dates line the 
three walls of the gallery, On opening night, 
a cube will be hung on the back wall, 
covering that day's date, Each day. one 
more box will be hung until the installation 
is complete, The sense of fragmentation or 
incompleteness is coupled with the feeling 
that one's present experience is somehow 
embedded in the passage of time. Unlike 
landscape paintings. where the viewer is 
prompted to imaginatively travel in a 
defined world. Kellar's miniature interiors 
are devoid of specificity, We are forced to 
use memory to leave one place and travel in 
another, but We never lose the sense of 
our bodies in relation to the minuscule 
environments. There is always the feeling of 
being "here" and "there" simultaneously, 
ALICE SPENCER 
During my first vist to Alice Spencer's 
studio. I saw her "Torso Series," an artistic 
response to her traumatic experience of 
cancer, Each image from the series is. on 
one level. a semi-abstract, depersonalized 
self-portrait. The torsos were opened up by 
"windows" - squares or rectangles or 
stairs filled with symbols of growth and 
decay - allowing the artist and the viewer 
to peer inside. In Spencer's series of five 
large paintings at PMA, the torso emerges 
again. this time more natural - tree-like -
but encrusted with and "sprouting" motifs 
derived from botanical and biological 
draWings. petrographs. and fossils, They are 
less about Spencer's healing process than 
about "how time and experience shape the 
human spirit." For Spencer. both the body 
and the natural world are sites of memory 
and history, Like the physical landscape. the 
surface of each work is built up and torn 
down. The base of each painting is polymer 
and plaster. covered with washes of paint, 
then carved, scored and abraded with 
chisels and sandpaper, Vestiges of images-
strange hieroglyphic marks and abstracted 
natural forms - emerge from the process. 
representing the passage of time and 
layering of experience, caw 
THE 
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Celebrate Earth Day 1995 
LOVELL DESIGNS 
Please visit our showroom in the Old Pan. displa.rinl 
our complete line of Nature-Inspired jewelry. 
26 Exchange Stroet., Portland' 828-5303 
BEAUTIFUL HANDPAINTED TILE 
FROM LOCAL & WORLDWIDE ARTISTS 
• Professional Installation 
• SPECTACULAR SHOWROOM 
OF IDEAS 
775-2238 
OPEN: M-SA T 9-5 
HAIR ...•••.. 1\CTERNATIVE {.·· .•t ••.• U •..•. ·.• .. \· m·.·m;· •••• II LlNIC < ~ .;::~: ::: :. :: 
Specializing in all types of 
and non-surgical Hair Re:p1<1ce~m!1~t;;: ••••••••• 
• USM WOMEN'S CHORUS, Robert Russell, director 
' CYNTHIA ANDERSON, Mo • BOY SINGERS OF MAINE. Jaye Churdlill, director 
TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 7:30 PM • CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER 
While we're away from City Hall. we GET TO DO some things DIFFERENny. 
Like put on MEGA PRODUCTIONS at the Civic Center: Thousands of 
peiformers, JETS FLYING over the stage, LASERS, ice dancing. Well, maybe not" 
But we CAN put on a HUGE PERFORMANCE of Mahler's masterpiece with 
a soloist AND chorus AND BOY SINGERS. This is your chance to see and hear this 
powerful epic. Tickets: $10, $20, $25, $30, $35. 03''''''''''CArlTALIIAIIAGEM£HI;INC. 
. , ~~~ 
Newton Wa~land. PSO Guest Conductor 
SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 7:30 PM • CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER 
Hear the PSO and this Grammy award-winning conductor do the Beatles. 
Yeah, Yeah, Yeah! Yesterday, Hard Day's Night. and many more. 
Those long-haired lads really could write a melody, and this orchestra can play it 
like nobody else. (And believe it or not, the sound at the Civic Center is darn good.) 
~ 1laMJr:rd/" ~ U!IIIgraa '@> ~ ~: : ,w • OM , • 
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
TOSHIYU~ SHIMADA, MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR 
773.8191 g~ 800.639.2309 FRoonER COMMUNKATION5 
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Say "thank you" during 
Secretaries Week -
April 24.-28 
For less than the price of a 
floral arrangment, 
Sentry Telecommunications 
will answer your phones during 
lunch for the entire week. 
What better way to say 
"thank you" than to simplify the 
weekly workload! 
Call us for more information. 
COMPLETE TELEMESSAGING SERVICE CENTER 
IN WESTBROOK 856-6301 
IN LEWISTON 783-3700 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing 
considered for publication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, 
complete address, a contact telephone number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. 
stage 
"ACloserW ... _PabyCIIIM· A staged tribute to 
the heroine of country music, documenting her early 
struggles and breakthroughs, shows Apr 22 at 8 pm 
- at the State Theatre, 609 Congress St, Portland. 
Tlx: $15.5().$16.50 reserved; $19.50 cabaret (plus 
$10.50 dinner ticket). 879-1112. 
"Artful lives" Actress Robin Lane gives a one-
woman portrayal of Mary Cassatt, Frida Kahlo and 
Georgia O'Keeffe, Apr 28 at 8 pm. at the First 
UnlversalistChurch,l46 Main St. Yannouth. Tlx: $8. 
8464148. 
"'Cymbellne" American Renaissance Theater pre-
sents Shakespeare's last romance - the story of 
King Cymbeline, his headstrong daughter, Imogen. 
and her true love, Posthumus. The King's wishes for 
Imogen's marriage are foiled and he sets in motion 
a whirlwind of events that parts the lovers and 
assails them with intrtgue and adversity at every tum. 
Shows Apr 27-May 7 at the Oak Street Theatre, 92 
Oak St. Portland, with perfonnances Thurs-Sat at 8 
pm and Sundays at 5 pm. Tlx: $10. 775-5103. 
"David .. Usa· Theater Project. 14 School St, 
Brunswick. The Young Company perfonns the tale of 
two emotionally disturbed adolescents who develop 
a friendship that grows into love. Shows Apr 28-May 
7. FrI & Sat at 7:30 pm and Sundays at 3pm. Tlx: $5. 
72!Hl584. 
"A Dream of C ........ • USM's Theatre Department 
presents a cuttin~dge political drama about a 
callgirl and a gigolo who form an uneasy alliance in 
their attempt to escape a militaristic Latin American 
government. Shows Apr 21, 22, 26-29 at 7:30 pm 
and Apr 23 & 30 at 5 pm - in the fonner Steego 
building on the Portland campus. Tix: $7 ($4 stu-
dents). 78().5483. 
"Entertaining Mr. 510_· Vintage Repertory Com-
pany perfonns the tale of a lonely woman and her 
brother, a shady businessman. who rent a room to a 
handsome young thug and end up competing for his 
affections. Shows through Apr 22, Thurs, Fri & Sat at 
8 pm at Oak Street Theatre. 92 Oak St, Portland. Tlx: 
$10. 775-5103 or 774-1376. 
"Fool for Lov." The Original s present Sam Shephard' s 
tale of love, hate and the dying myths of the Old West 
in a love story with an unsettling twist. Shows Apr 21, 
22, 27-29 at 7 pm. T1x: $9 ($7 students/seniors). 
929-5412. 
"Let'. Kli the Boas· Mystery Cafe presents a mur· 
der-mystery dinner theatre, Apr 21 and 28 at Cafe 
Stroudwater, Embassy Suites, 1050 Westbrook St, 
Portland. 775-0031. 
"42nd Street· Portland Lyrtc Theater. 176 Sawyer 
51. S. Portland. Chorus girls vie for star billing and 
seedy characters plot tor their moment in the sun in 
this musical about the backstage workings of a 
Broadway show, Apr 28-May 14. with perfonnances 
FrI & Sat at 8 pm and Sunday at 2:30 pm. Tix: $13 
Fri & Sat ($11 Sunday matinees). 774-1904. -
"TaHdng WIth· Portland Players. 420 Cottage Rd, S. 
Portland, presents a series of women's monologues, 
Apr 22 at 8 pm. T1x: $10. 799·7337. 
"U ..... the Sldn" Mad Horse Theatre Company 
presents a nightmarish vision of innocence and evil 
in a story about domestic violence and sexual abuse. 
Shows through Apr 23, Thurs-Sat at 8 pm and Sun at 
7 pm. Tlx: $18 Thurs, FrI & Sun ($16 students/ 
seniors). $20 Sats. 797-3338. 
~Mra. Warren'. Professlon" Portland Stage Com-
pany presents the story of a mysterious madam who 
squares offwith her sophisticated daughter in George 
Bernard Shaw's electrifying drama. The war between 
the sexes and VICtorian notions of sexuality come 
into playas the two women are forced to choose 
between their own impulses and the expectations of 
male society. Previews Apr 23, 25 and 26 at 7:30 
pm. Shows Apr 27-May20, with perfonnances Tues· 
Thurs at 7:30 pm. FrI at 8 pm, Sat at 5 & 9 pm and 
Sun at2 pm. (Apr 23 & 30 at 7:30 pm). Tix: $2().$29 
($15-$24 students/seniors). 774-0465. 
auditions/etc 
Auditions Shenanigans productions seeks male 
actors age 25 and up for -Early One Evening at the 
Rainbow Bar & Grille. - Tryout Apr 29 from 1-3 pm at 
Portland Stage Company's rehearsal hall, 25A For· 
est Ave, Portland. 646-6825. 
Maine SUmmer Dramatic Institute is holding audio 
tions for the 1995 summer program, a six-week 
conservatory program for high school age actors and 
theater technicians, Apr 29 & 30 and May 6 & 7, at 




Orion E ..... mbl.(acousticjazz) 7:30 pm atWestbrook 
College's Ludeke Auditorium, Stevens Ave, Portland. 
Free. 797·7261. 
Tuck&. Patti Gazz singer and piano man) 8 pm at the 
First Parish Church, 425 Congress St. Portland. Tix: 
$20. (603) 772·5440. 
friday 21 
Bill Street .. USM JIIZZ Ensemble 8 pm at USM's 
Corthell Hall, Gorham campus. Tlx: $3 ($1 students). 
78D-5555. 
saturday 22 
Boy> II Men (MTV's best-dressed crooners) 7:30 pm 
at the Cumberland County Civic Center. Portland. Tlx: 
$30 reserved. 775·3458. 
MlgIrty Ml&hty Boa_. (ska-funk allstars) 8 pm 
at USM's Sullivan Gym, 92 Falmouth St. Portland 
campus. Tlx: $12 ($8 students). 874-6598. 
Musical marathon 
Coalition of Original Maine Perfonners is a 
new, non-profit organization started by a 
group of local musicians who got tired of 
the lack of unity, information exchange 






has grown to over 60 members, including 
local notables like Cindy Bullens, Kate 
Schrock and Paul French. The group hosts 
a benefit concert Apr 22 at the Spring Point 
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland, from noon 
to 1 am. Twenty local original talents join 
in for the show, with performances by 
blues/R&B act Lake Larsson & the 
Soulbenders, Lisa Gallant's band the 
Brotherhood Dogs and pianist / diva 
Schrock. Tickets are $3, and all proceeds go 
to C.O.M.P's incorporation costs and fu-
ture projects - C.O.M.P has big plans for 
this small town. 767-4627. 
tuesday 25 
Portland Symphony Orchastt. Symphony NO.3 by 
Gustav Mahler (with alto Cynthia Anderson, USM' s 
Women's Chorus and the Boy Singers of Maine) 7:30 
pm at the Cumbe~and County Civic Center, Portland. 
Tlx: $1().$35. 773-8191. 
• upcomzng 
Bruce fithian .. Friend. Apr 28 (period music -
troubadour songs and medieval works) 8 pm at 
USM's Corthell Hall. Gorham campus. Tix: $8 ($4 
students/seniors). 78().5555. 
Kevin Morse Apr 28 (ultimate classical guitarist) 8 
pm at the Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 High St. 
Portland. Tlx: $10. 775-2301. 
Pop Go the Beatie. Apr 29 (Portland Symphony 
Orchestra) 7:30 pm at the Cumberland County Civic 
Center, Portland. Tix: $1().$35. 773-8191. 
n.h Hinojosa's Border Tour May 2 (Mexican-Ameri· 
can chanteuse) 8 pm at the State Theatre, 609 
Congress St, Portland. Tlx: $12.5().$15.50 general 
admission; $16.50 cabaret (plus $10.50 dinner 
ticket). 879-1112. 
WMPG Benefit May 5 (Tripe. Rotors to Rust. Rustic 
Overtones. Michael Danahy. Dear Liza, Dan Comeau, 
Mercy & Darien Brahms) 7:30 pm-l am at USM's 
Sullivan Gym. Portland campus. Tix: $5. 7804974. 
clubs 
thursday 20 
D.W. GIII&'the BI .... Prophets (blues/R&B) The Big 
Easy. 416 Fore St. Portland. 78()'1207. 
Karaoke Clyde's Pub. 173 Ocean St. S. Portland. 
7994473. 
Comedy Showcase The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St, Portland. 774-5554. 
Troy Gazz /blues) Free Street Taverna, 128 Free St, 
Portland. 774-1114. 
Top CholceCllque(rap/hi~op) Granny Killam·s. 55 
Market St. Portland. 761-2787. 
April 22 is the 25th anniversary of Earth Day 
- another shot at redemption for non-
C()mposting citizens. We all know that Maine is 
greener than most of the Eastem seaboard, 
but the encroaching urban wasteland of South 
Portland and Forest Avenue is cause for alarm 
- as is the level of "acceptable" pollution 
currently allowed to come belching out of 
smokestacks and old Novas. University of 
Southem Maine (USM), Tom's of Maine, 
Southem Maine Technical College (SMTC) and 
Maine Audubon Society are all hosting Earth 
Day celebrations - a golden opportunity to 
gather up'old newspapers, I.earn about the 
environment and reconnect with the planet. 
Maine Audubon Sooiety, 118 Route 1 in, 
Falmouth, kicks off the day with a sunrise 
celebration at 5:30 am. on its oceanside farm. For earth-loving late-risers, 
USM's festivities begin at 9 a.m. for an aU-day open house on the Portland 
campus. The public can lour the solar system in the planetarium, watch 
solar car and boat races, participate in recycling household goods or 
sample food from area vendors. Local music acts will take the stage begin-
ning at 11 a.m., with everything from African drumming to classical strirIg 
duos. For animal lovers, the Center for Wildlife, Chewonki Foundation and' 
the Maine Wolf Coalition sponsor presentations about Maine's indigenous 
wildlife. Homeowners can leam about environmentally friendly alternatives 
for cleaning, decorating and landscaping, and at 8 p.m. in the Sullivan Gym. 
hot ska/punk act The Mighty Mighty Bosstones give an Earth Day benefit 
concert. 
Tom's of Maine holds Earth Day festivities at the Lafayette Center in 
Kennebunk from 9:30 a.m.-5;30 p.m" with displays of seaweed fertilizer, 
natural tOiletry products, an electric car conversion and an infonnational 
exhibit about cooperative living by Neverdun Farm. Author Deb Soulewn.be 
present to sign copIes of her latest book, "The Roots of Healing, A Woman's 
Book of Herbs," from 1 0-11 ;30 a.m., and for \dds, Hedgehog Puppet The-
ater will give a noontime presentation of "'The Lorax,· by Dr, Seuss, Also, 
"Bats of the Wood," a demonstration with a real live bat, Nlm, designed to 
ease your fears of these fragile creatures, takes place at 1 p.m. Free tree 
seedlings are available, too. 985-2944, 
SMTC hosts guided coastal tours, environmental education displays and 
yet another electric car at their campuS on Fort Road in South Portland. 
Those who actually want to take action can pitch in and clean up - every¢i1a 
who collects a bag of trash in SMTC's coastal cleanup gets a free lunch. Thl& 
is the kind of community effort that could make fiNery day Earth Day_ 
Earth Day promoters encourage you to take the bus, bring your own 
utensils and recycle this paper. Call the Earth Day hotline, 780-4998, for 
more infonnatlon on Audubon, USM and SMTC events. 
Garth Cormier (original acoustic) Khalldl's Creative 
Seafoods, 36 Market St. Portland. 871-1881. 
Wacky Thursday (wild music) The Moon. 427 Fore 
St, Portland. 772·1983. 
Foxflr. (cover rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Happy Hour with the Steve&. Reeve D.J. Show 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 77~886. 
Mourning Wood (mellow rock) Seamen's Club, 1 
Exchange St. Portland. 772·7311. 
Jeff Aumuller (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
Laser Karaoke with Greg Powers Tipperary Pub. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay Bob Look (techno, tribal. trance/live karaoke 
in front room with Nick) The Underground, 3 Spring 
St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Acoustic Open Mlc with Ken Grlmsley The Wrong 
Brothers' Pub. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
Jen Trynln Band (power popjWMPG benefit) Zootz. 
31 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-8187. 
friday 21 
Red Ught Revue (blues/R&B/soul) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78()'1207. 
Steve Holmes (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Con-
gress St. Portland. 773-9873. 
D.J. Michael G. (boogie oogle oogie) Citi. 145 
Kennebec St. Portland. 772·5699. 
Julie Barr&. Tony Moschetto The Comedy Connec· 
tion, 434 Fore St. Portland. 774·5554. 
Elderberry Jam (hippie shake) Free Street. Taverna. 
128 Free St, Portland. 774·1114. 
3 Orange Whips with Phyllis (glamourous he avy metai/ 
grunge) Geno·s. 13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
Moon Boot Lover (cosmic blues & Jazz) Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market St, Portland. 761·2787. 
D.J. Landry'" Friends (rock) Khalidi 's, 36 Market St, 
Portland. 871·1881. 
French Conne<:tlons (an evening of Cajun & Acadian 
music) Morganfield·s.121 Center St, Portland. 774· 
1245. 
Foxftre (cover rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Swinging Staak. with Valentine Smith (beefy 
rockabilly) Raoul's. 865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 
77~886. • 
Ric Roy (mellow rock) Seamen's Club. 1 Exchange 
St, Portland. 772·7311. 
Blue Steel Expr ... (blues) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
Fools (rock) Hlirds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-
8040. 
Tom Dhyrberg (light lounge rock) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
DaeJay Tim staney (dance. danae, dance) The Un-
derground. 3 Spring St. Portland. 773-3315. 
Tony Boffa (Maine's answer to Wayne Newton) 
Verillo's, 155 Riverside St. Portland. 775-6536. 
Higher Ground (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub. 
39 Forest Avenue, Portland, 775-1944. 
saturday 22 
Red Ugh. Revue (blues/R&B/soul) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78()'1207. 
Jeff Aumuller (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 Con· 
gress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
D.J. Michael G. (boogie oogie oogie) Citi, 145 
Kennebec St, Portland. 772·5699. 
Karaoke Clyde'S Pub, 173 Ocean St. S. Portland. 
7994473. 
Anthony Clark, Julie Barr&. Tony Moschetto The 
Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St, Portland. 774-
5554. 
Between Dreams - unplugged with guest Dave 
Herllny (guitar rock) Free Street Tavema, 128 Free 
St, Portland. 774-1114. 
2 Saints &.BlgMeatHammer(punkrock) Geno's,13 
Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
Sabre Tooth Nudist (alt·rock) Granny Killam's, 55 
Market St. Portland. 761·2787. 
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• Intermediate and Advanced Modern 
Dance classes for adults, morning/evenings. 
• Composition Workshop taught by Daniel 
McCusker, June 12-Juiy 7. 
• Masterclass with Bebe Miller, Saturday, July 29. 
• Three-week Dance Intensive for Young Dancers 
(ages 11 -17),July 10-27. 
Call 773·2562 for schedules and information. 
APRIL LIVE SCHEDULE 
u.]~itC1nl WM'P(; Benefit Show: 
Jen Trynin, Darien Brahms and Car. 
Tuesday, April 25: Claypeople, 
Acumen 
I 
: Only WOTZ dares to bong real indusmal to Portland!! Ci!!Ch two 
I of the finest Indusuial bands In Amenca. Claypeople's 
perrussion and sample laden sound are complimented by the 
!lUiGlr' heavy Arumen, dont miss thiS one. 
Thursday, April 27: Melvins, 
One Inch of Skin 
WOTZ bongs the Melvins back to Portlandllf you missed them 
last time. your friends made you regret it! ThIS seattle area 
band was dOing Grunge while NllVilna were soli in high school. 
Godlleadsilo wi One Inch of Sion wlll open the show. 
Coming May 4: Meatmenl 
screen. So follow the red brick road 
to the State Theatre, 609 Congress St., 
and get reacquainted with Dorothy 
and the guys at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
The State has made a real 
commitment to showing film classics 
in their natural environment, and the 
little box pales in comparison. Up 
there on the movie-palace canvas, 
Kansas looks that much bleaker, Oz 
seems that much more luscious and 
the ruby slippers glitter the way they 
did when you were a kid. The movie 
~Iso shows on April 18, 19,21 and 23, 
You have tried the rest 
Now try the best 
NOW OPEN 
The Clay OveV\ 
Serving the Finest 
Indian Cuisine 
11:00-3:00 Lunch 
4:00 -10:00 Dinner 
Now seroing beer &- wine 
Take Out Available 
Free Delivery (773-3913)' 
565 Congress St. 
Portland • 773-1444 
where live Oz characters will 
in their tin-and-straw glory to 
visitors to the Emerald 
City. Tix: $5 adults/$3 
children (Lunchkin is 
extra) 879-1112. 
Let them give you 
the boot April 21. 
friday 21 
they do best is get up on stage and 
blast off into the funky stratosphere. 
Tix: $4. 761-2787. 
Sullivan Gymnasium on the .t'Olruana 
campus. The show starts 
nday 23 
blues: Two hot blues guitarists 
a veteran, the other just coming 
up - will fire up Sunday night at 
121 Center St., at 8 
~~I1ld LONNIE MACK 
CHUBBY 
program, "DIFFERENT PEOPLE, DIfI •• 
PLACES," which starts at the POlrtl'1llHllii 
Public Library, 5 Monument Square 
12 noon. 
SCHOOLHOuSE AR1S CE~'EA PAESEIHS 
Women's 
Celebration of the Heartbeat 
May 20 - 21 1995 
Friday & Saturday 
nights 8 pm 
",",128.29 
May5, 6, 12,13 
MallnM 2:00 
on Sunday, w.,y 7 
R. "( r"itlor" 
642-3743 
Undercover Mystery Bookshop 
Specializing in Mystery, Suspense 
& Espionage Fiction 
~=-=~~ Both New and Used 
4 City Center 
Portland· 761-4604 
Don't forget <0 bring your 
used books for s<ore credit! 
Lyman Maine 
We believe that women's hearts 
resonate as one with each other 
and Mother Earth, Come 
celebrate injoywith other 
women this Mayl 
Our celebration includes transfor-
mational breathing, spirit guides 
herbal healing, singing & 
dancing with a Mother 
drum, Vegetarian, non-
dairy gourmet food too! 
Held on private land in 
southern Maine, the 
cost of the week-end is 
There is no profit 
motive involved. 
For more informa-
tion, call Jill at 
207/ 247-4572. 
Shannon and friendS play 
GrannY's April 29. 
Participants will read five books -
including an account of Mexico's 
brutal conquest from the Aztec point 
of view and a 1634 guide to New 
England by an English explorer-
and will hear lectures from historians, 
anthropologists and other scholars. 
Free and open to the public, but 
preregistration is required. 871-1758. 
tuesday 25 
Mahler's monster: The massive 
NO.5 BY GUSTAV MAHLER, which 
PliIlW'lt referred to as his 
will be performed by the 
Orchestra at the 






I command the many-
beast with his baton, filling 
the civic center with a sound as big as 
Proceeds to benefit PWA Coalition 
Donate 2 canned goods, S I cover 
Donate 3 items or more, Free Admission 
"disappeared. 




by Joe OrtOIl 
Final 3 
Performances! 
Tix - $10 
OAK STREET THEATRE 
92 Oak Street, Portland 
775-5103 I 774-1376 











Royal pain: The trials and tribulations 
of King Cymbeline and hisheadstrong 
daughter subject of 
one of Sh.ikesp~i!at,e'stl 
"aMBELlNE," 
by the nU.'''ll~ 
at the Oak 
and 
Imogen 
father, the King, loves him not. 
The King tries to force her to marry 
she will have none of it. The 
between the father 
comes 
..... rrit.>r/ guitarist SHANNON 
a performer whose very 
personal, heartfelt sound has attracted 
Fibre Recovery Inc. 
Recycling Services for Paper Products 
Specializing in Office Paper 
Fast, Courteous Service 
774-4937 
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There's no denying that eight hours of keeping your nose to the grindstone can really dull the senses. But 
the 18S-horsepower Saab 900 SE Turbo Coupe is the perfect pick-me-up. It's fast acting: 0-60 in 6.5 
seconds"; top speed: 142 mph. And very stimulating: with superb responsiveness and handling precision, 
--.... __ .. ~dS well as 16-inch alloy wheels with ultralow profile tires. So why not test-drive a Saab 900 SE Turbo Coupe 






Sub' ct t ed't I 35 payments of $299 capitalized cost $26998. Cap cost reduction $1442.90. refundable $325 security deposit. $450 acquisition fee and 1st month payment due at lease signing. 
• )e 0 a I approva. Option to p~r(nase at lease end for $1656435. 30,000 allowable miles. Exceu mileage .15~ per mile. Tax. Title and Doc Fee Extra. 
... Car and Driver, 4195. 01995 SAAB CARS USA. lNC9535-399 
L _______________ 262 Bath Road • Brunswick. Maine 
L.L.Bean Paddling School 
Discover how to have 
more fun on the water. 
The 2nd Annual L.L.Bean 
Canoe Expo: April 28-30. 
Join us for this free weekend of outdoor 
enjoyment. Beginners, intermediates and more 
advanced paddlers can take part in demonstra-
tions, informative talks and on-water lessons 
led by experienced instructors from the 
L.L.Bean Paddling School. Test boats from 
leading manufacturers and pick up paddling 
tips from nationally-known canoeists. 
Bring us your boat and we'll auction it to 
the highest bidder at the The Used Canoe 
Auction_ Ten percent of the proceeds will 
be donated to Maine Audubon, the other 
90% is yours to keep. You may want to use 
the money to shop for a new canoe or 
boating accessories. Come to the 2nd 
Annual Canoe Expo. Find out how easy it 
is to have more fun on the water. 
If you have any questions, 
please call 1-800-341-4341 ext. 6666. 
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m.- 5 p.m, 
L.L . .., 
Retail Store, Main Street, Freeport 
Open 24 hours, every day. 
Art & Soul continued from page 19 
nm Steena & J.P. FIsher (rock) Khalidi 's Creative 
Seafoods, 36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
James Montgomery Band (Tone-cool fellas) 
Morganfield's, 121 Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Foxflre (cover rock) Old portlavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Bob Helprln Blues Band Seamen's Club, 1 Exchange 
St, Portland. 772-7311. 
Rotors to Rust, Tripe & Swank (eye-poppin, chop-
bustin original hard rock) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
portland. 773-8040. 
Alan King Band (light rock) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
DeeJay Tim Staney (dance, dance, dance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Tony Boffa (Malne's answer to Wayne Newton) 
Verillo's, 155 Riverside St, Portland. 775-6536. 
Higher Ground (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub. 
39 Forest Avenue, Portland, 775-1944. 
New Wave Dance Party with D.l. Fred Kennedy (retro 
boogie) lootz. 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 23 
Tony O. & the Tornados The Big Easy, 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 78()'1207. 
Sean Sheerlns (Irish music) Brian Boru's, 57 Center 
St, Portland. 78()'1506_ 
Dol. Mike Giller (classic dance) Citi, 137 Kennebec 
St, Portland. 774-2242. 
Comedy Showcase Comedy Connection, 434 Fore 
St. Portland. 774-5554. 
Open Mlc (bring your instruments and play) Geno's, 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Terrell (angry Southern-gentleman rock) Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Albert otis (blues) Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St, 
Portland. 772·2739. 
Merl Saunders & the Rainforest Band, at 3 pm -
Lonnie Mack & Popa Chubby at 8 pm (multi-talented 
music biz hero - road warriors of blues-rock) 
Morganfield's, 121 Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Totem Soul (meliowrock)Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Chris Smither (bluesy acoustic) Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Avenue, Portland. 773-8886. 
National Heedllner Comedy with Billy Wlnn & Chris 
Frazier T-Birds.126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
DeeJay Andy(cltysoundsjlive karaoke in front lounge) 
The Underground. 3 Spring St .• Portland. 773-3315. 
DeeJay Bob Look (request night/no cover) leotz. 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 24 
Laser Karaoke with Ray DogThe Big Easy. 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Open Mlc with the Watermen Free Street Taverna, 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Open Mlc with Randall Morabltos (blues) 
Morganfield's, 121 Center St. Portland. 774-1245. 
ComeclyOpen Mlcwlth Pat "Boomer" Hicks Raoul 's. 
865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 773-8886. 
Open Mlc with Ken Grimsley (acoustiC) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-<)093. 
tuesday 25 
Open Blues Jam (drumset available) The Big Easy. 
416 Fore St. Portland. 780-1207. 
Open Poetry Reaelng with live jazz Free Street 
Taverna, 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Chris Moore & Tom McGann (folk) Gritty McDuff's, 
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Totem Soul (mellow rock) Old Port Tavern, 11Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Writers Open Mlc with Annl Clark & guest Paul 
French Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Open Mlc with Peter Gleason (b.y.o. Jam) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland, 7674627. 
Clay' People & Acumen (Industrial mayhem) lootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
wednesday 26 
Red Ught Revue (bluesjR&Bjsoul) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78()'1207. 
Rock Open Mic Granny Killam's, 55 Market St. 
Portland. 761-2787. 
Pete FInkle (pop) Khalldi's Creative Seafoods, 36 
Market St. Portland. 871-1881. 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Will Turner (solo artist) Seaman's Club. 1 Exchange 
St, Portland. 772-7311. 
Open Mlc Rock (no lounge lizards need apply) T· 
Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
DeeJay Bob Look and strippers (eclectiC fun) The 
Underground. 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mic with Bang-Bang Club (b.y.o.jam) 
The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
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Short cuts 
Is this the end? Or a new beginning? 
Ironically, despite continuing rumors that Zootz' owner, Jason Clark, is trying 
to sell his Forest A venue club - which, like most Portland clubs, has been strug-
gling for financial success - the venue is undergOing a renaissance of sorts as far 
as booking national acts is concerned. During April, Zootz has scheduled six such 
shows - the biggest of which is undoubtedly the fathers of grunge, the Melvins, 
Though grunge is 
definitely dead, 
the Melvins have 
outlived their 
offspring. 
who will play there on April 27. It's been over a year 
since they last came to Zootz (on the day after the body 
of Kurt Cobain, a close friend of the band's, was found) 
and they've put out two albums since. The first was 
"Prick," released by an indie label under the band name 
"Snivlem" (get it?) after the Melvins' corporate label, 
Atlantic, passed on it. It's no wonder they did; only two 
of the tracks could charitably be called songs. The rest 
seem to be feedback and not much else. 
Their" official" release last year was "Stoner Witch," 
in which the Melvins attempted both to incorporate the 
experiments of "Prick" and to make their music more 
accessible. A difficult task, but they pull it off. Some tracks still have the Melvins' 
signature heavier-than-Iead sound, but some move towards a more classic rock 
feel. One, "Revolve," sounds like a missing track from Kiss' "Destroyer" (and 
that's high praise). Other tunes find them expanding their sound; on "Goose 
Freight Train," they come off as '50s lounge lizards, finger-snapping along to a 
moody melody. Still other songs find them heading into early-Pink Floyd territory 
and refining the ethereal noise of "Prick." Though grunge is definitely dead, the 
Melvins have outlived their offspring. 
The Melvins, with opening acts Godheadsi/o and One Inch of Skin, will be playing at 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., April 27 at 9 p.m. Tix: $10. 773-8187. 
World of pain 
Two other bands of note are playing Zootz on April 25 - the industrial groups 
Clay People and Acumen. Recently, I was listening to "Black Box," a compilation 
of bands on the industrial label, Wax Trax!, and I had an epiphany about industrial 
music. "Gee," I thought to myself while listening to some German band, "a lot of 
this stuff is just mood music for S&M freaks ." Still, there is some great industrial 
music amid the dross, such as Nine Inch Nails, KMFDM and Ministry. Clay 
People and Acumen are closer to those bands than to the ones that make masoch-
istic Muzak. Both are dissonant and claustrophobic, but both also have the energy 
and textural complexity of great industrial music. Acumen is the superior band, 
with better vocals and a beat that's closer to industrial's dance roots, but both are 
capable of creating some intense noise. You don't have to be an S&M freak to 
enjoy either band, though it might help. 
Clay People and Acumen will be at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., April 25 at 9 p.m. 
Tix: $4. 773-8187. 
Earth tones 
You definitely don't have to be an S&M freak to enjoy The Mighty Mighty 
Bosstones, who will be playing at USM's Sullivan Gym on April 22 to help the uni-
versity celebrate Earth Day. They're the leading practitioners of what I like to call 
"hyphen music" -
you know, the type of 
band that likes to mix 
and match genres the 
way they mix and 
match their clothes. In 
the Bosstones' case, it's 
ska-metal-funk-punk 
and lots of plaid. The 
reason why the other 
hyphen bands are 
playing small bars and 
the Bosstones are play-
ing to thousands is 
Simple. They can write 
memorable hooks to 
their genre mismatch-
ing a nd the others 
can't. Alas, their latest 
record, "Question the 
Answers" is a bit lack- They're the boss. 
ing in the freewheeling 
spirit that's ever-present in hyphen music, but the Bosstones have written more 
good songs than nearly all of their peers combined. Plus they're the only band that 
can cover Bob Marley and Kiss with equal authority, and that's saying a lot. 
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones will play April 22 at Sullivan Gym on the USM Portland 
campus. Tix: $12, $8 for USM students, 874-6598. 
-Dan Short 
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• Rentals 
• Invitations 
• Favors & 
Everyday items 





• S~iar Occasions 
• Balloons 
• Showers 
• Communion & 
Con~rmation 
633 WARREN AVE. 
774-2261 
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PRIME RIB 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
Western Angus Prime Rib. 
Includes choice of fresh green salad ar soup du jour. 
Mates Cut - 10 oz ... . 
Captains Cut - 16 oz .. . . 




HOUR EVERY DAY FROM 4:00 TIL 7:00 PM 
On • $2.49 Mixed Drinks 
Breakfast, Lunch 
and Dinner 
served all day 
Summer Hours 
beginning April 25th. 
Closed Mondays, 
Tues-Fri 4pm-Mid 
Sat & Sun 11 am-11 pm 
Beer of the Month 
Wheat Hook Ale 
One of the Pleasures of Spring ... 
SUE AND THE CREW ARE BACK 
rcremendous Seafood, Jnspiring Views, Outrageous Desserts 
STOP ON BY 
Log Cabin Restaurant 
Bailey Island, ME 
833-5546 
Sun-Thurs 11 :30-8:30, Fri & Sat 11 :30-9:30 
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Corner, Brunswick 
TUESDAY OPEN MI( WI PETER 
WEDNESDAY LADIES NIGHT 7-CLOSE 
THURSDAY, APRIL 10 - JEFf AUMULLER 




Serving a **** 
Lunch Everyday 
(Portland Press Herald rating) 
Enjoy a variety of soups, 
sandwiches, appetizers 
and lunch entrees, 




Sl .50 pints all day 
780-1506 
57 (enfer Street, Portland 
r.R7AsIT~([ '0?J- -- 0:dI EAN'S 
DINNER 
Shrimp-Corn Fritters 
served with a spicy 
horseradish-lomato sauce 
Rigatoni 
tossed with Anasazi beans, 
spinach, roasted garlic, fresh sage 
Fried Chicken 
served with cole slaw and 
cornbread 
Fajita-Style Flank Steak 
wilh skillet com sauce and tortillas 
TABITHA -JEAN'S 
94 Free Street 
207 / 780-8966 
VISA IMC/AMEXIDISC. ACCEPTED 
Parle & Shop Member 
GOURMET 
TAKE-OUT 
CHEF STUART'S FOODWORKS. Prepared full en-
trees, rotisserie specials, casseroles, soups, as-
sorted salads, fresh baked breads and pastries. All 
offered in state of the art packaging, all designed 
to be picked up and enjoyed in your own home or 
office . Mon. -Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. On the cutting 
edge of the Old Port. 47 India Street. Portland. 
773-9741. 
FRENCH 
LE BISTRO DULA<;. Experience French Country 
cuisine at its best, in the unique atmosphere of one 
of Raymond's historic houses. Reservations ac-
cepted. MC/Visa. Located at Routes 302 and 85 . 
Raymond. 655-4100. 
C A FE 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other side of 
the arterial for brunch. Offering a variety of break-
fast items and non-smoking environment. MC 
and Visa accepted . Tuesday-Friday 7-2, weekend 
brunch, Saturday & Sunday8-2. Parking. 41 Middle 
st. Portland . 774-2972. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked past-
ries and great lunches. Summer seating on the 
deck. Soups with pizzaz, creative deli sandwiches 
and healthy salads. 205 Commercial St. Portland. 
773-2217. 
VICTORY DELI & BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfasts, 
mouth watering baked from scratch breads and 
pastries - freshly prepared soups, stews, salads, 
pasta and vegetarian specialties, delicious sand-
wiches. Beer & wine . Monument Square, 299 
Forest Ave and One Portland Square. MC/VISA 
accepted . 772-7299, 772-3913, 772-8186. 
WOODFORDS CAFE. Home of Portland's Best 
Burgers. Lunch, dinner and drink. Specials daily. 
MC, Visa and personal checks welcome. Take out 
available . Sun., Tues. -Thurs . 11 a.m.-ll p.m., Fn., 
Sat. until 1 a.m .. Closed Mondays. 129 Spring St., 
Portland. 772-1374. 
ITALIAN 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade 
pastas and sauces in Portland . Open for lunch, 
dinner and late night dining . Italian wine and 
beers . Espresso. Cappuccino. Desserts. Bring the 
family! MC, Visa and Amex accepted . 43 Ex-
change st. 60 Market st. Portland. 773-7146. 
RICETTA'S BRICK OVEN PIZZERIA. Voted 
Portland's "Best Pizza" fi ve years running. Norlh-
ern Ita lian cuisine. Gourmet lunch buffet d aily. 
Dine-in, take-out, both lunch and dinner delivery, 
catering . Expanded dining roo m. M.-Th 11 :30 
a.m. -10:00 p .m. Fri .-Sat. 11 :30-11 :00 p .m . Sun-
day 12-1 0 p.m. MC/Visa/Am . Ex. 29 Western Ave . 





GAME & SEAFOOD 
A sample of 
selecrions from our 4/20-5/4 Dinner Menu 
Maine Venison Medallions 
w/cracked pepper & Merlot sauce 
Maine Pheasa.nt 
w/sundried cranberries & wild rice 
Crabcakes 
w/tomatoes & capers 
.vegetarian entrees available· 
Parking available · Dinner nightly at 5:00 
• Nan-Smoking . Reservations Suggested 
58 Pine Street • 773-8223 
INDIAN 
THE CLAY OVEN. Serving authentic Indian cui-
sine in a relaxed atmosphere. The moist kebobs 
are cooked on a slow charcoal fire, while the 
curries are prepared with freshly ground herbs 
and spices. The Clay Oven has been opened by a 
group of profeSSionals who run very successful 
Indian restaurants in Mass. &; R.I. Serving lunch & 
dinner. Beer & wine available. Take out available. 
Call 773-3913 for free delivery. Accepting all 
major credit cards. 565 Congress St., Portland. 
773-1444. 
HI BOMBAY! Experience the enticing delicacies of 
Old Bombay. Hot sizzling kebobs, tasty curries, 
savory soups and sauces, hot breads. HI Bombay 
serves all of your Indian favorites. Five year anni-
versary specials. Open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m., seven 
days. Visa, MC, Discover. One Pleasant St., Port-
land. 772-8767. 
SHALIMAR OF INDIA RESTAURANT. Serving 
delicious Indian food, as spicy or mild as you like! 
Wide variety of dishes including vegetarian. loin 
us for lunch, dinner, or any special occasion. Open 
7 days. Accepting all major credit cards. 675 
Congress St. Portland. 
AMERICAN 
CONGRESS STREET DINER. A traditional Ameri-
can diner. Fresh baked goods, homemade soups 
and daily specials. Breakfast served all day. Eat in 
or take out. Open every day 7 a.m.-3 p .m. 551 
Congress St. 773-6957. 
HOMEPLATE.lncredible breakfast and lunch menu 
voted #1 three years in a row. Open 6 a.m.-3 p.m. 
seven days a week. Late nights Thursday-Saturday 
11 p.m.-6 a.m .. 5 Dana St. Portland. 
MORGANFIELD'S RESTAURANT AND NIGHT 
CLUB. Great down-home cooking. A full menu of 
reasonably priced appetizers and entrees includ-
ing BBQ Ribs, Veggie Creole, & lumbalaya. Over 
120 beers, including 30 on draft and over 70 
microbrews. Beer specials nightly. Sunday lazz 
Brunch (11 a.m. - 1 p.m.) and Gospel Brunch 
(1 :30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.) with unlimited buffet 
servings and live music. Open evenings at 4:00 
p.m. Thurs. - Mon. MC/Visa/Amex. 121 Center St. 
Portland . 774-JUKE. 
THE NEON DINER. The Art District's favorite! 
Farm fresh veggies, meats, new vegetarian menu! 
Greatdaily specials. Open 'til 3 a.m. Thurs, Fri, Sat. 
653 Congress St. On Longfellow Square. 
RUSKI'S. Breakfast all day. 7 a.m.-1 a.m .. Daily 
lunch and dinner specials. Daily happy hour 4-7 
w/beer and mixed drink specials. Six page menu. 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner ... what a real neighbor-
hood pub should be. MC, Visa accepted. 212 
Danforth st. Portland. 774-7604. 
SEAFOOD 
BAY HARBOR RESTAURANT. Portland Harbor's 
most spectacular view. Featuring Angus steaksand 
prime rib, seafood, and new children's menu. 
Sunday Brunch by The Bay. Happy Hour daily 4 til 
7. Outside deck and dining . Free shuttle boat 
service from the Old Port by calling 799-5552 
Valet parking. MC and Visa accepted. 231 Front 
Street. South Portland. Reservations accepted at 
799-5552. 
GILBERT'S CHOWDER HOUSE. Friendly, 
Downeast-style dining, dockside or indoors. Sea-
food straight from Maine waters; hand-cut fries 
and onion rings. Award winning chowder! Park-
ing . 92 Commercial St. Portland. 871 -5636. 
]'S OYSTER BAR. Fresh seafood daily. Shellfish & 
pasta dishes our specialty. Relaxed friendly atmo-
sphere. Seasonal patiO dining . MC and Visa ac-
cepted. Parking. 5 Portland Pier. Portland. 772-
4828. 
KHAlIDI'S CREATIVE SEAFOOD. Featuring local 
and seasonal ingredients carefully selected &; pre-
pared, served in a casually elegant atmosphere. 
We invite you to join us where we have captured 
the seafood niche in Portland. Conveniently lo-
cated in the heart of Portland's Old Port. All major 
credit cards are accepted. Reservations advised . 
36 Market St. Portland. 871 -1881 . 
ECLECTIC 
BINTlIFF'S. Fresh, creative cuisine. Breakfast , 
lunch and dinner. Mon - Thurs, 6 a.m. - 9 p.m. Fri 
& Sat 6 a.m. - 10 p.m., Breakfast all day Sunday. 
Many gourmet vegetarian choices! And "the best 
hash in town!!" 98 Portland St. Portland. 773-
2096. 
BLACK TIE. 870 Broadway, South Portland. Dis-
cover South Portland 's most interesting lunch 
spot! Featuring hearty soups and sandwiches, 
healthy salads, entrees and fantastic bakery items. 
Daily specials -always! Dine-in or take-out. Open 
Monday-Friday 7:30-3:00. 7~9-7119 . 
CHELSEA'S Fresh, new dining with intimate at-
mosphere. All food is homemade and imagina-
tively prepared. Worfd cuisine. Serving beer & 
wine. Entire menu available for take out. Visa, 
MC, Amex. 84 Exchange St. 772-0240. Reserva-
tions accepted, not required. 
FOODEES. Sixteen international pizza combina-
tions. Five heart-healthy crusts. Voted best pizza 
in New England by the Boston Globe. Buffet 
Monday - Saturday 11-2 p .m .. MC, Visa, ac-
cepted. Parking. 688 Forest Ave. Portland. 774-
4100. 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. 
Cracklin' wood stove. Full bar. Seafood, barbe-
cue, Greek. Old jazz, good looking staff. Honest 
food. Honest prices. Hours: Tues. -Fri. 11-9; Sat. 8-
9; Sun. 8-3. MC, Visa accepted. Parking. Rte 77, 
Cape Elizabeth. 799-4663. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar-now featuring 50 
beers on tap. Extensive menu .. . sandwiches, soups, 
salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in the mysterious 
Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Amex accepted. Park-
ing. 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9.95 and 
unpretentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta . Home-
made, Good Cookin. Monday-Thursday 5-10 
p.m., Friday & Saturday 5-11 p.m .. Corner of 
Spring and High St. Portland. 
SAFARI CAFE. A new dining adventure on Forest 
Avenue. Enormous menu - exotic choices in-
cluding Jungle Wings, The African Boar and a 
special young lions (kids) menu. Lunch & dinner. 
Tues. - Sun. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 646 Forest Avenue. 
780-1590 . . 
TABITHA-lEAN'S RESTAURANT. Homemade 
sweets. Lunch and dinner, weekend brunch. Tues-
day through Sunday. Twenty hot sauces. Visa, 
MC, AMEX, Discover. Validated off-street park-
ing . Handicapped accessible. 94 Free St. Port-
land. 780-8966. 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE. Offering fresh game and 
seafood, organic produce. Moderately priced 
entrees and a casual, comfortable ambiance. MC, 
Visa, AM EX accepted . Parking. Reservations sug-
gested. 58 Pine St. Portland. 773-8223. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek food. 
Family recipes and friendly atmosphere. First 
level : eatery/ taverna. Second level: smoke free 
dining with outdoor deck. MC Visa accepted . 1 28 
Free St. Portland. 774-1114. 
CHINESE 
HU-SHANG. Szechuan, Hunan, Shanghai and 
Mandarin style cooking served in an inviting Old 
Port atmosphere . Lunch and dinner graciously 
served. Visa, MasterCard and American Express 
accepted. 29 Exchange St., Portland. 
MEXICAN 
SIERRA'S. Mexican Food & Deli. The most au-
thentic Mexican food this side of Portland! Fea-
turing: Quesadillas, burritos, nachos, tacos, en-
chiladas, sandwiches and Syrian roll-upsl Plus, 
Maine microbrews on tap, domestic and im-
ported beers and wines. All natural, fresh, high 
quality ingredients. Dine-in or take out! Open 
Mon.-Sun. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m., Friday 'til 10 p.m. 
Routes 2S and 114 in Gorham. 839-3500. 
TORTILLA FLAT. Sixteen years of serving fine 
Mexican cuisine. Just minutes from downtown 
Portland. A memorable Mexican experience you 
can afford anytime. MC, Visa accepted. Parking. 
VISA, M/C, Discover. 187 Forest Ave. Portland. 
797-8729. 
SOUTHWESTERN 
ZUNI. Southwestern to Caribbean cuisine. Great 
food, outstanding value, ever changing menu. 
Fresh squeezed fruit drinks. Smoke-free environ-
ment. Dinner. Tues.-Sun. MC, Visa and Amex. 21 
Pleasant Street, Portland. 774-5260. 
PUB/IRISH 
BRIAN BORU. Serving traditional Irish dishes as 
well as creative pub fare. Traditional Irish brunch 
every Sunday. Daily specials. Lunch and dinner 
served daily from 11 :30 - 10:00 p.m. Visa/Me. 
Parking available. 57 Center St., Portland. 780-
1506. 
PUB 
THE HEDGEHOG BREWPUB. Portland's local-
crafted beer emporium. Homemade sausages, 
exotic pub foods and creative, full menu from 
around the globe. Beer garden. Live music. Roar-
ing 20's atmosphere. Open everyday 11 to 11 . All 
major credit cards accepted . 35 India Street, 871 -
9124. 
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to offer, and turn it 
Ull''''l1'O~ and breakfast 
side of Eden! 
..•.. .. Tie Caterin~ & Cafe 
870 Broadway, So. Portland· 199-7119 
Cross that Bridge! Scoot down Broadway! 
Mon-Fri 7:30am-
Innovative 
~tarlan ., ., UlSme 




35 India Street 
Portland 
Full Bar-
Featuring MAINE CRAFTED BEERS 
& SUPERB PUB FOOD for people who have 
a taste for something exciting and new! 
Also offering FINE DINING in a smoke-free setting 
You'll be hearing all about us . .. 
Open 11 am-11 pm Mon-Sat; Sun 12-9 pm 
10% off if you mention 
password of the w~ek: INDIA STREET 
Eat Healthy at 
Portland Wine & Cheese 
• Soups- lowfat, low salt 
Healthy sandwiches made 
fresh on the premises 
• Whole grain breads 
~~~~~!~~~.a...... Daily lunch special 
• NO ADDITIVES 
• NO PRESERVATIVES 
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@1995 Zima Beverage Co .. Memphis , Tenn Clear Malt Beverage with natural flavors 
Adult humans only. refresh@zlma.com . 
Art & Soul continued from page 22 
Laughing stock 
The Les Burnheart Players, an improvisa-
tional comedy group, will be at the Free 
Street Taverna, 128 Free St., Apr 26 at 8 
• pm. Although the group includes two self-
confessed lawyers, they seem to have a 
good sense of humor; one member's stated 
credentials include pulling 16 tractor-
trailers with his teeth, playing poker with 
Barbara Bush and performing for the 
Ayatollah Khomeini (who said "Bob is a 
funny guy for an infidel."). Their show is 
free, but don't be surprised if you're asked 
to participate. 774-1114. 
~ .. 
dance 
Ballroom Dance The Gomam Dance Club hosts a 
ballroom party and social, Saturdays from 7:30-11 
pm atthe Center of Movement, 19 State St, Gomam. 
Free dance lesson at 7:30. Cost: $5. 839-OANS. 
Casco Bay Movers offer a spring sessions ofclasses 
inJau, tap, streetfunk, ballet, stretch and dancemagic 
at 151 St. John St, Portland. Apr 22, from 1:30-4:30 
pm: Alexander technique workshop - learn how to 
identify and change poor and inefficient physical and 
mental habits that contribute to stress, fatigue and 
pain. Cost: $20. Swing and jitterbug workshops Apr 
23 & 30 and May 7, beginner class from 5:J0.6:45 
pm, intermediate from 6:45-8 pm. Cost: $25 series 
($10 drop-ln). 871·1013. 
Contact Improvisation/Open Movement Dance 
groups for people of all ages and abilities, Mondays 
from 7·10 pm at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 
25A Forest Ave, Portland and Wednesdays from 
6:30-9:30 pm atthe United Methodist Church Dance 
Studio, corner of Elm and Chapel St, S. Portland. 
Cost: $1 Mondays ($4 Wednesdays). 775-4981. 
Contradance with Crooked Stovepipe Band every 
third Frl at 8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange, 
1844 ForestAve, Portland (across from Tortilla Flat). 
All dances taught, Singles always welcome. Cost: 
$5. 774-3392. 
Country Une Dance Extravaganza to benefit the 
Cerebral Palsy Center of Portland, Apr 23 from 12·5 
pm, at the italian Heritage Center, 40 Westland Ave, 
Portland. TIx: $6 advance ($8 door/$4 kids). 775· 
0164. 
Gotta Dance Classes The Gona Dance studio, 657 
Congress St, Portland, offers classes in Argentine 
Tango, Salsa, Ballroom and West Coast Swing. Also, 
Gona Dance hosts a Friday Night Dance Party -
dance to ballroom, Latin, swing and contemporary 
music every Frl from 9 pm-12:30 am. Admission: $6 
(workshops $8). 773-3558. 
Saturday Dance Dance the night away every Satur· 
day at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614A Congress St, 
Portland, from 8 pm-midnight. New classes for begin· 
ners start Apr 24, 26 & 28 as well as seminars with 
Eddie Simon in Tango, Bolero and Rumba, Apr 21 and 
22. Cost: $5 dance party ($3 beginners), $10 single 
seminar ($25 for series). 773-0002. 
Str .. t F ... k Dance A cou rse in advanced fun at Gotta 
Dance, 657 Congress St, Portland, Saturdays at 
10:30 am. 772-6351. 
events 
AIDS Walk '9S A 10K walk to benefit HIV/AIDS 
education and care in Maine In nine locations around 
the state on May7. For pledge sheets and Info forthe 
Portland walk, call: 774-6877; for the Brunswick 
walk, call: 7254955. 
Everytllln, • the KHchen Sink Auction Greater 
Portland Landmarks hosts a gala garage sale of 
architectural bits and pieces. Donations are needed 
- anything that could be of value to someone 
working with an old home: hardware, plumbing fix· 
tures, woodwork, interior and exterior elements and 
miscellaneous buildingsupplles. Last year's auction 
included everything from wrought Iron gates to an Art 
Deco velvet chair - this year's auction takes place 
Apr 29th - preview at 8:30 am, auction at 10 am. 
All proceeds go to Landmark's projects. Auction 
bidding card: $5. 772'()()85. 
art 
• openIngs 
O'Farrell Gallery 58 Maine St, Brunswick. Opening 
reception for new works by Susan Griswold, Apr 26 
from 5-7 pm. Shows through Jun 3. Hours: Tues-Sat 
from 10 am-5 pm. 729-6228. 
Walker Art Museum Bowdoin College, Brunswick . 
Opening reception for "Collecting for a College: Gifts 
from David P. Becker," Apr 27 from S-10 pm. Shows 
through Jun 4. Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5. 725· 
3275. 
Icon Contamporary Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
Opening reception for new paintings by Johnnie 
Ross, Apr 29 from 4-6 pm. Shows through Jun 7. 
Hours: Mon.fri 1·5 pm, Sat 14 pm. 725-8157. 
now showing 
Afrtcan Imports and New England Arts 28 Milk St, 
Portland. "Hidden Treasures,· traditional African 
arts. rare carvings and works by modern artists from 
Nigeria to New England, ongoing. Hours: 10:30 am· 
9 pm Mon-5at, 12-6 pm Sun, 772·9505. 
Art Gallery at Six D_ln,Street Portland. Paintings 
by Tom McCobb show through Apr 22. Hours: Tues-
Sat from 11 am-5 pm. 772·9605. 
aacel Wotks 15 Temple SI. Portland. An exhibit of 
recent drawings by Andy Curran shows through Apr. 
Hours: Mon.frl 7 am·5 pm, Sat 7 am-4 pm and Sun 
7 am-3 pm . 879-2425. 
Baxter Gallery 619 Congress St, Portland. MECAArt 
Student exhibition, shows through Apr 30. Hours: 
Tues-Sun, 11 am-4 pm, Thurs 11 am-9 pm. 775-
5152. 
Paul Black Studio. Gallery 17 Pleasant St, Port-
land. Impressionist 011 paintings and pastels by 
Black, ongoing. Hours: Tues·Sat 12·5 pm or by 
appointment. 879-0748. 
Black Moon Gallery 339 Fore St, Portland. Artworks 
and sculptures by Eva Horton, as well as works by 
Dan Billings, Frank Larson, CMstine Mondelli, Brett 
MOrrison, Judy Guralnick and William Janelle through 
Apr. Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5 pm or by appointment. 
7744423, 
Blntlllf's Cd 98 Portland St, Portland. Collage work 
by Richard Lee and Sandra Bottinelli, ongoing, Hours: 
MorrSat 6 am-2 pm, Sun 7 am-2 pm. 773-2096. 
Bowdoin Colle,e Museum of ArtWalker Art Building, 
Brunswick. The museum is open to the public free of 
charge. Hours: Tues·Sat 10-5, Sun 2·5, 725·3275. 
"Art. Uleln the Mediterranean An Installation of 
Assyrian, Egyptian, Cypriot, Greek and Roman art, 
ongoing. 
"Nature Inhabited Landscape drawings document· 
ing human contact with nature show through Jun 4. 
"Peary-MacmlllanArctlc Museum HubbardHali. "Inu~ 
Images,· soapstone art on display through April. 
Hours: 10 am-5 pm Tues·Sat, Sun 2·5 pm. 725-3000. 
Chamber of Commerce 145 Middle St, Portland. 
"Third Annual Flower Show: featuring works by Joyce 
Coyne, E.F. Ambrose, Chris Sheridan and KayWillette 
shows through Jun 2. Hours: Mon·Fri, 9 am·5 pm. 
772·2811. 
Christine's Dream 41 Middle St, Portland. New 
works by painter James Comas Cole, show until 
further notice. Hours : Tues·Fri 7 am-2 pm, Sat·Sun 9 
am·2 pm. 774-2972. 
Coffee By Desl,n 620 Congress St, Portland. "Whim-
sical Relief Paintings " on canvas and wood by David 
Cedrone, show through April 30. Hours: Mon·Fri 7 
am-8 pm, Sat 8 am-B pm and Sun 8-5 pm. 772·5533. 
Congress Str .... t Diner 551 Congress St. Portiand. 
Permanent showing of wall murals by Anthony Taylor 
and Paul Brahms, featuring olck>ra Congress Street 
art. Hours: Mon·Sun 7 am-3 pm. 773-6957. 
Crtckets 150 Philbrook Rd, S. Portland. Paintings 
and monotypes bySue Palfrey, ongoing. Hours: Mon-
Thurs 11:30 am-9 pm, Fri and Sat 11:30 am-l0 pm 
and Sun from 11:30 am-7 pm. 775·5531. 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St, Portland. "Maine 
Abstract Art ,· an exhibit of fifteen Maine artists, 
shows through May 5. Hours: Wed, Fri & Sat, 11 am-
5 pm, Thurs 11 am-8 pm and Sun 12·5 pm. 775-6245. 
~~~.~~--~  • #I • , 
~-t. • . 
Abstract expressions 
Several of the artists featured in "Maine 
Abstract Art 1995: the latest show at the 
Danforth Gallery, 2(J..36 Danforth St., will 
be participating in a panel discussion on 
the nearly all-inclusive subjects of abstract 
art and life. Alison Hildreth, Patt Franklin, 
Greg Parker, Quint-Rose, Michael 
Shaughnessy and John Knapp will take 
part in the talk, to be held at the gallery 
Apr 23 at 3 pm. Free and open to the pub-
lic. 775-6245. 
Dead Space Gallery 11 Avon St, Portland. Photo-
graphs by Jocelyn Lee show through May 9. Hours: 
Sun-Tues 12-5 pm or by appointment. 8284637. 
RbulaGailery 50 Exchange St, Portland. "The Fibula,· 
a selection of work bymetalsmithing majors at Maine 
College of Art, shows through May 12. Hours: Mon· 
Sat 10 am-6 pm. 761-4432. 
Fr .. Str&atTav ..... 128 Free St, Portland. Photos by 
Richard Sandifer and Pauline M. Dimino, as well as 
drawings and collage words by Zoo Cain, ongoing. 
Hours: Mon 11 am-4 pm, Tues-Sat 11 am-l0 pm. 
774-1114. 
Gr ..... hut Gallery 146 Middle St, Portland . New 
works by Philip Barter, Allison Goodwin and other 
gallery artists, ongoing. Hours: Mon.frl 10 am-5:3O 
pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 772·2693. 
Jam_Gallery 217 Commercial St, Portland. Works 
by the Casco Bay Art League show through May 3. 
Hours: 10 am-5:30 pm, Mon-Sat. 772·5522. 
Jewelers Work 30 Exchange St, third floor, Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original, contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists, Hours: 
10 am-6 pm dally. 773-6824. 
June Fltzpatrtck Gallery 112 High Street, Portland. 
Collage work. and tapestries by Stephanie Rudloe 
show through Apr 22. Hours: 12·5 pm, Tues·Sat, 12· 
8 pm Thurs. 772-1961. 
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Rlcetta'. 29 Western Ave, S. Portland. "Dog Se-
nes, " 011 paintings on paper by Diane Bowie Zaitlins 
show through April 30. 775·7400. 
Salt Center For Documentary Reid Studies 17 Pine 
St, Portland. ·Salt & Casco Bay,· photographs by 
Pam Berry, David Gavril, Roland Lalgo and Ella 
Richardson, show through May 3. Hours: Wed and 
Fri, 2-6 pm, Sat 10 am-l pm. 761-0660. 
Spirited Gounnet 142 St. John St, Portland . Photos 
by Torrey Harrison show through May 13. Hours: 
Mon.fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-2919. 
Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland. Exhibition of 
mixed-medla sculptures by Ed Gamble, Phil Kaelin, 
Abby Huntoon , Lin Lisberger, Rllda Rebmann, 
Constance Rush and John Shonle, as well as glass 
work by a varlety of contemporary artists, shows 
through May 15. Hours: Mon·Sat, 11 am-5 pm. 772· 
9072. 
Tabltha-Jean's Restaurant 94 Free St, Portland. 
Ongoing exhibit of abstract oil paintings and wood 
sculpture by Keith Schneider. Hours: Tues-Thurs, 10 
am·9 pm, Fri-5un, 8 am-l0 pm. 71!0-8966. 
Thus, Moser 415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Photo-
graphs by Jan Pieter van VQorst, as well as paintings 
by Evelyn Winter and Karen Lorenz show through May 
28. Hours: MorrSat from 9 am-5 pm. 774·3791. 
USM Area Gallery Portland campus center. Sculp-
ture by Tim Cunard, shows through May 6 . Hours: 
Mon.fri, 7 am-10 pm. Sat-Sun, 10 am- 7 pm. 780-
4090. 
USM Art Gallery Gomam campus. Juried student 
show runs through Apr 27. Hours: 124 pm, Sun-
Thurs. 780-5009. 
Zuni Bar Ik Grill 21 Pleasant St, Portland. Paintings 
by Lori Austill and Steven J. Priestley. ongoing. 
Hours: Tues·Sun, 5 pm-10 pm. 774·5260. 
other 
Actual Unreality An art Installation by local Portland 
artists, Apr 22 from 8·11 pm, at 578 Congress St, 
Portland. 775-2394. 
AfrlcanArtAuctlon Apr 23 at 10 am, atthe Embassy 
Suites Hotel-preview Apr 22 from 1·7 pm. Masks, 
fetishes, spears and swords for sale. 563-1002. 
Portland Camera Club holds weekly meeting, Mon at 
7:30 pm althe American Legion Hall, 413 Broadway, 
S. Portiand. Monthly events Include B&W, color print 
and color slide competition. 854-3763. 
smarts 
Art Appreciation Classes "Everything You Ever 
Wanted to Know About Contemporary Art But Were-
Afraid to Ask," Apr 20 & 27 atthe Portland Museum 
of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. Cost: $35. 775· 
6148. 
Book Signing Author Gerry Boyle signs copies of his 
latest novel, "Bloodline," Apr 21 at7 pm. at Greater 
Bookland and Cafe, Cooks Corner, Brunswick. 725· 
2313. 
Computer Kn~ow the Small Business Develop-
ment Center at USM has two Lotus/IBM Learning 
Centers available to help people in business learn 
how to use Lotus 123, One-Write Plus and WordPerfect 
5.1. Appointments available Mon·Fri. Free. 780442. 
Debate on National History Standards A public 
discussion of the controversial national standards 
for history-Apr 24 at 7 pm in the Moot CourtRoom, 
USM's Portland campus. Is Harriet Tubman more 
noteworthy than George Washington? 780-4392. 
Rctlon Reading with local authors, Apr 25 at 7:30 
pm at Java Joe's, 13 Exchange St, Portland. Free. 
761·5637. 
Writing lives 
The art of biography is a 
delicate one, and perhaps 
one of its greatest practi-
tioners is R.W.B. Lewis, a 
Pulitzer-prize winner 
whose acclaimed works 
on the lives of Edith 
Wharton and the James family (that's 
William, Henry and Alice) have set a new 
standard for the genre. Lewis will speak at 
USM's Payson Smith Hall on the Portland 
campus Apr 28 from noon-1:30 pm. Free 
and open to the public. 773-5051. 
foreign Rim Sertes "Emperor Jones,· the first full· 
length film to feature an African-American actor, Apr 
26 at 7:30 pm In USM's Luther Bonney Auditorium, 
Portland campus. Free. 874-6598. 
The Gathering A group for discussing diversity in a 
supportive atmosphere, meets every Tuesday from 
7·9 pm Inthe USM Campus Center, Portiand. Apr 25: 
"Working With Public Schools to Implement AIDS 
Education ." Free. 7744919. 
ntercultural Discussion Group meets Mondays, 7 
pm, at the Center for Intercultural Education, 565 
Congress St, Portland. Volunteers are needed as 
well. 775-0547. 
Maine Wrlter. Center 12 Pleasant St, Brunswick, 
offers workshops on a regUlar basis. Preregistration 
required. 729-6333. 
• ·Plumblng the Depths: Intuition. Rctlon" with 
Cheryl Drake, Apr 24-Jun 4. Cost: $95. 
• ·Wrltes of Work" with Candice Stover, Apr 29 from 
10 am-4 pm. Cost: $45. 
The Many Realm. of Kin, Arthur A series of lectures 
and presentations centering on the timeless tale of 
King Arthur and the Knights ofthe Round Table takes 
place at the Portland Public Library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. All programs take place from 12-1 
pm in the Rines Auditorium. Apr 26: "History of 
Arthur's Britain," an exploration of Celtic history. 
Free. 871-1758. 
MatloYlch Society is an educational and cultural 
organization of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and 
friends. The free meetings are held from 7:30-9 pm 
at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland. 
773·1209. 
Native American Lecture Serlas Portland Public 
Library, 7 MonumentSquare, hosts an exploration of 
500 years of Native American culture, beginning Apr 
24 at noon with ·The Four Voyages of Christopher 
Columbus." Free, preregistration requ ired. 871-1758. 
Perspectives: Meet the Artist Portland Museum of 
Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland, invites the public 
to a series of discussions centering on the exhibit 
"Perspectives: A Sense of Place, · by Maine artists. 
Each of the artists will speak about their work, 
beginning with Johnnie Ross, Apr 20 at 7 pm. Free. 
775-8148. 
Portland Laptop Users Group meets Mondays at 
7:15 am at the Clark Associates Building, 2331 
Congress St, Portland. Reservations and a laptop 
required. 775-1140 or 772-8666. 
S'CORE 66 Pearl St, Portland, holds smali business 
workshops on a regUlar basis. SCORE also offers 
free individual counseling appointments daily. Apr 
20: "How to Buy (or Sell) a Business and Apr 25: 
"How to Really Start Your Own Business," from 14 
pm. Cost: $20. 772-1147. 
sports 
Basketball for Adults every Tues & Thurs from 6-6 
pm, Sats from 24 pm at Riverton Community Center, 
1600 Forest Ave, Portland . Cost: $2.874-8455. 
Basketball The YMCA offers membership basketball 
at Its gymnasium at 70 Forest Ave, Portland Mon.fri 
from 6-6 am: Mon, Wed & Fri from 12·1:30 pm: and 
Tues & Thurs from 4:30·5:50 pm. 874-1111. 
Bodyshop Program USM Lifel ine offers fitness evalu· 
ation and personal orientation and training for every-
one from first-time exercisers to performance ath-
letes. Equipment includes Lifecycles. Lifestep, Con· 
cept II and Liferower, treadmills, Nordic Track, Schwinn 
AirDyne and Universal and free weights. Ongoing 
registration. 780-4170. 
EnereY lacking? Try moving with ENERJOY step 
aerobics. Community classes held in Portland, South 
Portland, Falmouth, Gray and Yarmouth evenings 
and weekends. First class Is free. Drop in $4. 767· 
7650 or 797-0484. 
Full Rgure Aerobics Is a class for XL, XXL and plus 
sizes only - and meets Mon, Wed and Frl from 5:15· 
6 pm, at the West School, 57 Douglas St, Portland. 
Cost: $3 per class. 799-0197. 
Indoor Soccar for Woman Thurs from 8·9:30 pm at 
the Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 874-8455. Cost: $2.874-8455. 
Maine Frontrunners Is a gay and lesbian runn ing club 
that sponsors a weekly run In Portland around Back 
Cove, Saturdays at 9 am. 761·2059. 
Maine Table Tennis Club offers open play Mondays 
from 5-9 pm and Thursdays from 6-10 pm at Portland 
Athletic Club, Route 1, Falmouth. Players of all ages 
and abilities are welcome. Coaching can be arranged. 
Cost: $5 per person, balls provided. 823-8231. 
Martial Arts and Salt Defense classes at S. Portland 
Recreation, 21 Nelson Road, S. Portland, include 
instruction in Karate and Hakkoryu Aikijitsu. Children 
ages 5 and older and adults are encouraged to 
participate. 767-7650. 
Open Gym for T ..... s Evening teen programs: Jack 
Gym, 414 Eastem Prom, Portiand, Tues & Thurs 6-6 
pm (high school age); King Gym, 92 Deering Ave, 
Portland, Tues 6-6 pm (middle school age), Thurs 6-
8 pm (high school age); Reiche Community Center, 
166 Brackett St, Portland, Tues & Thurs 5:30-7 pm 
(middle school age), Mon & Wed 5:15-8:45 pm (high 
school age), Fee: $.50. 874-8793. 
Portland Public Pool. Reiche Pool,l66 Brackett St, 
Portland: Afternoon swim - Mon-Wed and Frl from 
4:J0.6 pm, Thurs from 4:30-6:30 pm (no school, no 
swim), open swim - Thurs from 6:30-8 pm. Riverton 
Pool, 1600 Forest Ave, Portiand: Adu~ swim -Tues 
and Thurs, 6-7:30 am, Mon-Frl 12:15-1:15, Mon, 
Wed and Fri 6:15-7:30 pm, Sat 12:30-1:30 pm. 
Open swim - Mon and Wed 7:30-8:45 am, Tues 
6:15-8 pm, Sat from 1:30-3:30 pm. 874-8456. 
Portland Women's Rugby Club is looking for re-
cruits. No experience needed, all athletes welcome. 
892-9325. 
Row Row Row Learn how slide seat rowing can keep 
you fitfor life, Call Casco Bay Rowing Center at 846-
5139. 
Shotokan Karate The Portland YMCA offers ongoing 
classes for youths and adults Tues and Thurs eve-
nings. Youth kick around from 5:30-6:30 pm and 
adults meet from 6:30-8 pm. Cost: $30 youths per 
month/$40 adults per month. 874-1111. 
Sports of All Sorts The Boys & Gi~s Clubs of Greater 
Portland offers a variety of activities including swim-
ming, basketball and volleyball at 277 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. 874·1070 . 
Step and Sculpt No-nonsense step classes Mon· 
days and Wednesdays from 6:15-7:15 pm attheWest 
School. 57 Douglas St, Portland. Cost: $3 perclass. 
799-0197. 
Volleyball Plck-up games every Tues & Thurs from 
7:30-9:30 pm and Sat from 3-5 pm at the Reiche 
Community Center, 166 Brackett St. Cost: $2. 874-
8793. 
Walkers Group forming for casual exercise a few 
nights a week. 865-1231. 
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Phoenix Studio S~I~,:d 
Order your 








630 Fores. Ave' Pordand, ME' 774-4154 
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A-PLUS DRIVING, INC. 
650 Main Street 
South Portland, ME 04106 
(207) 874-9070 
OWNERS 
Woody Graffam and Mike Tuttle 
A+ = State Certified Instruction 
ProfeSSional, Experienced and Reliable 
2 and 3 week courses - Private Lessons 
" ~ Leo n a r __________ s 
$3.99 
Homemade Pasta 
wi choice of sauce* 
& 
Medium Soda 
Includes fresh Italian 






*Add .50 for pesto ~~~~~:,. 
We're celebrating 
the 25th Anniversary 
of Earth Day by 
offering 25% off 
almost everything 
in the store. 
Earth Day -- April 22. 
Saturday Only. 
Help save the Earth 
and your money 
at the same time, 
You will also receive a free 
gift with every purchase. 






RES 0 U ReEF U L 
HOME 
HARDWARE, HOUSEWARES, PERSONAL CARE 
111 COMMERCIAL ST .. PORTLAND' 710-UU 
HELPING GARDENERS 
AND LANDSCAPERS 
LIVE IIAfPILY EVER AFTER. 
Once upon a time, a young boy named Jack came to O'Donal's for supplies, and advice about planting 
beans. Needless to say, his garden was a giant success! 
At O'Donal's you'll find fifty acres of northern grown trees, shrubs and flowering plants 10 choose from, 
along with the tools, supplies, and friendly, knowledgeable 
advice you'U need to make sure aU your gardening and 
landscaping projects have happy endings. 
O'DONAL'S 
Nurseries 
Route 114, Outer Congress Street 
Gorham, Maine 
(207) 839-4262 ~:;::::;;;::~ 




BRIDGTON, ME & HUDSON, NH 
MASSAGE THERAPY 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTITUTE 
FOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS 
Profmiantll Preparalion in Natural Therap,ulic5 since J983 
Course of study provides training in: 
Anaromy & Physiology , Ethics & Professionalism 
Reflexology, Health SeIVice Management 
• Emergency Procedures 
First Aid/CPR· Swedish Massage 
• Neuromuscular Technique 
Circularory Massage· Lymphatic Drainage 
• E.1srem Techniques 
Sporn; Massage· Hydrotherapy 
• Public Health & Hygiene 
Applications are now being accepted for 
our Fall 1995 nine-month Massage 
Therapy Program. Classes in Bridgton will 
begin August 27 and in Hudson Sept. 5. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTIllJTEFOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS 
49 Main St· Bridgton, ME 04009·207-647·3794 





20 Danforth Street· Portland, Maine 
USED AND OUT-OF-PRINT 
BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD 
Mondays by chance, Tue to Sat 11 to 4:30 
Own a unique piece of Portland History ... 
PORTEOUS STORE 
DIRECTORY SIGN ••• $100 
Note: J. Glatter Books is the ~ bookshop 
off the main hallway 





Atypical Namral Clo(hing 
Unique Jewelry - Cards - Gifi:s 
49 Main Street 846-9676 
Yarmouth Village 
OPEN 10-5:30 Mon-Sat 
Playthllnss for People 
Come Celebrate 
lEA~T H 
Saturday, April 22 
with Portland's Funnest Store 
Kite Making Classes at USM 
Kite Fly from 12-5 
Either at the Back Cove or Eastern Prom 
depending on wind 
Call 828-0911 for more info 
::588 Fore St. 
Portland 
828-0911 
25 Bow St. 
Freeport 
865-0911 
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Walleyball Casco Bay Bike Club hosts informal 
walleyball games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the 
Racket and Fitness Center. Outer Congress Street, 
Portland. Cost: $5. 772-8465. 
YWCA 87 Spring St. Portland. offers aquacise 
classes, volleyball, aerobics and swim lessons for 
adults on an ongoing basis. Course times and costs 
vary. 874·1130. 
outdoors 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club hosts Wednesday evening 
bicycle rtdes. beginning Apr 26 at 6 pm for a moder-
ately paced. 13-20 mile excursion. 92&4225. 
L.L. Bean Outdoor Discovery Program holds classes 
in bike maintenance. fty fishing. paddling and out-
door skills on an ongoing basis at the Casco Street 
Conference Center, Freeport. Preregistration required, 
costs vary. 1-8CJO.3414341. x6666. 
"Hunting Dog Weekend for Aushlng Dogs Apr 22 & 
23 from 8 am4 pm. Cost: $295. 
"Canoe Expo & Auction Apr 28-30. Fri from 7:30-9 
pm and Sat & Sun from 9 am·5 pm. Free. 
Maine Audubon Society hosts an open house on the 
Galapagos Islands. Apr 24 at 5 pm. at Gilsland Farm. 
118 Rt 1, Falmouth. 781·2330. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club Meetings are the 
first Wed of every month at 7 pm at the Unitarian 
Church. Allen Ave. Portland. Apr 22: Hike and camp 
around Bald Face Mountain; Apr 23: Hike Burnt 
Meadow Mountain. 781·7454. TRIP HOTLINE: 828· 
0918. 
Mountain Biking Clinics at Back Country Excur· 
sions. Free. 625-8189. 
White Water & Sea Kayake .. Learn strokes. res· 
cues and the roll or just splash around in 8Q.degree 
water with Norumbega Outfitters in open pool ses-
sions. Cost: $50. 773-0910. 
community 
Bean Supper Apr22 from 4:3CJ.<5 pm at N. Scarborough 
Grange Hall , Rt22. Scarborough. Cost: $5 ($2 kids). 
Book Sale Falmouth Memorial Library. 5 Lunt Rd, 
Falmouth. is holding a used book sale. Apr 22 from 
9 am-2 pm. 781·2351. 
Christmas In AprlI is a national non·profit organiza-
tion that works with local volunteers to repair the 
homes of low· income families and disabled or elderly 
persons. Apr 29 from 8 am4:30 pm. Sponsors are 
needed. 871-8787. 
Coffeehouse with acoustic duo Ladies Choice, Apr 
21 at 7 pm. at the Unitarian Universalist Church, 60 
School St. Saco. Donation: $3-$5. 282.()()62. 
Dessert Card Party Apr 23 from 6:30-9:30 pm. at St. 
Joseph's Manor. 1133 Washington Ave. Portland. 
Door prizes. raffles and refreshments included. Do-
nation: $3. 797-0600 . 
Enriched Golden Age Center 297 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland, invites men and women over 60 to daily 
luncheons, with special activities featured every 
Wednesday and line dancing every Monday at 10 am. 
Apr 26: Plano music by Danny Patt. Donation: $2.50. 
774-6974. 
Legends 01 Tennis Exhibition Match to benefit 
Portland's Ronald McDonald House, Apr 22 at 7 pm 
at the Portland Athletic Club. Falmouth. Tix: $15. 1-
800438-2555. 
"March for Parks" Southern Maine Volkssport Asso-
ciation sponsors a walk to benefit Deering Oaks 
Park. Apr 22 at 9 am. starting at the Ramada Inn. 
1230 Congress St. Portland. The 10 kilometer walk 
covers historic sites in Portland. as well as the 
Eastern and Western Promenades. Also. G.H. Bass 
& Co. sponsors a 4.5 mile walk. Apr 23 at 1 pm, 
beginning in Deertng Oaks . 774-8306. 
Portland Candidates Forum Republican & Demo-
cratic City Council Committees are co-sponsoring a 
candidates debate for the City Council and School 
Committee races, Apr 25 at 7 pm - at PRVTC. 196 
Allen Ave. Portland. 878-2752. 
Prebte Street Resource Center Activities at 252 
Oxford St, Portland. include community meetings Fri 
at 10 am; writers' group open to anyone Weds from 
11·1 pm and art groups open to anyone feeling the 
urge for creative expression Tues at 11 am. 874· 
6560. 
Tea For Tolerance YWCA of Greater Portland and the 
Children's Museum of Maine host ateaforPortianders 
to increase awareness about racism, celebrate diver-
slty and attract members to the Racial Justice Com· 
mittee, Apr 25 from 4-6 pm, at the YWCA. 87 Spring 
St. Portland. 874-1130. 
White Elephant Sale to benefit St. Peter's Episcopal 
Church. 678 Washington Ave. Portland. Apr 22 from 
8:30 am-2 pm. 797·5082. 
family 
Baxter Memorlat Ubrary 71 South 51. Gorham. 
holds -Toddler Time: a program for kids 18-36 
months of age. Fridays from 10:15-10:45 am. Along 
with the toddler program Is "Parent Share: an 
informal discussion of parenting issues from 10:30-
11:15 am. Apr 26: "Family Night Out: author/ 
Illustrator Jane Robinson presents a slide lecture on 
her book. "The Whale In Lowell's Cove," at 6:45 pm 
in the Village School Cafeteria, 12 Roble St. Gorham. 
839-5031. 
Be Your Bast A day for daughters and their parents 
to spend together. sponsored by the Kennebec Girl 
ScoutCouncil,Apr29from 10 am-3 pm, atWestbrook 
High School. 125 Stroudwater St, Westbrook. Work· 
shops in everything from songwriting to kite making, 
and an afternoon performance by Robin Mello. story-
teller. and Monica Palmes-Grabin. folk singer. Dona-
tion: $3. 1-800-660-1072. 
Children's Museum of Maine 142 Free St. Portland. 
offers exhibits and activities for children of all ages. 
Apr 20 & 27: "Make a Star Wheel. ' to help you find 
constellations. at 10 am; Apr 21. 22 & 28: "Gliders 
Galore.' from Fri from 10 am-noon, Sat from 12-2 
pm; Apr 21, 22 & 28: "Stories in the Round: Sat at 
1 pm, Fri at 11 am; Apr 23 & 26: Make a crab pop-
up card, Sun from 1·3 pm and Wed from 11 am·l pm. 
Museum hours: Wed. Thurs. Sat 10 am-5 pm; Frll0 
am-8 pm; Sun 12·5 pm. 142 Free Street, Portland. 
Admission: $4, free to the public Fridays from 5-8 
pm. Pre-registration and additional fees required for 
some activities. Call for specifiC dates and times: 
828-1234. 
Family NIght The Greater Portland YMCA. 70 Forest 
Ave, hosts a Family Night every Fri from 6:30-8:30 
pm. Enjoy swimming. open gym. game room. weight 
room, wa'leybal'. arts and crafts and refreshments . 
Cost: $5 per family. free for YMCA members. Free 
child care the last Fri of each month from 6:30-8:30 
pm for kids ages three to five. Registration required. 
874·1111. 
Gllsland Farm Envtronmental Center holds walks 
from 8:30 am·3:30 pm, Tues-Frl at the Maine Audubon 
Society. 118 Route 1. Falmouth. Apr 23: "Sala-
mander Season: from 6 :30-8 pm. Cost: $4. 781· 
2330. 
Maine Children's Cancer Day with the Portland Sea 
Dogs , Apr 23 at 1 pm, at Hadlock Field, Park Ave. 
Portland. Special appearances by Slugger and the 
Trashmonster. Tlx: $4. 871·6274. 
Parenting R ..... ducatlon Class for parents who seek 
a better relationship and a saner life with the ir kids, 
Apr 24 from 7·9 pm at S. Portland Recreation. 21 
Nelson Rd. S. Portland. Cost: $30. 767·7650. 
Portland Public Ubrary 5 Monument Square, holds 
ongoing programs for kids: Apr 21: "Tales for Twos: 
at 10:30 am and Apr 22: King Arthur sculpture 
project at 9 am. 10:30 am and 12:30 pm; Apr 24: 
"Preschool Story Time: at 10:30 am and Apr 26: 
"Finger Fun for Babies. " at 9:30 am. Preregistration 
required. 871·1700. 
Sam's Silly Stuff Family fun for kids and kids·at·heart 
- Includes juggling, acrobatics and other silliness. 
Apr 23 at 1:30 pm. at the Unitarian Universalist 
Church. 524 Allen Ave. Portland . Cost: $6/$4 ($20 
families). 878-3330. 
Young At Art holds sprtngclasses for kids: "Drawing 
Tips & Drawing Trips. " Thursdays from 3-4:30 pm: 
"Painted Clay Faces & Figurines: Fridays from 3· 
4:30 pm; "Handbullt Pottery, ' and "Preschool Art 
Adventures" from 3:30-5 pm. Also. preschool art 
classes. after school projects and adult drawing and 
watercolor. Classes are held at the Twombly Skating 
Hul. Depot Rd. Falmouth and at South Portland 
Recreation . 21 Nelson Rd. S. Portland. Preregistra-
tion required , costs vary. 781·5253.1 
YWCA Child Care Infant, toddler and preschool care 
are available. as well as before and after school 
programs are available at the YWCA at 87 Spring St, 
Portland. 874-1130. 
health 
Adult Health Clinic sponsored by Community Health 
Services . Apr 24 from 1·3 pm at Town Hall. Rt 1. 
Scarborough. Screenings for anemia. high blood 
pressure and elevated cholesterol available for a 
nominal fee. No appointments necessary. 775-7231. 
x171. 
Adult Screening ClinIc on the last Wed of every 
month. Check blood pressure. blood sugar and 
cholesterol. from 11:30 am-l pm. given by the 
Visiting Nurse Association and Hospice atthe Peoples 
United Methodist Church. 310 Broadway, S. Port· 
land. Fee charged. 780-8624. 
Alliance for Mentally III of Greater Portland offers a 
support group for family members the second and 
fourth Wednesday of every month from 7-8:30 pm. at 
66 State St. Portland. 772·5057 or 800464-5767. 
Back Care Basics & YoCa for Round Bodies at 
Unlimited Potential. 170 Rt 1. Falmouth as well as 
"Deepening Your Relationship Workshop," Apr 30 
from 10 am4 pm. Cost: $10 per class. 781-3330. 
Balanced Low·Fat Cooklng Classes presented by 
Elke Rosenberg. sponsored by Good Day Market and 
Southern Maine Vegetarians - Apr 22, May 13 and 
Jun 10 from 3-5 pm. Cost: $15 each. Preregistration 
required. 7724522 or 774-8889. 
Blrthlln. Pregnancy Services 562 Congress St. 
Portland. Catholic Charities of Maine provides posi· 
tive support to any woman and her family experlenc· 
ing an untimely pregnancy. Services include: preg· 
nancy testing, emotional support and post-abortlon 
support. Free and confidential. 871·7464. 
Caring & SharlnC A support group sponsored by 
Mercy Hospital provides mutual support for cancer 
patients and survIvors. Meetings are held the second 
and fourth Mondays of every month from 9-11 am at 
Mercy Hospital. 144 State Street, Portland. 879· 
3486. 
Confldentlal S10 Clinic The Portland PubliC Health 
Division sponsors a Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Clinic. offering confidential. low<:ost screening and 
treatment on a walk.fn basis . Tues and Thurs from 
3:30-8 pm at Portland City Hall, Room 303. 389 
Congress St, Portland. Medicaid accepted. Anony· 
mous and confidential HIV testing by appointment 
only. 874-8784. 
Crohn's DIsease and Colitis Support Group meets 
every Thurs from 7-8:30 pm In room 3. the Dana 
Center. Maine Medical Center. Bramhall St. Port· 
land. 767-8130. 
Hatha Yoga Individualized instruction by certified 
yoga Instructor and massage therapist Terry White. 
Thursdays at 7:30 pm at the Swedenborglan Church. 
302 Stevens Ave, Portland. Drop-/n fee: $10.50. 
7724254. 
Hatha Yoga for People with AtDS every Wed from 
12:50-2 pm at 22 Monument Square, Portland. Cost: 
$1, for those who can afford it. 797·5684. 
HIV/AIDS Support Groups: "Providers of HIV/AIDS 
Services," 1st and 3rd Mon of every month. from 
5:30-7 pm; "People Living with HIV. ' Tuesdays from 
10:30 am·12 pm; "Living Well," 2nd and 4th Tues of 
every month; 'Men Living with HIV: every Thurs from 
5:30-7 pm and "People Infected & Affected by HIV/ 
AIDS. Mondays from 6:30-8 pm at the AIDS Project. 
22 Monument Square, 5th Floor. Portland Also. 
-Women Living with HIV: Wednesdays from 7-9 pm 
at the First Parish Church, 425 Congress St, Port· 
land. 774-£877. 
People With DIsabilities Support Group meets Apr 
20 from 1·3 pm at Alpha One. 127 Main St. S. 
Portland. 767·2189. 
Perlnatal Clas.es hosted by After·the-Baby·s Birth. 
Apr 20: "Nutritional Well ness for Mothers-to-Be and 
New Mothers and Their Infants." from 6:30-8 pm and 
"Breastfeeding. Bottlefeedlng or Both: Making an 
Informed Choice •• Apr 27from 6:30-8 pm at Williston 
West Church. 32 Thomas St, Portland. Preregistra· 
tion required. Cost: $25. 772·2871. 
Planned Parenthood offers HIV testing, annual ex-
ams. pregnancy testing. birth control infonnation 
and supplies (free condoms), testing and treatment 
for sros and infections, menopause servIces and 
more at its health center at 970 Forest Ave, Portland. 
Handicapped accessible, confidential and afford· 
able. Medicaid is welcomed. 874-1095. 
Teen/young Adult ClinIc is a place to go for health 
concerns, medical problems. sports/school physi. 
cals or birth control issues. Open Mondays from 4-
8 pm to anyone 13·21. at Maine Medical Center. 22 
Bramhall St. Portland . Walk-Ins seen before 7 pm. 
871·2763. 
Transcendental Meditation Program atthe Maharishi 
Ayur·Veda School. 575 Forest Ave. Portland. Apr 26: 
"Nature's Antidote for Stress." Free. 774-1108. 
Well Child Clinic Community Health Services offers 
physical exams, immunizations. iead/ anemia test-
ing and vision testing. the last Wednesday of every 
month at Westbrook·Warren Congregational Church. 
Main St. Westbrook, and the third Friday of every 
month at the Eight Corners School. Mussey Road. 
Scarborough. Medicaid clients welcome. sliding fee 
scale available. 893·1500 or 1-800479-4331. 
Yoga Classes at Creative Work Systems. Wednes· 
days from 6:30-8 pm. Drop in fee: $10. 879-1140. 
Yoga at USM 's Sullivan gymnasium Thursdays from 
5-8:30 pm. Preregistration required . Cost: $100 
($12 drop-ins). 7804170. 
Yoga for Families at Larry Lando's Tai Chi Studio. 10 
Exchange St, Portland. Tuesdays from 4·5 pm. Lunch 
hour yoga, Tuesdays from 12-1 pm. 646-2945. 
etc 
Abuse In Intimate Relationships A support group for 
women who have previously or are presently experi-
encing abuse in their intimate relationships. Free 
and confidential. childcare provided. 874.1973. 
Creative Productions Collaborative A group for 
women survivors of sexual abuse who are interested 
in furthering their healing journeys through the pro-
cess of creating and presenting a production in the 
form of books. videos or performance art. Confiden-
tial meetings are Wednesdays from 6:30-8 pm. 774-
2403. 
DIvorce Per.pectlves A support group for people in 
all phases of the divorce process meets Wednes. 
days at 7:30 pm. at the Woodfords Congregational 
Church. 202 Woodford St. Portland. Apr 26: "Emo-
tions and Sexuality - How Men & Women Differ." 
7744357. 
Drumming Classes Learn the rhythms and songs of 
Afr<H:aribbean music with perCUSSionist Michael 
Wingfield every Sunday at the Expressive Therapy 
Center. 150 St. John 51. Portland. Newcomers warm 
up 6:30-7:30 pm, ongoing class 7:30-9:30 pm. 
Cost: $15 per class. 780-0234. 
expressive Therapy Center 150 St. John St, Port· 
land. holds spring workshops: "Authentic Move-
ment: Apr 22 and -The Healing Heart: Vessels of 
Transformation." Apr 23 from 1-5 pm end Apr 30 
from 10 am4 pm. 797-9904. 
Homeowner Clinic "Keeping Heat Inside Your Old 
House. " takes place Apr 22 from 9:30 am-l pm, at 
St. Luke's Cathedral. 143 State St. Portland. Free. 
774·5561. 
Maine Olrlgo Unit holds its regular meeting. Apr 24 
at 10 am at the Woodfords Congregational Church, 
202 Woodford St. Portland . Discussion will be on 
chapters 7 & 8 of "Roberts Rules of Order. Newly 
Revised. - Open to the public. 839·3878. 
Maine Won't Dlscrtmlnate Is a statewide broad-
based coalition to defend civil rights in Maine. Port· 
land chapter meets every other Monday at St. Luke's 
Cathedral. 143 State St. Portland from 6:30-8:30 
pm . 761·1788. 
Names Project! AtDS Memorial Quilt holds a panel· 
making workshop the first and third Sun of each 
month. 871·1641. 
The Rape Crisis Center offers crisis intervention, 
advocacy and support groups for survivors of sexual 
assault and abuse. All services are free and confi-
dential. 24-hour hotline: 774-3613. Also. the center 
sponsors a workshop on self defense with black belt 
Lauretta Gregoire. Apr 30 from 9 am-l am. Self 
defense and breakaway techniques will be demon· 
strated and practiced. Cost: $25 advance ($35 
door). 799·9020. 
SNAP The SurvIVor's Network for those Abused by 
Priests holds a support group for men and women 
healing from sexual abuse by clergy the third Friday 
of every month. Meetings are non-denominational 
and confidential. 774-5025. 
Southworth Planetarium 97 Falmouth St. Portland. 
has a variety of astronomy and laser shows: Apr 21. 
"Tour of the Solar System' at 7 pm. "Beatles" laser 
show at B:30 pm; Apr 22. "Sky Friends" (kid show) 
at 3 pm. "Life Beyond Earth" at 7 pm, and "Dark Side 
of the Moon" laser show at8:30 pm. 7804249.aW 
April 20, 1995 
Beautify Your Earth 
on Earth Day! 
PERENNIAL FLOWERS BRING 
COLOR YEAR AFTER YEARI 
Our stock is field grown and has 
already sUlVived Maine winters! 
207-675-3228 
MJf KDrA_KXAlT'. 
• Co-Ed Grades 9-12 & PG 
of .... 
hNn .... IO" ....... 
..... flc.r. 
Becky Close 
• Day & Boarding Programs '--__ -"' .... ='-- Steep Falls. ME 04085 
• College Preparatory Curriculum Are you wondering what's 
in your old flower beds? • Dynamic Family Growth 
TRY THE PERSONRLS FIRSTI 
Providing an experience in character education 
for students and families since 1966. 
WE CAN TELL YOU! 
We'll clean it up and get it 
ready for summer! For More Information, 
Turn To The Personals and CRL~ 
1-900-370-2041 
or to Schedule a Visit, Contact 
Jeffrey Burroughs 
DeSigns for new beds tell you what 
the plants are, what color and 
when they come up. We. also 
include instructions for future care. 
Hyde School 
616 High St., Bath, ME 04530 
(all costs S1.99/min. 18+ m-1234 (207) 443-5584 Rock Gardens a Specialty 
Big Sounds From All Over 
A_m~~ 
and dance from the french-speaking world. 
Concert and Dance Party 
friday, April 21 8:00 PM 
Morganfield's 
121 Center Street, Portland Tickets: $12 
To charge, call 761 -1545 
or at Morganfields and Amadeus Music 
I:ddie Le Jeune lie the Morse Playboys 
Cajun accardionist from Louisiana 
Vents d'Oust 
Traditional music from Brittany, France 
The Maine french fiddlers 
Trio Quebecois 
Step dancing and music from Quebec 
florence Martin 
Acadian Balladeer 
French Conntttions is a 
production of Portland 
Performing Ans,Ine. and is made 
_possible throught the Folk and 
Traditional Arts Program of the 
National Endowment for the 
Arb, UNUM Charitable 
Foundation, Quebec Delegation 
of New EneIand. Maine Arts 
Commission, New England 
Foundation (or the Arts, the 
Louisiana Arts Diviiion. WeLl 
>n<IWMPG. 
Big Sounds From All Over 
bey 0 n d description 
CharlieHaden/Quartet West 
jazz On Film/jaZZ On f~ge 
Saturday, May 6 1 
PHS Auditorium 
Jay McShann 
Jazz On Film/Jazz On Stage 
Saturday, June 3 $16 
PPAC 
Nana Vasconcelos 
Jazz on Film/Jazz on Stage 
Saturday, September 16 $16 
PHS Auditorium 
Tibetan Monks 
from Drepung Loseling M$on:steIV 
Friday, October 13 1 
First Parish Church 
Duets with the King 
Maine artists interact with Elvis on film 
Saturday, November 4 $16 
PHS 
The Roches 
Friday, July 14 $15 
State Theatre 
JPp-New Finnish Foil<. Fiddling 
Friday, july 28 $14 
Sweet Honey in the Rock 
African-American a capella women's quintet 
PPAC 
Ann Carlson/Benoit Bourque 
Masters of Innovation and Traditio '« ~ .. lit Friday, October 6 $14 >: _.Al;;;O' .Ii. PPAC " !\ 
's .. _ ~"'''M' ~_~,~, "'~"". 
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bulletin board 
?? MOVING ?? NEW YORK EXPRESS. We'll 
do it for less. A teacup to a townhouse. Local, 
long distance. partial loads. cars. antiques. 









·45+ & Disabled 
Im m e d iate Home Study 
$1200 
6 month average 
placement 
after home study 
(207) 586-5058 
In comphance Law Title 22 
a-..pter 1153 
CASH CORNER BINGO HALL 
Ample Free Parlcing 










3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY WED & SUN NIGHT 
AND fRl& SAT AFTERNOON 
12· 18 cards S10 with , shotgun 
24 cards S12 wnh 1 shotgun 
3036 cards 515 With 1 shotgun 
42-48 cards S16 With 1 shotgun 




112 hour MOW with live doyes. 
, ral>l1its & free magic tricks. 
="" Call Vandini at 854-1743 
W 11 or 1-000-826-8240. 
"The Children'5 Magician" 
CATCH :\ FREE 





385 MAIN STREET 
SOUTH PORTLAND 
6:30 PM 




ADOPTION. GREATS MOMS! Secure couple. 
together l1yrs. wants to give your baby a 
warm, safe home filled with lovellaughter. 
fenced. wooded backyard/pets lor play. Call 
Claudia/Jan 1-800-982-3678. 
ATTN. SATELLITE OWNER!!! Incredible break-
through product being launched April 22 at 
1 :OOp.m. Tuneto T-l orTeistar401 Transpon-
WRITE YOUR L1fESTORIESIMEMOIRS. EI-
lective. practical. 208-page handbook. 10.000 
salisl"d buyers $19.95pp. Money-backguar-
antee. "Turning Memories Into Memoirs" 
RRIA. Box 452. Lisbon falls. Maine. 04252. 
(207)353-5454. 
help wanted 
$1 .000IWEEKL Y stuffing envelopes at home. 
for fREE delails. send SASE: P.O. Box 2469-
KM, Lima. PA 19037. 
$300 TO $500 WEEKLY. fu lVPart-tlme pro-
cessmg Simple paper wo~ in you area. Own 
hours. NO experience necessary. Call 1-
(601)799-1362. Ext. 03046. 24hrs. 
S485. WEEKLY MAILING LmERS fROM 
HOME. full or part time. No experience neces-
sary. Easy! Any hours! Gall Clearrnghouse 




,- PORTLAND MODELS 
GROUP & TALENT 
Now offering classes 
Print Modeling, Runway 
and TV Auditioning 
Call for brochure 
ClllssiJierls: 
775-1234 
BAKERY TECHNICAL SERVICE 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Due 10 increased bu,iness we are in need 01 a ,killed bakery Iechnician 10 
service 1f,e Portland and ,urroonding areas. Quoli~ed candidoles ,hoold hove 
exten,ive in-slone bakery bockgroond. Experience in training in all areas of a 
reloil bakery opero~oo; working wi1f, frozen dough products. Condidoles will 
work wi1f, all levels of management, constontly training and retraining at 
bakery personnel level, and 10 assist in presen~ng bakery seminars. Technician 
must po""s effective communica~on ,kills ba1f, written and verbal. 
TIli, posi~oo requines lang hoors, travel and hig, energy. AlB training or 
eguivolent is a definale plus. Send resume 10: 
RayCopp 
10 Linjay Circle 
Nashua, NH 03062 
We are on EEOC employer. 
der 1 frequency 3720. Call 1-800-576-8446. r-------------------------, 
CHILDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES- 45 minute 
show w/live doves. rabbits, free magic tricks. 
CaliVandinl. TheChlldrens Magician.854-1743. 
COMPLETE GUIDE TO CREDIT REPAIR! Get 
loans easily; Obtam major credit cards; Fix 
your credit report! This manual shows you 
howl! Send $20. to P.O. Box217. Sheridan. IN 
46069 Attn: KLM. Cash. check, money order. 
KOMEWORKERS GUIDE TO EMPLOYMENT! 
Work your own hours al home! Hundreds of 
companies listed need your help! Send $20. 
lor manual to P.O. Box 217. Sheridan. IN 
46069. Attn: KLM. Cash. Check. money order. 
SALVADOR DALI- fREE mall order catalog. T-
shirts. posters. books. jewelry. and more. 
Write: Dali Museum Dept. 408.1 0003rdStreel 
South. SI. Petersburg. fL33701 orcalll-800-
442-DALI. 
ST. JUDE- The s..cred Heart 01 Jesus adored 
glorilled. loved & preserved throughout the 
world, now and foreIJer. Sacred Heart of Jesus, 
pray for us. SI. Jude worker of mirac les, pray for 
us. SI. Jude h~per 01 the hopeless. pray lor us . 
This prayer has neverlailed. say It9times a day 
for 9 days. Publication must be promIsed thank 
you St Jude lor ansWllring my petition. K.G. 
HURRICANE ISLAND 
OUnNARD BOUND SCHOOL 
ISLAND COOK 
Hurricane Island Outward Bound School has a cook's 
position available on Hurricane Island for the upcoming season 
- approximately May H to September 1, 1995. Residence on the 
island will be required for 24 days per month. Responsibilities 
include providing meals for the staff and students in the island 
community and some supervision of kitchen staft. 
Qualifications should include a knowledge of preparation of 
whole foods in a large scale kitchen. The ability to work with 
diverse personalities is a plus. Please send resume and cover 
letter by April 24, 1995 to: 
Marguerite Connon 
Personnel Administration Supervisor 
Hurricane Island Outward Bound School 
P.O. Box 429 
Rockland, Maine 04841 




Casco Bay Weekly is searching for an aggressive, outgoing 
individual to complete our outside sales force. If you have 
media knowledge and/or love to sell we would like to 
speak with you regarding this opportunity. You must own a 
reliable vehicle. This is a commission sales position. Please 
respond by sending a cover letter and resume to: 
'~··9·o-AI." v 
~ '" 
~ T"JUDS l 
Sales Manager 
561 Congress SI. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
COORDINATOR 
The AIDS Project seeks a 
Coordinator for the AIDS 
Hotline and Anonymous my 
Testing. Responsibilities: 
~ . ' •.•. p •••• Ojto 
·'4-... v ~'" '- training and supervising 
~J/SAR,{ lA~~ volunteers and testing coun-
selors, preparing information updates, program publicity, 
report writing and various administrative duties. 
Requirements: knowledge, sensitivity and experience with 
HIV, BA or equiv. expeL, writing and computer skills, 
strong interpersonal skills, creativity and compassion, 
teaching and training skills, comfort working in diverse & 
gay positive environments. Familiarity with issues such as 
substance abuse, sexual abuse and homophobia preferred. 
20 hours/week, including some weekends & evenings. 
Salary $10,500 with benefits. 
TAP Provides equal opportunity regardless of sex, race, 
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation and disability. 
Please send resume and cover letter by April 26 
indicating this position to : 
Search Committee, The AIDS Project 
22 Monument Square, 5th Floor 
Portland, ME, 04101 
NO CALLS PLEASE_ 
tr 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories check one 
o bulletin board o education 
Olost & found ~rea) o professional services 
o rideshane (free) o business services 
o help wanted o computers 
o carear development o financial 
o business opportunities o items for sale 
o POsitiOns wanted o yard sales 
o child cane Oanllques 
o roommates o give away (Inee) 
oapts/rent o wanted 
o condos/rent Darts 
o rooms/rent o holiday gifts 
o hooses/rent Otheatre arts 
o seasooal rental o bed & bneakfasts 
o offices/nent o getaways 
o art studios/rent o fairs & festivals 
o storage/rent omusic 
o business rental o wheals 
o rentals wanted o motorcycle. 
o housesitting o truckslvans 
o real estate DRY's 
o condos for sale o boats 
o land for .a1e o recreation 
o mobile homes o campground. 
o real estate wanted o summer camp. 
o auction. o publications 
o body & soul o animal. 
o fitness o legal notice. 
o instruction o dating services 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell 
P.O. Box 1238 
Portland. ME 04104 
By Hand: 561 Congress St ., Portland 
deadline 
Monday. 3PM, pre-paid 
your ad: 
----
-r I-I E. 
SURE ELL 5 Place my ad in the hands of over 100,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly and Maine Times! Call 775-1234 to inquire about other zones and rates_ 
fine print 
aassffied ads must be paid 'Of in advance wrth cash, pel"sonaI 
check. money order, Visa or Mastercard. Lost & Found items 
Isted free. Classified ads are non-refundable. CfNI shaJl net be 
Hable lor any typographICal errors. omissions. or chang .. in the 
ad which do not affect the value or content or substantiaRy 
chango the IT19aring of the ad. Oedrt will be issued when viabl. 
error has been determined within one week of publication 
CBW 
Phone#: __________________________ _ 
Name: ____________________________ _ 
Address: _________________________ _ 
o visa 0 me expo date 
# 
FIRST 15 WORDS: 
Check One 
o Casco Bay Weekly-$g/wk. 
Add~ional words @ 25e wdlwk: $ 
O The Sure Sell-Casco Bay Weekly and 
Maine Times-$12. 50/wk. 
Add~ianal words @ 50c wdlwk: $ __ 
15 
25 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
FREE: $, ___ _ 
o Wheels Deal 
$25/ run ~il n sells: $ _________ _ 
(15 words; vehicles onlYl 
(call lor details 
help wanted 
TELEMARKETER 
Maine Publishing Corp., publisher of Maine TImes and OIsco Bay 
Weekly newspapers, is looking for an experienced telemarketer 
to help sell classified line and classified display advertising. 
You are a gregarious self-starter ready and willing to pick up 
' the phone and call, call, call, when you aren't too busy 
handling incoming calls. Your typing and proof-reading skills 
are meticulous, and you can easily figure simple math in your 
head. If you can close quickly and would enjoy being an 
ambassador for the fastest growing newspapers in New 
England, then your phone is ready. Pay is commensurate with 
experience, with a base start, moving to commision. Send a 
letter and / or resum~ to: 
MA1NET!MES 
P_O_ Box 1238, 
Portland, ME 04104 
Attn: Telemarketer 
or call Michael at 775-1234 
MmPlt Publrshing Corp. "an Eqluzl Opportunity Employ"-
O;NfER FOR BETTER HEALTH CARE 
Accounting Assistant 
Part-time, permanent 
position available in 
Portland. Responsibil ities 




needed I. Experience wI 
Lotus and ADP software 
preferred . Flexible hours 
(25-35/wk.1 Pay is $8 
per hour. Please send 
resume to: 
Controller 
P.O_ Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
Person wanted 10 assist 
manager. Opportunity lor $300 
per week to start and benolhs. 
Call 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS to occasionally evalu-
ate customer servIce via surveys/comments. 
2 years college requ ired . 800-447-3947. ext. 
7100124 hours) . 
PART-nME PEOPLE NEEDED to hand prepare 
maIling labels. You must nave a computer or 
good hand writing. CALL NOW 1-809-474-
3346. L.D. toll. 
PART-TIME WORKERS wanted to hand pre-
pare mailing labels. You must have a type· 
writer, computer, orgood handwriting.lmme-
dlate openings t ·809-474-2713 ILD. rates 
apply). 
PART-TIME WORKERS wanted to hand pre-
pare mail ing labels. You must have a type-
writer, computer, or good hand writing. 1m· 
mediate openings. 1-809-474-2713 (L.D. rates 
apply.) 
PROfESSIONAL RESUMES result In employ-
ment interviews. Call Career Planning Ser· 
vices. (207)885-0700 
SPRING CLEANING- one room 01 carpeting 





A.T.& T .. M C.I.. 900l's. $$ Starting a lurnKey 
900 line as a side business Is easier than you 
think. Call 1-800-4 t 7-4900 lor lree Inlorma-
tIOn. 
JOB SECURITY? NOT IN THE 90·s. Scared? 
Worried? You should be. Investment ends 
uncertainty. Great opp. No bull. 800-228-
8110 
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS! for less than S200. 
you can own and operate your own telecom-
munications company. Revenue high: over-
head low. for more Inlo. call 800-242-3955. 
'1930. 
TIRED Of WORKING HARD. only to lac. com-
pet ition everywhere? NIKKEN ... have you 
heard? 892-1626. 
career development 
Professional Level Training in 
Therapeutic Massage & Polarity Therapy 
April 20, 1995 33 
child care 
LICENSED HOME DAY CARE currently has 2 
lull-time openings. Close to Main. Mall . 295 
and Turnpike. CPMlrst aid certified . Meals! 
snacks prOVided daily Activities, field IriPS 
and weekly news lener. Lots of fun and TLC. 
Large yard and play room Reasonable rates. 
excellent references/experience. 871·9441 . 
roommates 
ROOMMATES, ETC. 
• Need a roofl'lrnate'} 
• Need a place 10 share'} 
EUmlnate Chancel 
lID lJ'PkallS ~ 
Roommates, EtC. IS a set'VK:e [or lhe 
discrimilanng person .... 'ho WlShes to share 
hWl1l expenences 
775-3855 
ATTlC-LOfTSHARE- Staten Island. NYC. Per-
fect for creative type! $255/mo includes all. 
Available immediately. (7t 8)876-1797. 
BIG. BEAUTIFUL WEST END APARTMENT. 
You get bedroom & office. No cats, no creeps, 
no smoking. $3571mo. heat Included. 772-
3220. 
CAPE ELIZABETH CONDO- 2BDR. NIS. MIF. 
prolessional. Quiet Grand lake setting. $3651 
m 0 +112 uti lit"s. 767 -1360. 
fEMALE WANTED TO SHARE home wlother 
fema le in qu iet Deering neighborhood. $3001 Part-time help needed to provide respite care 
in Brunswick area, for adolescents and adults 
in mental or emotional crisis. Experience 
with mental illness, CPR, first-aid helpful. 
(207) 871-8618 
EOE 
Evening and Weekend Classes mo inc. heat/all appliances. 772-7840. 
POLARITY REALIZATION INSTITUTE GORHAM- Vegetarian prolessional to share 
large country house f"eplace. garage. veg-
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED TO ASSEMBLE 
PRODUCTS. Earn S500+lweeklyloreasywo"'! 
Fordetails send$I.1ph to Barton Publications. 
Dept. C .. RR 1. Box 1070-5. Campton. NH. 
03223. 
Portland, Maine· 1-800-497-2908 etable garden . S2851mo. +112 uti lities. 839-..... ------______________ ...J 4506. 
Will train. Students over 18 welcome. Must 
have drivers license and transportation_ 
Call Kim at 1-800-427-0680 
PART-TIME WORKERS WANTED TO HAND 
PREPARE MAILING LABELS. You must have 
a typewriter. computer. or good handwriting. 
Immediate openings. 1-809-474-2713 (L.D. 
rates apply) . 




James K. Elkins. LPC_NCCC 
Call (207)885-0700 
Try the Sure Sell: 775-1234 
--------------------
MERCY AREA- ProgresSive female seeks 
mature Mlf lor large 2IBDR parking . Smok-
Inglcats O.K. Approx. S400lmo. inclusive. 874-
6455. 
OUTTER CONGRESS- Prolessional. respon-
sible. NlSlemaleto share 2IBDR. sunny apart-
ment on qulel street. $255Imo. + tl2 utilities. 
Available 611. 761 -0904. 
PROfESSIONAL WOMAN SEEKS Mlfto share 
duplex in North Deenng area. Smokmg and 
petsO K $3251mo +112 utllni" Available6l1. 
797-3341. 
• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
Dan Kolbert 
eft 
• lot. " Ex t. Renov.tlons • 
• Additions' Porches/ Decl:.s • 
• Roofing (, S~lghts • 
CLEANING SERVICE 
If you've ever cleaned up 
for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after them ... 
You need me in your life. 
residential' commercial 
;1 ~;!~j~~~~::~I~ •• ·.~ ••••••• ~I]j!~l l CHEERFUL AND DEPENDABLE DAILY. WEEKLY. MONTl-ILY. MOVE IN/OUT SERVICE People's Painting 
Interior • Exterior 
25 Years Experience 




Individual or Group 
Representing the Leading 
hsul'Cl"lOO Cooiers 
Far In(o C.U: 
))",i <l C. 01", ... 
M.ll-.l(l71 
•. Experienced" dependabl_ 
• local &. long dl.tance 
• Small &: I.rge load. 
• [xcellent ref.rence. 




Open 7 Days a Week 
1-800-317 ':1148 
Carpentry, painting, 
exteriorli nterio r, 
Large or Small. 
Insured_ 
797-4428 
Call U5 now for a cleaner. 
Remodeling. bathrooms, 
kkchens, finished basements, 
roofing, decks, addkions, interior 
and exterior painting. vinyl 
siding, complete mobile home 
Home Repair Service 
.l.eak$ ·Gutters ·Roofs 
-Chimneys oCAilings 'Painting 
-Papering ·Gen. CarpontJy 
775-2511 
set-up and service. • InlerioriExterior Painting 
No job too big or small. I; ;:I~J1i~: Renovation' 
Prompt. reliable service, insured. I· Over 10 Years Exp. 
AI M"erola Fully Insured 
Call 871-0093 • Free Estinates 
209 State Portland' 772-6448 
painters 
experienced 00 insured 
david norris 
775·3695 
• Book Shelves 
• Renovations 
• Kitchens 
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roommates apts/rent seasonal rental seasonal rental business rental 
S PORTLAND- Sunny. 2!BDR right on the NORTH YARMOUTH- One bedroom. natural An exceptIOnally nice. secluded,lakefront log HANCOCK LAKE- Town of Sebago. large wa- BUSINESS RENTAL. PORTLAND- 311 
water! Great view, laundry, off·street parking. woodwork, birch & mohogany cabinets, wall cabin in Princeton, WashIOgton County. Be- lertronl home. 5550Jwk 2-week mIOimum, or Cumbenand, corner of Elm Street. Heavy traf-
52501mo. +112 utilities. 799-5623. to wall carpet, ti le kllchen, bath, large balh- yond Ihe usual. Loons, excellenlflShlng. sWlm- trade. Call (207)883-8572. (Zone I) flc. Two 800 sq.fi. locations, slore. offICe, stu-
room shower skylight. Call B29-3584. mlng. privacy. 2BDRS. amenities. S3951week. dio. Heatincluded. parkIOg av.,~bl e 772-6527. 
SCARBOROUGH- WFlo share 3BDR house. 1 (207) 434-6228. (Zone IV) HIGGI NS BEACH, SCARBOROUGH- Oceanfront 
mile 10 beach! WID $275/mo Includes every- PEAKS ISLAND- SpaCIous 1 BR apt" WIW, 4BDR house, $I ,20Dlwk. 2BDR separale apart-
Ihing. 883-0253 waleMew, $600/mo uliis IOcluded. (207)766- DAMARISCOTIA LAKE- Lovely large 3BDR ment. S600lwk. Fireplaces, all convBnieoces! 
2508. camp. sandy beach, floal, dock, largescreened 2-week minimum. (207)883-5983. (Zone I) 
STATE STREET- F.mal. for gor~ous VlClo- porch, modern ~Ichen. Clean, clearlake $6251 
LAKE COBBOSEECONTEE- Secluded, prlvale rentals wanted rlan. 2BDR w/deck. May-Sept. 25/mo In- PORTLAND, DEERING OAKS AREA-l & 2 bed- wk, July or August. $470Iwk, June or Septem-cludes HIHW. Musls,,! B74-2638 room. hardwood floors. Nlpets $3501$4751 ber. (207)827-3681 (Zone II) beach, slone fireplace, 5BR, fishing boat. 
mo. HIHW included. 828-6842, leave mes- beauliful VlOW, JulylAugust S450/wk. 
sag. DISNEY ORLANDO. Luxuriously furnished 21 (301 )565-3022. BRUNSWICK AREA- Summer sub-leI wanled. 
bed 2Ibath condos. Including; golf, tennis. June--July. Must accomodate 2-people/2-cats 
WESTBROOK: Cosy lIBDR. ParkIOg. slorage, pools. security $525Iweekly. $975 2 weeks. 
PEAKS ISLAND- CharmIOg 3BDR conage near 
and be pnced reasonably. Craig. (612)290-9518. 
WASHINGTON AVENUE- AVailable 511. MA- na pelS, references, $375fmo. + utilitIes. 854- sandy beach Deck. outdoor flreplac8, S8-Brochure, photos, references available. Spe- cluded. $6501Wk. Call 761-4386. TURE adult. 3BDR. 2nd floor, WID. spaCIOUS, 0386 evemngs. Clal $450Jweekly. (511-6115, 8116-12115). f- HELP! MYBEACH HOME IS RENTED FOR SUM-
off-slreel parking. $225/mo +113 ulilities. Se- 800-833-1410. PEMAOUID- Furnished. 3/BDR. conag •. Short MER! Responsible, profeSSIonal, woman NlS, cunly~ease . 879-6088. WOODfORDS- 3/BDR. $595/mo., sludlo $3001 walk 10 beach. Mid June through August. no pets, excellent references seeks house Sitting mo. Parking. gas heat Available May 1st., lyr. 
WOODFORDS AREA- Bnghl, sunny, fully- I.ase 780-1124. DISNEY. ORLANDO. Luxuriously furnished 21 $55O/wk. (207)929-4823. IZone II) 
pos~lon or seasonal "nlal. (207)363-6896. 
appllanced. Must like cals $275/mo +112 bed. 21bath condos. Including' golf. lennis, 
ulihl18S. Available 511,874-0744 condos/rent 
pools, secunty $525Iweekly, $975 2 weeks. WESTPORT ISLAND- Eleganl new Victorian on RESTORATIONS FOR RENT- Experienced 
Brochure, phOIOS, references available. Spe- 10 acres of watertront. 2BDRl2-balh, large boal- builder seeks hving situal1Dn in exchange for 
clal $450/Wee~y. (511-6115, 8116-12) 1-800- housew/lofi S90O/wk. (516)325-1512. (Zonell) speCIalized restoration. References, bonded, 
apts/rent 833-1410 insured. Call Jim Crosman, 882-9300. 
CALL PHILLIPS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT oUices/rent forthe 1011 owing condo renlals: 1 )Old Port- 99 DISNEY, ORLANDO. Luxunously furnIShed 21 real estate FABULOUS WEST END 1 BDR apartment. 3rd Si lver Slreet. 1 BDR w~oft , exposed bnck! bed, 2/balh condos Including' golf, lennlS, 
floor. Prlvale, clean, newly painted. $4651mo beams. Secure building Gas heat, laundry. pools, secunty $525Iweekly, $975 2 weeks. PORTLAND, WARREN AVE- Large office wllll 
Includes HlHW. 871-1505. S525/mo +utllll"S. N/pets. 2)Middle Slreet-
Brochure, photos, references avaIlable. Spe-
CIal $450 weekly. (5/f-6/f5, 8/16-12115).1- balh. deck, skylighls $395/no + utilil"s. 934- 2400 SO FT. GORHAM- 4/BDR 2-balh, family 
GRANT ST. spaCIous 2-3/BDR .. closels ga-
Contemporary 1 BDR widen and large Wln- BOO-833-1410. 7622. room. Ideal for in-home bUSIness 2 car ga-
lore, back porch, pets negollabie. 5550/mo. 
dows Secure bU lldmg Laundry facll1tles Gas rage. 200x300countryI0l. $92.500. 839·6426. 
plus ulllll"s. call 874-0275. 
heaVrange Ready 611. $5751mo +ullln"s. NI DISNEY, ORLANDO. 3-Bedroomi2-Bedroom SHARE OLD PORTOFFlCEWiliARBOR VIEWS 
pets. 3)Wesl End- 78 High Slreet. Spacious vacaMn villa. sleeps 6-8/4-6. Fully eqUipped, 21days pe rlwe ek. $501per.day. Perteel for heallll FLORIDA, SALT SPRINGS VILLAGE. Adult 
INTOWN- 2BDR. liVing and dining rooms. 
2BDR wlhugekltchen. high cell lOgs. Off-slreel mlnules from DISney, free go~. Slarts $4001 professional Call. 772-2404 or 871-7949. community. 4 slar raled . Ocala National For-
Parking & on-Site laundry. 5550/mo heal In- parking. Gas heat. Ready 611 $6501mo +utlll- wk off-peak. call 508-897-1057 for free info est. Manyl" .. ! Shuffleboard. clubhouse. flsh-
cluded. 761-4376. lies. N/pels. PHONE- (207)772-5345. art studios/rent mg. New manufactured homes & pre-owned. DISNEY, ORLANDO. 3-Bedroomi2-Bedroom Details, 1-800-725-8774 
LARGE. SUNNY. 1IBDR hardwood floors, IIV- rooms/rent vacallOn villa, sleeps 6-814-6. Fully eqUipped, lng room, dmmg room & kItchen. Includes mlnules lrom Disney, free go~. Slarts $4001 ARTISTS STUDIO' ARTISTS ONLY BUILD- OWNERS. BROKERS' AdvertISe your house eleclriclty. 5525/mo. Call 828-6969 and leave wk off-peak. Call 508-897-1057 for free Info. before MORE quahf"d buyers for LESS! Call 
an evening number, gay owners live 10 build- ING. All Inclusive rent $125 10 S300lmo. 775-1234 to Inquire about The Sure Sell 
Ing. Available 6/1. FURNISHED BEDROOM- Large, pnvate Cape EASTPORT- FurnIShed sludlo apartment. available immedlalely 878-3497. Classified's affordable advertising rales and 
Elizabeth VICIOrian. Full kllchen priVileges. Sleeps three Panoramic Passamaquoddy Bay pul your property In the hands of Ihe readers 
Share Immaculale balh wllh one adult. Two views. Quiel, uncrowded area $250/wk. LAKEFRONT COTIAGE- Newly renovaled, 11 01 Maine Times. Casco Bay Weekly and 
minute walk 10 beach. Garden. Slorage. $450/ BDR. 201mlO.lo Portland NIP, heat Included. 
mo. 799-2441. 
(207)853-4775. (Zon. IV) $525/mo. + secunty depOSit 829-3753. PennySaver! 




MARK NAKELL. MA. LCPC 
Counseling, Psychotherapy 
1 Pleasant Street - Portland 
(207) 773-4-413 
rlI1lQUlg Your Truth ••• 
Followmg Your Bliss" -2,. -
Group tn"ocess using; imagery, joumaling, dream work, sharing, etc. 
./ Anne Campbell, PHD 
~,:- April 19, 26 & May 10 
b' 7-9pm Fee $75_00 
New England Family Institute 
871·1000 
HERBS & HEALING 
APPRENTICESHIP 
8-month Hands-on Course for 
Beginning & Intermediate Herb 
Students raughr by Herbalisr 
Corinne Marrin. Learn to identify 
and usc Medicinal Plants in the 




carrie PetersOn. M.A., M.S. 
Licensed Marriage & family Therapist 
Stnnountu 6Je ~ of,.", Privak Praclia 
at The Center for Personal arid ~ofessional Well-BeIng 
23 West Stree~ Portland, ME 04102 by appoIntment 774-'77' 
Two SnpPARENT GROUPS 
now forming: 
.~ftlIess 
• Uctr eo.tn:ll 
1"lI- ""-I"lI-" 1"lI- ""-I"r f"JI- f"JI" "'- ""- i-I/-;"-" f"JI" 
real estate 
PARKS IDE- S'x unit wl3-2BDR, 3-1 BDR 
apartments. Fireplaceslhardwood floors . 18 
parking spaces. Serious inquiries only! 773-
520B. 
BOULEYARD AREA 




2 CAR GARAGE 
-Won't Lastl-
Michael O'Connor, G.R-'_ 
773-2345 
DIAN. O'RnUY GRI 
Multi-Million Product:r 
Offo«: (207) n3-1990 ext.181 
Pager: (207) 758-5630 
53 Baxter Boulevard 
Ponland, ME 04101-1816 
~ 
Stephen R. Aronsol4 Ph.D. 
Licenoed P')'cholorist 
Ptactice SlIlCe 19~0 
InsuratrelMedicaid Reimbun;able 
Sliding Fee Scale Available 
Anxiety, Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress, 
Recovery Issues 
reduce stress. explore resources 
either 10 om-nooo or,6·8 pm 
Kate PoItw, LCPC, CCMHC 
773-3031 
- 0Iild..0d Abo« 
• lasuruce Ikimbirs&bIIIJ 
TaN CluJr,. of Y ... r Life 91atiorwlly Certified JWS'T 
657-2948 
J ' , 
9 'fEARs ExP£RJENCE • . 
Therapeutic Massage ~ 
Emotional Clearing ~. 
., Therapeutic 
Massage 
~ Anne F. KnighI5 OBT, C.MT. 
~ ShialJU / AcuprmuTt 
Help Maintain a Healthy Body, 
Mind and Spirit. 
222 Se John Se 
759-0284 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
• • TAl CHI CHUAN 
r AI CHI FORM SElf-DEFENSE 
toning opposing 
the body force in 
Energy Balancing ~ 
~. 
- ;., - I"r ""'- ;.y ~ ;.y - i-I/-~. I'i ~ i-I/ - I'i ~ toN :, f"JI" .~, - ;., - I'!I.: ;., - . :Prf~;.y-~:~1. ii!!.~t:: 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Cheryl Fuller Aronson 
MA, LCPC 
Sui~ 318, Ponland ME 
879-1710 
::::W(fje BIen:: 
& calming order to 
the mind. controIn. IrI----~~~~~~ ..... ~ ... ~-... --.. ; 
ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY 
STRESS REDUCTION 0 LONGEVITY 
HEALTH o INTERNAL ENERGY FLOW 
-A System Promoting Balance 
on a Physical and Spiritual Lever 
-{;ens Golden 
Soul Journey through Time 
A Body, Mind & Spirit Workshop 
led by Kathleen Luke, MA 
Saturday, May (i • Call 799-4927 
A. iMo",li .. opfllY1GCb based o. JlDlgia. and Past Lile 'I'hLrapits 
PAST lift: REGRESSiON 0 STRESS REdUCTiON 
EMOTiONAl ClEARING 0 INNER Cl-illd/GuidE WORk 
S-'im, Spm ci- N",,.,,,,,,,,,J.r 'ThmtfJ 
S"''' ci- C}",nk p.m k/i4 
839-3667 
Portland/Gorham 
o Spring Is HeTe! 0 
Say yes 
to improving your health 
and state of mind_ 
o CaUTODAY 
for an Appointment! 
KTisten Watson, CMT 
Gorham, ME 839· 7867 
RACHEL DESLEY, 
RN, BA, C\1T 
846-9427 
~ 
INl RODUCTORY OFFER 
I HOlJR MASSAGE S25_00 
,\ ]{ ! l it'IIIIII,! 
Sandtray DRAMA 
Rbeatha Forster, LCPC 
Expressive Therapy 
"When Words Fail" 
Individuals and Groups 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 874-2103 
Gerard De Lany 
Ctrllfied Massage Therapist 
Malle uceost '315 
STRESS REDUCTION 
& BODYWORK. 
rejuvenate your body wilh . 
gentle deep tissue massage and 
po/arily therapy 
828-6573 
Weekend.t EVClljng Appointments 
Gift Ctrtificatrs 
.: . .. :
April 20, 1995 35 
TO PLACE YOUR AD: 1r 775-1234 • DEADLINES MONDAY 3PM 
real estate 
Standish 
For Sale by OWner 
S135,000 
Open House 
April 23 « April 24 
1:00 - 3:00 pm 
Immaculate 3 bedroom, 1.5 bath 
home on 3 private acres. Mountain 
views with spectacular sunsets. 
Uniqe property - unlike others! 
Rt. 25 West to Oak Hili Rd. 
(Between StandISh IGA & Trustworthy 
Hardware.) 3 miles on lefl. 
STANDISH-Immaculale 3BDRll .5-balh home 
on 3 private acres. Mountain views w/spec-
tacular sunsets! UnIque property·unl1ke oth-
ers $135,000. By owner. (207)842-3395. 
condos for sale 
AUGUST ACONDO-Immaculate! One bedroom, 
balcony. fully appllanced kllchen , laundry cen-
ler. MUST SELLI (207)62t -2927. $38,000. 
CONDOS MAKE CENTS! $44,900+. HiSloricold 
to convemently new. BIg assortment, too! Call 





LIVE YOUR DREAMS 
Established Business in Southern Maine 





EI{ \ 1I0\IESELLERS 
WAYNE- 168 watertront on 4-mlle lake, Cen-
lral Maine. 21BDR. cottage. Open concepl, 
cherryfloors.5119,OOO. Page. PaILadd,Home-
slead Really, (207)759-12B3. 
WEST END- VBDR Hardwood 1100rs, french 
doors, parking, gas heal, high COllings. Archl-
tecturallydetailed. 559,900. Michael Jacobson, 
King Real Estal •. 934-7622 
CALL KATHY PH ILLlPS, BAY REALTY, for the 
101l0wlng listings' 1 )Wesl End- 3BDR w/beau-
liIul wood floors, WID hook-up. gas heal, 
deck, parkIOg $79,000 2)01d Port- Stylish 
1 BDR widen V18W of Portland Harllor! Under-
ground parking. 556,000. PHONE- (207)775-
3838 
condos for sale 
TOP FLOOR OF BRICK ROWHOUSE In Spring 
Street HIstone District. Renovated 18DR and 
2BOR. Modern elevator, many extra's! 
$55,000-$75,000. Whale Tail, 773-2850. 
WEST END CONDO- 3IBDR. wnh Victorian 
charm. Hardwood floors. french doors,laun-
dry on-site. Owner wants offer 579,900. 
Michael Jacobson, King Real Estate. 934-
7622. 
land for sale 
BUILDABLE CORNER LOT In nice neighbor-
hood Approx. 100xl00 on Wall Slreel 10 
Portland Call 854-3541. 
LAKEFRONTPRE-SALEf!! Watertront lOIs wilh 
magmflcent frontage 1st tIme offered. Pre-
developmenl Prices Slarting al $29,900. Val-
ues to $50,000. Cenlral ME Reserve NOW! 
Call (207)36B-5789. 
PENOBSCOT BAY WATERfRONTAGE- 95 
acres WIth 656 feet shoreline on Penobscot 
River at head of Bay $60.000 Call Downeasl. 
(207)469-7370 
mobile homes 
$29,995; DOUBLE WIDE 3/BDR. 2 balhs, (6' 
walls) lots of IOsulallon, Home IS on dISplay, 
you'll be Impressed with how nice Ihis home 
really Is. 802-247-3880. Falrlane Mobile 
Homes. R1.7, Brandon, vr. 
mobile homes 
f 80 AT $176. 5850. down, New 3/BDR. 14' 
Wide, $16,995. APR 1025% variable. 802-
247-3880 Fainane Mobile Homes, RI 7, Bran-
don, vr. 
ALWAYS SHOP FAIRLANE before you buy 10 
be sure you gel the best deal. NEW 2IBDR 
$15,995 new 3/BDR. $16,995. NEW double 
'wlde 3/BDR 2 balh $29,995. From Ihe besl 
factories: Colony, Fleetwood and Titan CALL 
802-247-38BO Dally 9 to 7, Sunday 10 10 6. 
Fai~ne Mobile Homes. Rt. 7 Brandon, VI. 
body Sa soul 
ANITA LANDINO. CHT. Hypnolherapy. Heal 
abuse, relatJonshlp Issues. Empower your-
self. Unleash creallvlty, joy, confidence! (207)-
780-0831. 
CHRONIC MUSCLE PAIN? Let massage 
Iherapy help you! Therapeullc, sports and 
injury. MuseleWorks. Mane King. RN. CMT. 
775-5745. 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUPS lowards a 
more posillVe gay idenllty Sliding fee scale. 
Call 773-6658. 
GIVE THE GIFT OF HEALTH. Holiday gift cer-
In/cales. Joanne Nelson, L.S.W. Neuromus-
cular Massage Therapist. (207)772-5860. 
HEAL YOURSELF, UNITE BODY, MIND & 
SPIRIT Unhmlled Pontenllal offers Kripalu 
Yoga. TherapeullC Massage, Hypnolherapy, 
MedItatIon, Stress ReductIOn, and HoliStiC 
Lifestyle Educalion. 170 U.S RI. 1. Falmouth, 
Me Call 781-3330 
body Sa soul 
IMPOTENT! Your nol alone. Special report. 
guaranteed results. Send $1 0.95 and S A.S.E. 
10: J V COmunicalions. 295 ForeslAve. #29B. 
Portland, ME. 04101. 
Is your RELATIONSHIP a constanl 
STRUGGLE? Couples COUNSELING CAN 
HELP Call Jane Galr 774-8633. 
LIGHT OFTHE MOON. Wllh over 40,000 book 
litles available, .Iso has a large selection of 
Tarol cards, unique gll1s, and tools 10 heal the 
body, mind and spirit. 324 Fore S1. 828-171 O. 
Open Dally. 
LOVE YOUR BODY. Transform your relallon-
shIp with your body through movement and 
art. B-week women's group beginning May 
41h. Call Anlla Flores. M A" LCPC ExpreSSive 
TherapISt. B78-78oo. 
MEDITATIVE BELLY DANCING FOR WOMENS 
HEALTH AND ENJOYMENT Mondays & 
Wednesday. Jos" Conte, 828-6571. 
NEUROMUSCULARTHERAPYrel"veschronic 
musele palO SwedISh massage Physiologi-
cally healthy, deep relaxallOn. llona Sllvenman. 
CMT, 871-1610. 
N EVER WEAR BROWN SHOES WITHA BLACK 
SUIT! Personal ASSIstanVImage Consultanl 
Will advise busy profeSSIonals 10 all aspects of 
demeanor, from fashion 10 furnishings! This 
isa multi-faceted service, tailor-made for each 
indIVIdual need. We can even cater that all-
Important first date! CreatIve solutions! 11-7, 
Mon.-Frld.846-3589 
NEW GROUP STARTING- for women who are 
75,lbs. oveJweighl Based on Geneen Roth's 
work. Monday evenings. 6:15-7:45. S751mo. CaN. 
775-1711. Fa~hlaled by RACHEL SAGER. LSAC 
NUMEROLOGY- YOUR DAYS ARE NUM-
BERED! For a personal, handwntten analysts 
send full blrthname, blrthdale and 51 0 10' Box 
3354. Portland, ME 04104. 
OTHERS TALK- WE WALKI Soul awakening, 
only atlhe Sacred Child Insti1ute. For Info. call 
B28-0988. 
PERSONALIZED REPORTS- Horoscope: 
$5.00; Numerology' 51000, Compatability 
(two people) $15.00; Send. Birth name, date, 
place & time (ffknown), Check or Money order 
10: INNER-OUEST, P.O. Box 554. livermore. 
MalOe. 04253 
WOMEN'S GROUP- ALL TOPICS welcomed, 
fUll, safe, supportIve; Thursday mornmgs. 
REBUILDING YOUR LIFE AFTER RELATION-
SHIP, Thursday evenmgs. Ten weeks, Carrie 
Peterson. 774-6779 
YOGA AND WRITING RETREAT IN PORT-
LAND An evening and day of yoga and wrll-
ing, led by certified advanced Krlpalu Yoga 
teacher Pam Jackson and certified Proprio-
cepllve Wrillng teacher Joan Lee Hunler. Apnl 
28-29. Cosl $90. No expenence necessary. 
Call 767-5607 or 797-5887 FMI. 
YOUNG WOMENS GROUP- focusing on rela-
tionship ISSUes wllh self and olhers. Call B83-
5597 or 767-3848. 
pass this paper 
on to a friend 
If you are thillkillg about self-improvement, tn) allY one of tile various llenltll practitiollers found ill Casco Bay Weekly's Wei bleSS Dil'ecton}, 
If keeping your business healthy is ymlr intent, then advertise ill tIle Weekly Welbless Dil'ectonj. Call 775-1234, 
lfJ· ~ Hypnotherapy Meditation . Massage , '0 't Yoga . ~ $ . 
..... __ .{I 781-3330 , 
DEEI'E\J\G YOrR 
RELmO\SIIlP 
\\ORKSIIOP - \prol JUth, IO-~ 
1'0 t , I(I 1. I .Im,,"th. \I[ O~IO, 
. :~ . 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
Yoga by the Sea 
To Noutish Body & Soul 
May 5-7 Res~ential 
616 Congress Street 
207.797_ 5684 
JU~GIAN ANALYST 
Dip!. C.G Jung Inst. - Zurjch 
32 Pleasant St., Portland, ME ()t, 101 
772-2779 
(jive tM. (jift of !}{uzftn 
Holiday &ift Certff icotes 
JOANNE. NE.L50N. LSW. 





T'ai Chi Ch'uan 
a 20-week course begins 
Thursday, April 27 





Accepting new members, 
Dealing with a variety of issues. 




JVt.a PoCamg 'lfieraP!I 
Jan Curran 
797-0.331 
Aromatherapy - how to select 
and use essential oils 
with Mary Bailey 6:30-8:00, $5,00 
April 27 Healing Touch with Rachel Desley 
6:30-8:00, $5,00 
April 28 Dream Study 
with Ernie Rose, 6:30-9:00, $20,00 
May 1 &22 Toning Sounds of the Heart - using the 
voice to create inner & outer harmonies 
6:30-8:30 $5,oo/evening 
- Reservations Required -
.:iW.-.1ID-S:l0, Sa!_ IO-s, Sun, <]{oon-5 
Books, Crystals, Tarot Cards and Much More! 
~24 Fore Street· rortland, l\1ainc' 207-1128-1710 • Open Daily 
A new counseling group for 
women who have been 
artificially inseminated, or who 
adopted children. Also for 
women in the planning stage. 
Rachel Sager at 775-1711 : 
Are you having trouble draling 
with a Pregnancy loss? 
Seruiliv. Non.}udgmrnflll COI'llS<Ung 
Iry 





Therapeutic Massage & Body Work 
Introductory Offer 1 >1 Hour $25°0 
Cberrie Howard RMT, NTS ~ 
Now in Portland! 
Colon Hydro-Tberapy 
775-5817 
Qeansing in a safe environment 












: ' , 
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libless 
HAD A LONG DAY? DON"f WANT TO COOK? 
SIMPLY DElICIOUS will provide h"llhygour· 
met meals In your home. Private chef, instruc-
lion. shopping. consullant. Call 773'1 148. 
TIRED OF DIETING? NO ENERGY? Gel off Ihe 
diet roller coasler. Try our high energy herbal 
weight loss food supliments. Money back 




DANCE CLASSES in Jazz, Ballet, Tap, 
Streetlunk & Dancemag ic. Kids & adu~s. 
CASCO BAY MOVERS, 871-1013. 
IT PAYS YOU TO LOOSE WEIGHTI You look 
good, feel great and earn exira Income with 
HERBALIFE. call1-800-576-THIN(8446) 
DIETS STINK. If you agree. I have Ihe answer. 
lose 35 much as you want, eat anything you 
like, and have fun doing it. Details, WEIGHT 
LOSS SUPPORT NETWORK, 1971 W.Lumsden 
Rd.,Suile 190.dept.l 06, Brandon. FL.3351 f. 
Body/Mind 
Shiatsu 
pass thiS paper 
on to a fnend 
professional serVo business services 
BROWN & MEYERS TRANSCRIPTION: Slale· 
of· Ihe·Art Equipment, 24-HourDictalion Line, 
Modem Support. We transcnbe evelYlhingl 
846-04201800-785-7505. 
EXPRESSIVE THERAPY 'WHEN WORDS FAIL" 
Art. Wr~lng, Sandtray, Drama. Rhealha Forsler, 
MA, LCPC. Individuals, Groups and Work· 
shops. 874-2103. 
How 10 deliver IMPACT in your next Business 
Presentation. Economical On demand Color 
presentations, Overheads, Slides. Paper Hand· 
outs, Charts, Graphs. FAX us a drah copy of 
your next presentation for FREE samples. FAX 
883-7063 or emaIl8lzPrez@aol.com. 
RICHARD LEWIS, MSEd .. LPC, NCC .• Indi· 
vidual, Group, Couple & Family Counseling. 




Simp lifted Steps Including; 
- Resources for exam study gu ick:s 
• Unpublicized shorlcuts 
- Training/supervision options 
Quickly achieve your Mental Heanh 
Licensure (LCPC, etc.) 
Applicable for traditional and 
creative arts therapies 
I'M licmse preparaMn padcoge smd 
"""'" oddress, and 125 to: 
Counsel Network 
P.O. Box 1272 
Portland, ME 04104-1272 
David A. Lourie, Esq. 
General Practice oj Law 
Specializing in municipal, 
zoning and local property 
tax abatement law. 
Weekend or evening consultation 
by appointment can, 
799-4922 




Consultant & Healer 
• Advance your business mission 
or 
• Enhance healing potential 
!!t!~~ :i 
business services 
A-l SPECIALIZING IN LEAKS· Repair/replace. 
Rool. chImney, ceilings. walls, gutter. Carpen· 
try/paint. 28 years experience. References. 
775-2511. 
BACK BAY BUILDERS & LANDSCAPING· Com· 
plete Building/Property Maintenance & Reno· 
vation Services. CommerciaVResidenlral . Call 
799-8570, pager 759-3316. 
BRIAN'S PLUMBING AND ELECTRIC· Spe· 
cializing in residential services. Early evening 
and weekend apPointmenls. Fully licensed 
and insured. 829-417~. 
CREATIVE CARPENTRY· Cuslom woodworlc· 
mg, renovations, kitchens. entertainment cen-
ters, restorations, custom furniture, furniture 
repair. tlmberlr,,"e. STEVEN BAUER, 76 1-2488. 
DAVID COHEN'S WINDOW WIZARDS. Spring 
WindowCleanlng.lnsured employees, 10years 
experience. Call 761-0228. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER· SmalVLarge loads. 
Locally, long distance. Garages, basemenls, 
attics cleaned. Excellent references. low rates , 
774-2159. 
GENERAL LAWN CARE· Lawn mowing, rak· 
Ing. trimming trees & brUSh. Reasonable rates. 
883-4985 or 657-2148. 
HOME REPAIRS & REMODELING· I am your 
one·stop carpenler, plumber, mason, tile sel' 
ter, etc. Noted crahsmith with 30 years expe· 
rience. Finished basement specialist. Best 
wOrk. lowest cost. 767-0293. 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. Effi· 
cient. reliable, reasonable rates. 12 years ex-
perience. References. Free estimates. 774-
6467. 
HOUSECLEANING! COME HOMETOA CLEAN 
HOUSE! Friendly, dependable, quality service. 
Call today! 871-7150. Free estimates. 
INTERIORlEXTERIORPAINTING. renovallons. 
Reasonable rates, references available. Fully 
insured, FREE estimates. Call Leon F. 
Jendrasko. 772-6448. 
JUSTICE PAINTING· inleriors and exteriors. 
Reasonable rates, fully insured, references 
available. For FREE estlmales call. Matt 
Synnestvedt at 773-9794. 
LIFTING FOR FOUNDATIONS. sill work. Mov' 
Ing over road and carpenlry. Will take caro of 
complete job. Ca:: 839·6077 or 839·4296. 
MICHAEL'S CLEANING SERVICE. Business/ 
reSIdent ial. Inexpensive, reliable service. Free 
Estimates. References. 767-3982. 
MIKE'Z TREE & LANDSCAPING SERVICES· 
Repair damaged trees! Pruning, removal 01 
dangerous limbs, tops, trees, feed Ing , 
stumpgrinding. Oesignlinstallation of gardens, 
lawns, and fences. Certified AborisVLand-
scaper, insured. 883-87461799-0689. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? No job too 
big or small. Free estimales. GERRY'S ELEC· 
TRIC.773-5897. 
RAIN GUnERS CLEANEDIREPAIRED, win· 
dows washed, minor home repairs , oddddd 
jobs inSlde/oulside. 657-2948. David. 
TOWN & COUNTRY ELECTRIC· Resident"l· 
Commercial· Industrial. Three·phase installa· 
tion and maintenance. Fast, courteous ser-
vice. Design!8uild, 24hr. service. 772-5257, 
pager/821-3844. 
financial 
DEBT CONSOLIDATION. CUi payments to 50%. 
24 hour approval. 1-800-226-0190. 
DEBT CONSOLIDATION. CUT PAYMENTS TO 
50%. 24 hr. approval, 1-800-226-0190. 
FREE DEBT CONSOLIDATION· ONE PAY· 
MENT. Too many debts. overdue bills. cui 
paymenl 30%-50%. Reduce interest. Stop 
late fees. $4,OOO'SI 00,000. NCCS (Nonprom) 
License<l/bonded, M·S. 800-955-0412. 
FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE. MILLIONS OF 
DOLLARS FROM Amenca's largesl corpora' 
tions and organizations. No GPA or ffnanClal 
requirement. You can not be den ied. Gall loday 
800-222-499524 hrs. 
HOMEOWNERS· NEED MONEY?Credit prob· 
lems? New purchases? Bill consolidation? All 
credit considered. Prior bankruptcies OK. 




CORvmE STINGRAY CONVERTIBLE, 1963-
WMe over midnighl blue. A Irue classic, 
$21 ,500. 223-4494. 
DATSUN MAXIMA 810, 1981- 6cy1. dies.l. 
aulomatlc, power everything, AlC. Excellenl 
running condition. $2,500. 774-9836. 
DODGE DART· '75. 4-door, automatic, 318, 




EAGLE TALON TST, 1991- 4w/d, 5-speed, 
turbosport coupe, blue/siivertu-tone, leather-
interior, Net cassette, CD/stereo. power win-
dows, locks & more. $11 ,900. Bath Subaru. 
443-9781. Trades welcome. 
GAS TANKS! NEW gas lanks in slack for GM, 
Ford, Chrysler. AMC. $99 including freight, 
COD, UPS. Lif.limewarranty. N.B. Gas Tanks. 
Gall 1-800-561-8265. Just One 
Classified Ad Buy 
Use The 
New"" " ~lJgland 
HONDA ACCORD OX 1988- 4-door. 5-speed. 
sunroof, power steering, cruise, amlfmlcas-
sette. Mini condition. $2,900. 871-7890. 
HONDA CIVIC DX-I991. 4·door sedan. Very 
clean! Must sell, moving South. B/O. 774-
0497. eves. 
items for sale 
1986 NISSAN PICK· UP. $1.25018.0. ; HiPolnt 
9mm pistol,$30018.0.; 1969Norton-750Com· 
mando molorcycle. $1 .50018.0.; 1972 Bene IIi 
mOlorcycle B.O. 647-5234. 
BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT. BOW HUNTERS 
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE, America's largest 
archery supplier, stocks over5,000 bow hunl· 
ing items at 2D-40%off retail. Call 1-800-735-
2697 for free 160 page catalog. 
BRAND NEW L.L.BEAN mens bike, never rid· 
den.·26". 7-speed. $150. Call, 871-9815.leav. 
message. 
P.A. CABINETS· Fender 2I15-R. Good condl· 
tion. $200 firm for the pair. Doug, 828-5446 
days, 797-0213 evenings belore 9:30. 
WATERBEDS WHOLESALE • QUEEN 
SOFTSIDE CYLINDER BEDS, $299.00. Wave' 
less mattress $44.99. Waterbed heaters 
SI9.99. Free color catalog! Lowesl pnces In 
America! 1-800-977-5337. 
WICKER and RAn AN furnllure· new, used and 
anlique. THEWICKERSHOP, Wells. 646-8555. 
arts 
CRAFTERS SERIOUS ABOUT SELLING Ih.ir 
merchandise call Leta at 453-8089 for details. 








"cw England's Jargc.<t sclce.lion or antique leaded, bcvclcu, and 
~a.incd glass windows. Enlry and F,end! dw", fireplace manlles. 
L ... _._ By chance or arrl. (207) 474-~396, Ric 2, Cam",", ME. 
music 
ACOUSTICGUITARS, $129. Liletimewarranty 
and FREE LESSON! Moose County Music, 61 0 
Congress Street, Portland. (207)761'8084. 
Moose610@delphl.com 
HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK· 1986.0ne OWner! 
Automatic, AMIfMlCASS, Darl< red. $1,200. 
Call 874-0327. 
HONDACRX 1987- Looks good, sunroof, ra· 
dio/tape deck, cruise control, red, l08K. 
$2,450. 883-0954. 
HONDA CRX·HF-1988. 5-speed. New clutch. 
alternator, timing bolt, water pump. Clean! 
102K. $3,500/FIRM. 934-0199. 
HONDA CRX·Si. 1987. 5-speed, sunroof, cas· 
sette, new clutch, 102K, sliver, runs great, 
reUable. S2,400. 772-2905. 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1986- Black, tan lealher. 56K. 
All factory oplions. This car is mini! $8,495. 
783-33361783-3729. 
JEEP CHEROKEE, 1985- 4WD, 5-speed, cas· 
sette. Runs good. $2,00018.0. 799-4869. 
LEASING,BUYING NEW CARS,TRUCKS.VANS. 
Wholesale pnces. Call ExpressAuto Sales and 
Leasing at (800)228-9569. 
M.G. MGB GT 1974- Completely refurbJShed. 
hard top. Very rare. $3,995. 783-33361783-
3729. 
MAZDA MIATA MX5, 1993- Convertabl., 41 
cyl. aUlomatlc, dark blue. Only 4,000lmlles. 
thIs auto was stored inSide. hardtop included. 
$17,900. Balh Subaru, 443-9781 . Tradesw.l· 
come. 
MAZDA MPV 1992-4w/d,37K. burgundy~an . 
fully equlpt, extras, warranty, records. pam· 
pered. $16,500lB.0. Call 773-4201 . 
MAZDA RX-7.GS· Black w/grey. 103K. Ga· 
raged wrnters. Good tread. 1 middle·aged 
ownerl Zippy. B.O. 878-23121797-0708. 
MERCEDES 2400 1979- Brown/saddle. 4-
speed, air, stereo. One owner, lIke new. $2,995. 
783-33361783-3729. Car is mint! 
MERCEDES BENZ 380, 1984- One owner, 
silver, blue clOlh IOlerror. All factory optIOns. 
$8.495. 783-33361783-3729. 
MERCEDES BENZ 450·SLC. 1977- White , tan 
leather. All oplions, one owner, $8,495. 783-
33361783-3729. 
MERCURY TRACER· MAZDA 323, 1989- 5-
speed, hatch back, Clarion pull,oul AM/FM 
cassette, 75K. Dependable. $2,48418.0. 774-
1804. 
MERKUR SCORPIO' 1988. Automatic. white 
wlblack leather. sunroof. 85K. Excellenl can· 
dition! $4.995. Call Danc. 773-0269. 
PORSCHE 924, 1977- Great shape. Must see! 
drive. Yellow. Many extras. $1,40018.0.799-
4514. 
SUBARU GL sm. t987- 4WIO, aulomatic, AI 
C, low miles. Only $5,900. Bath Subaru, 443-
9781. Trades welcome. 
MATINICUS ISLAND, TUCKANUCK LODGE· 
Quiet, remole, hiking trails, sandy beaches, 
birds. Puffins on Matinicus Rock! Box 217, 
Matinicus. Maine 04851 . (207),366,3830. wheels Planes, Trains and 
Automobiles ••• getaways ALFA SPIDER QUADRAFOGLlO· 1988. 38K. 
Racing red convertible wlhard lap. Garaged 
ACADIA CULTURE TOUR· Northern Maine! winters. Immaculate!. $10,900. 797-6275. 
Canada. Unique fun package. 4-6 peoplelgrllup. 
June·Sept. Details, (207)834-2988. 
BAHAMA CRUISE· 5-days/4-nlghts, under 
booked! Musl sell! $279/couple, limiled tick· 
ets. Call (4071830-51 00, ext. 4553. Mon.·Sat., 
9am-10pm. 
BAHAMAS CRUISE· 5 Days/4 nights . 
Underbooked. MuSI sell, $2791couple. Lim· 
ited lickets. Ga1l407-767 -8100 extension 429, 
Monday Ihrough Salurday, 9am-9pm. 
BAHAMAS CRUISE· 5 daysl 4 nights. 
Underbooked. Must sell, $279/couple. lim' 
~ed tickets. Ca1l407-767-8100 elClension 429, 
Monday through Saturday, 9am-9pm. 
BAHAMAS CRUISE • 6 Days/4 nights. 
Underbooked. Musl sell, $278/couple. Lim' 
ited tickets. Ca 11407-767-8100 extenSJOn 429, 
Monday through Saturday, 9am-9pm. 
DISNEY, ORLANDO. Luxuriouslyfurnlshed 21 
Bed, 2Ibath condos. Including: golf, tennis, 
pool. security. $5251weekly. $975 two weeks. 
Broctlure. photos, references available. Spe· 
cia I $4501weekly. (511-6/15, 81,6-121,5)/,· 
800-833-f410. 
AMERICAN BEAUTY, 1971 Oldsmobile 98, 2-
door, 63K, loaded, 455cu.in. ldeal fortowing. 
$4,900 839-6426. 
AMX1969- 2-seater, 390, V8,4'speed, PIS, PI 
disc brakes, new Ilems, have receipts. Black, 
aluminum mags.$3,800l8.0. Bnan, 759-5737, 
pager. 
AUDI80'SERIES, 1991- Heated seats, alanm, 
curise, automatic. sunroof. fuel sensor. lOW 
miles. $10.000. 767-4148. 
BMW 528E, 1982- From Calilornia, 5 speed, 
loaded, 4/door. NO rust. Like new! $4,600. 
839-6426. 
BMW 635CSI-1988. 40K. No wlnlersl MINTI 
MINTI Coll,cto(s ilem. $29.500. (207)772-
6386. 
BMW-320i, 1978- Runs well. New; pOints, 
exhaust, struts. Sun·rool, AMlFM,cassette, 2-
sats tires, 108K. $2,80018.0. 878-2287. 
Boats, Vans, Trucks, 
Motorcycles-
If you use it to get around 
and want to sell it. We'll 
keep it running until it sells! 
15 words for $25 
775-1234 
• ~V/SA j 
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wheels 
SUBARU GL, 1986- 4/dr. automat ic. power 
windows & locks. Brown metallic, tan velour 
interior. Only S4.995. Bath Subaru.443-9781. 
Trades welcome. 
SUBARU JUSTY, 1992- 4WIO, HIB, 5-speed, 
silver metallic, 40. M.P.G., low price, only 
$5,995. Bath Subaru. 443-9781. Trades Wei· 
come. 
SUBARU LEGACY WAGON, 1990- 4WIO, sll· 
ver. aUlomatic. AlC. power windows & locks, 
cassette stereo, roof rack & more. $9,995. 
Balh Subaru, 443-978t . Trades welcome. 
TOP OPEN. MUSIC BLASTING. just imagine 
your own Jetta. finally! $1.250. 772-9835 for 
a test crUIse. 
TOYOTA CAMRY ALL·TRAC, 1989. 5-speed, 
blue, loaded! Perfect condition. many new 
parts. 109K. $7,400180. 617-367-9351. 
TOYOTA CAMRY DX, 1990- 4/dr. aulomatic. 
AlC, cruise, cassette stereo. Power windows, 
locks, power sunroof. Priced right at $8,995. 
Bath Subaru, 443-9781 . Trades welcome. 
TOYOTA PICK·UP. 1982- 4X4. From Califor· 
nia. NO rust. Great stereo, AlC, low mileage. 
S5,400. 839-6426. 
TRIUMPH TR6. 1974- Roadster, class'c , to· 
tally rebuill . 53K, $10,000 invesled. Have all 
papers. $7,500. 828-1 505. 
V.W CORRADO SLC· loaded. crUISe, AlC, 
sunroof, amllm cassette. heated seats. pm. 
33K. $14,000. 985-9081. 
V.w. PASSAn G.l. 1992- 4-door. 5-speed, 
electriC: Windows, doors, sun·roof. AM/FM 
cassette, 34K. $12,750. 767-0789. 
VOLVO 240 DL SEDAN. 1983- 173K, stan· 
dard. aU maintenance records, runs and looks 
great. $2 .300 760,96.26 
VOLVO 240DL SEDAN. 1983- 4-speed . wi 
0,0 Blue, well maintained. runs flOe, reliable 
$2.550 Rockland,594-1744. 
VOLVO 240GL. 1982- Newly painted silver. 
black leather interior. automatic. 4-door. 70K, 
sun·roof. $4 ,20018.0. 767-3372. 
VOLVO 740 WAGON· '91. Maroon/black, 
sunroof, alfbag, dealer maintained , 39K. 
$t 6.000180. 879-1456. 
VOLVO GL TURBO. 1985- 4/dr. aUlomatlc. 
low mIleage. California car. excellent shape, 




Fee $50.00 -8 Hour Course 
Call Now for Early Enrollment 
Call 207-490-3631 
HONOA CM450c· 1982. Low m,les, stored 
Winters, good condition. Great beg inners bike! 
$650.874-0150. 
HONDA XR-l 00 1992- Greal dlrtb,ke lor 10-
14 yr. old. Excellent conditIon, regularly ser-
Viced. Bargain $1 .295/8.0. 883-1643. 
trucks/vans 
CHEVY 5-10 P/IJ , 1985- 4w/d , long bed wi 
liner, automatic, V·S, no rust, step & towl 
bumper, only 58,000lmlles. Prices 10 sell, 
S5,900 Bath Subaru. 443-9781. Trades wei· 
come. 
CHEVY SUBURBAN 2500 3/4-TON. 1994-4wl 
d, 454 V-8/aulomatlC. teaVgreen metallic. Ian! 
leather intenor. Silverado package. dual AlC. 
heal syslem. 8600lb. lrailer package. custom 
runnmg·boards, ... more! 8ath Subaru. 443-
9781.(Trades welcome). 
DODGE RAM 50, 1989- 2.6Ihler, 5-speed. 
long bed, cap w/racks. Ps/PB, till, power rear 
slider. Clanonamlfmlcass .. CB, Goodyeart"". 
85K, Red. Asking $3.985. 283-4820. 
FORD BRONCO. 1986- 4w/d. Black wired inte· 
nor. 300 6cy!. aulomat,c, stereo, CD system 
low mileage vehicle in exceptional condition. 
Musl see! $8,995. Bath Subaru. 443-9781. 
Trades welcome. 
Wl-\~N. ,(oll E I'-, 
13"C.1< w I'-l'-.oS 
trucks/vans 
FORD RANGER XLT, 1990- Xtra·cab. 4w/d, 61 
cyl. 5-speed. Blue metallic, sliding/rear·win· 
dow, custom chrome wheels, new tires, AlC, 
casseHe. low miles/super clean. $10,900. 
Balh Subaru, 443-9781. Trades welcome . 
JEEP WAGONEER. 1977- 4WD. body reslored 
5 years ago, professionally rebuilt engine wI 
5000 miles. New brakes. discs. drums cali· 
pers.lines. New lires. Excellenl 4WD. $1.2001 
B.O. 878-5512 aher 4pm. 
TOYOTA PICK·Up· 1987. Longbed, 5-speed, 
58K. AMlFM/CASS. AlC. Excellent condition! 
$4,200/B.0. 772-2886. Leave message. 
TOYOTA PREVIA VAN, 1991- 7/passenger, 
automatic, AlG, cruise, cassette stereo, low 
miles, super clean, $t6,900. Bath Sub,ru, 
443-9781. Trades welcome. 
KV's 
1995 V.M.C. 600- Under 1.000 miles. electric 
start. hand warmers. PSI tuned exhaust. 1201 
pick carbide, Boisey Read valves, clutch work 
done. With cover & carbide runner. S5,500. 
839-6426. 
HOLIDAY RAMBLER TRAVEL TRAILER 24', 
1971· Great shape. Furnace, shower, hot wa· 
ler heater. $3,500. 883-5043. 
boats 
23' H ERRESCHOFFSLOOp· Seaworthy. pretty. 
fine condition. $5,000. Write: "Marlin~, Box 
253. Waldoboro. ME 04572. 
BAYLINER 24 '· Volvo in/oul. galvanized trailer. 
lIsI·$ 10,500. $5,500. Trade 4W/D truck, 
smaller baal , camper ... 773-0660. 
BAYLINER CONTESSA, I 986- Flybndge,cabln 
cruiser Well·maintained with extras includlOg 
radar. depth flnder, loran, cabin heater, Halon 
system In cockpIt. $24.000. 667-7893. 
BRISTOL 22 SLOOp· Eslate sale. Localed ,n 
Camden. Well·maintalned.lncludes outboard. 
$3.900/B.0. (207)799'1588. 
BROADWATER· 31 , 318 Chrysler motor, 
sleeps 6, full bath, w~raller. $2,00018.0. 772-
4835. 
CAPE DORY 30, 1984- Cutter dOl"I. pressur· 
ized. H/C water. equ ipment lISt. $38,000. Call 
775-1879. 
FIBERGLASS 21 CENTERBOARD· Four sails , 
moonng, 61H.P. 018, VHF, storage slands, 
plus more. Priced reduced , $4,50018.0. 878-
5744. 
FOUR WINNS 1990- 26 CRUISER. 110. 70 FI 
W hours. All amenllles. Consider trade. 
$29.583. 893'0361. 
LOBSTER 23 ' 1992. 4cyl . deisel. 12' HYD. 
Haul. fiberglass/wood. SI0,300. 797-9046. 
NORTH SHORE DINGHY· B . Fiberglass. leak! 
bronze frltlngs Excellent condrtlOn! Used two 
seasons. $600. (207)923-3131. 
O'DAY SAILBOAT· 23h .. solid. well maintained. 
Excellenl sails. rigg ing. molar. Year·old moor· 
Ing. Dinghy. $3 .400/BO. (617)628,79591 
(207)767-4604. 
PRIVATHR RUNABOUT 1986- 18, full can· 
vas. 1988 90h.p. Evinrude. Coxlrailer. $5,5001 
B O. 883-8932, leave message. 
RHODES 19 SAILBOAT, 1974- Fiberglass wi 
keel,3 sails. 4hp motor. Good condition. Ten· 
ants Harbor. Asking S2,400. No reasonable 
offer refused. Call 372-6617. leave message. 
ROWING SHELL· Schoen brad Sieger, Single, 
1988. Stevenson padded cover. Excellen l con· 
dillon! Wood refintshed $1.900.56.-7569. 
SAILBOAT. 19 CAPE DORY TYPHOON· Full 
keel, new salls. Spinnaker custom launching 
lraller, moonng. Like new condition, $4.950. 
(207)643-2721. 
SAILBOAT· 26 Pearson. Compass. naughl 
meter, depth fmder. MaIO, 120, 150, spinna· 
ker 1983 Mercuryoulboard, 9.8 HP. Excellenl 
condilion! $10.500. Call (207)539-2387. 
STUNNING 20 SLOOP by S&S archltecl for 
own use. Butll by lap Maine yard ,n t 991. 
lightly used. Fully equiped. Trailer. $8,950. 
207-832-6934. 
boats 
TANZER 22'· Very good condition. Moorino, 
cradle, spinnaker. Chebeague Island. $4,900. 
(203)444-8356, summer (207)846-4205, 
(207)846'3030. 
WOODEN BOAT· Rebuilt 19' w/cabln, Gray 
manne motor, 4-cyl .• lrailer. $1,50018.0. 
772-4835. 
animals 
AKC CHOCOLATE LAB PUPS, 4-males, 4-
females. Championship lines. Hips and eYes 
checked. Ready 5/22. $450·each. (207)563-
5649. 
PETWATCH· Ihe kennel alternative. Spoil your 
pet wilh TLC while you're away! Call Lisa, 774-
2254. Your pet deserves il. 
adult services 
You've tried tbe rest, 
now try the best! 
Hot, live, Xpiicit, 1-on-1 
24 hours 0 dey 
rr INTROOUGORY OFFER: 
Only '39" for 30 minutes 
1-800-845-7754 
'lISA, /K., otECX IY PHOt.f 
1-900-448-1213 
allfO TO PtiOI'.f, CAllt-IG CUOSALSO AV~lAMf 
No fanlasy will 90 unanswered 
• HORNY IN MAINE' Find your sex partner 
tonight! All Lifestyles. t-900·737·7278, ext. 
5 t 1. Leave message free! 1-800-528-8555. 
18+. E.T .. WOC. $2.951min. 
ATTRACTIVE PORTLAND NYMPH Seeks Sexu· 
ally Open Minded Men. Marned or Single O.K. 
Just for fun , not for money. Call Me: 1·900· 
745-2453 '4, $2.99/min. 18+. 
BISEXUAL DESIRES: Satisty those Bisexual 
Cravings! First time or Experienced. Try BI! 
18 •. $2.99/min. 1-900-446-4999. 
BODY SEX. BRAIN SEX =XTASY. 1-800-72-
ERICA. VisalMC, $2.99/MIN. Adults only. 
COMEWITH ME! Erot~fantas .. sexplored .. .I'm 
barely legal but I can take it any way you want 
10! 1-800-991-1888 or 1-900-344-3331,18 •. 
LETS TELL YOU WHAT I LIKE. Talk to me, no 
holds barred. 1-900-344- f040. Ext . 629.$3.991 
min. 18+. 
LONELY? NEED A FRIEND? Call the DATING 
LINE! Hear 100s of girls/guys tell you about 
themselves! You pick the Area Code. 1-900-
622-0027 Ext.l07. $2.49/min. 18 •. 
o 
ersona s 
THE CONFIOENnAL, SAFE, AND FUN WAY TO MEET SOMEONE SPECIAL! 
haueQtJtllJonttalking. 
Our new Personal Interview feature 
makes recording the perfect voice greeting even EASIER. 
Just follow along, record your responses to a few simple questions 
and you've got yourself a great voice greeting. A voice greeting that will let 
people know everything about the real you. A voice greeting that will get results. 
For more information on Personal Interview or 




HOT, EROTIC WOMEN 
WANT TO TALK TO YOU 
Liv.lo.1 
212-741-1202 
."y.~/ __ .te 
ONel' 21- ao miaimwa 
(207) 775·1234 
,.ALk DI",.'V" 
1- DN-1 - 2-DN-1 
PAm LINE. • DIITE. LINE. 
EXPLICIT FANTASIes 
1-9~7~·Z39. 
S2-4.""II1fNUTE • 111.YEMS 
c.".,PUONE. 
GROUP CHAT LINE 
MAN- TO-MAN TALK 
FANTASIES. DATE LINE 
'-900-7115-21176 
S2-3.99/NIINUTE • 111+ YEARS 
OVERSEXED PORTLAND BARMAID. Seeks 
men of all ages to help fullill my strong sexual 
desires. Day time lover welcome. 1·900·745· 
2949. $2.49+. 
SEXY PORTLAND NURSE. LISa Busty Bru· 
neHe with great body, very aUractive. seeks 
men over25forFree Body to Body Rubdowns. 
My apartment only. 1-900-435-1935. Ext.4. 
$2.491min.+. 
Till lIteltl.l~ WelLIt by TOM TOMORROW 
NUR'iE. WOULD yOU 
8'( ANY C~~N(E BE 
WILLING TO HlI.ND 
ME A SCALPEL? 
,....~ ... ~~~ 
38 Casco Bay Weekly 
THE CONFIDENTIAL, SAFE, AND FUN WAY TO MEET SOMEONE SPECIAL! 
womenc ... men 
1942 ClASSIC- SLIGHTLY USED DWF look-
Ing for Gentleman with Christian values En· 
joys lamlly evenls I am a para profesSional, 
self-employed advocale EnJoy reading, mov 
les, research wnlmg " 5004 (5124) 
25 WORDS CUTE, SILLY AND SMART 36 
DWF Dreams large home country/seaside, 
fOSier kids, dog, cats horse wnling partner, 
God/splnlual,clean, sober N/s happy peace 
caring growing glvmg Personal AdvertISer 
1603 POBox 1238 Portland, ME 04104 
" 4918 (5117) 
ACTIVE, PHYSICALLY FIT PROFESSIONAL 
DWF, 40s, financially and emollOnally secure 
Inleresls Include Ihealer travel qUlel mo 
ments.outdooractlvltles Seeking secure male 
With Similar Interests and zest lor life I 
" 4B07 (5/3) 
ARE YOU CARING, BRIGHT, STRONG (yel open 
mmded) attracllVe stable honeSi com mum 
callVe sensual and fun too? Attractive SNF 
37 happy healthy spIrited ouldoorsperson 
loves mUSIC, fnends, good food raalure travel, 
the arts Looking for soulmate to share my luSI 
for li fe 'Zr 4804 (5/3) 
ARE YOU READY for a Spnng advenlure? 
Show me Ihat a sun filled romance can bios 
som Self-employed profeSSional who takes 
time fortravel Strong at the beach the net and 
one on one Friends say I m warm, attractive 
and have a "zest-for hfe Best match IS fll 48 
54, N/s profesSional who enlOYs oul of doors 
dmlng danCing holding hands and shanng 
Ihe day wllh a smile 'U' 4865 (5/1 0) 
ARE YOU STRONG ENOUGHTD BE MYMAN? 
I m very down to earth, adventurous looking 
for one special guy to walk on the Wild Side 
With Not Interested In YUPPies I I prefer Inter 
estmg characters l This 30y a , 5'7' green 
eyed blonde likes partying and Ilhclt activities I 
" 4805 (5/3) 
ATIRACTIVE SWF WITH A WARM HEART 
seeks a good guy 26 36 1m 31 N/s NID 
young-looking and young at heart wllh a kmd 
canng personality I like runnmg theatre dane 
100 movies and the ocean Looking forfnend 
ship first, With future goals for a relationship 
marriage and children I look fOfV(ard 10 meel 
Ing you I Personal AdvertISer 1590 POBox 
1238 Portland, ME 04104 " 4803(5/3) 
BIG BEAUTIFUL, BRILLIANT' Well educaled 
canng SWF, allunng eyes, oreat sense of 
humor, loves theater musIc outdoors Seeks 
Inlell igenl profeSSional, NIS, SWM 24-32 
for fun and fnendshlp " 4968 (5124j 
CHARMING EUROPEAN lADY Widow Intel-
ligent Wishes to find dlstmgUlshed profes-
Sional gentleman, 65+, NIS, to share claSSical 
musIc. travel, walks, Important events and our 
golden years ahead Personal AdvertISer 1598 
POBox 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
" 4847 (5/3) 
CREATIVE WOMAN SEEKS PARTNER for life s 
dance Sense of humor and tightness a must 
Helpful a love of movies books Ideas, QUiet 
dmners nature healing Lel'scelebrateSpnng
' " 4867 (5110j 
DAYDREAMER OUT OFFICE WINDOW Over 
educated yup plannmg return to artistiC roots 
Gentle, kmd direcl pretty 40, reader good 
cook, secret slob Humorous, intUitive re 
served, unconvenllonal Past cool life plan 
coolerfulure Please wnle, descnblng women 
heroes favonte readrng, looks Job, heart 
Personal AdvertISer 1592 POBox 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
EXPECT A MIRACLE?I?I CrUISing soulh on I 
95, sunny spnng Fnday You heart me star 
Both of us danCing to our own musIc what 
about meellng? Nol 100 farfelched ' 'U' 4969 (5124) 
FIRE & ICE SUGAR & SPICE all rolled 
Into someone nlcel OWF adventurous ener-
getic WItty Willful and WIld Oeslres an attrac-
live attenllve man Please be kind Ihoughtful 
and lOVing outdoorsey and fun-lOVing 
" 4808 (5/3) 
I LEARNED IT ALLIN KINDERGARTEN Car-
109 shanng, playful, happy secure SWF, 25, 
seeks Similar SWM 24 30 who likes plaYing 
In sandbox cookies and mil k, naptlme show 
& tell and crayolas for fun and adventure 
'U' 4866 (5110) 
I WOULD LIKE TO MEET a genlleman 50s-
60s to share danCing, movies ndes on Sun-
days No dnnkmg, no drugs Let's have fun 
logetherl " 4967(5124) 
IF GOOD GIRLS GO TO HEAVEN and bad 
girls go everywhere- where would a pass tOn-
ate 30-somethlng DWF go to find an adven 
turous, affectionate, stable male? 
" 4919 (5117) 
INTHE FIRSTEPISODEour h,roln,(SWF, 29) 
finds herself m a predicament She IS search-
Ing for an educaled, N/s SWM, 28-40 10 
share In some of her favonte things hiking 
campmg, biking, skIIng books cats, femes 
local history Will she find him? Written re 
sponses encouraged Personal Advertiser 
159f, POBox 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
" 4BtO (5/3) 
NATIVE AMERICANS UNITE' DlF, SIOUX 5'4-
BrlBr love melal (heavy), like men who are 
mUSIcallymclined like walks dlnnerand qulel 
times I smoke sony Love pets 31ld long hair 
" 4B12 (5/3) 
Personal Of The Week 
w..-m 
BIG, BEAUTIFUL, BRILLIANT! Well-educated, car-
ing SWF, alluring eyes, great sense of humor, loves 
theater, music, outdoors. Seeks intelligent, pro-
fessional, NIS, SWM, 24-32, for fun and friend-
ship, 1r 4968 (5/24) 
The Personal of the Week receIves a gift certificate to Harmon's 
& Barton's FlOrists Winners caJi (207) 775-1234 to claim prize 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 
TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
:C?tllo CCSI~)· 9C)/·"IJI Ivlust llu 18:x OVer Touerl tonu 
utl,;Jl')', c· 1,/ C \!oco Gel\' \'Ij,~()kly 20 ( - ( (::0 - 123-1 ) 
IRISH LASSIE SEEKS LAD- NlS N!D 25 35 
mellow kind SOCiable tlUmorous fr iendship, 
mOVies, muSiC, Old Port (especially Java Joe s), 
elc " 48f f (5/3) 
IT'S AlL ABOUT SOUL AND SPRING- DWF 
4Os, 5'2', Inm, liberal educaled lraveled pro-
feSS ional, likes JOQglng, hiking, dancing, mov 
les theater, art, laughter, friendship flrsl You 
earty 40s-lale SOs educated profeSSional ac-
tIve sense 01 humor NIS NIO a plus Let s 
enloy Spnng logether 'Zr 4956 (5/17) 
KEEP IT SIMPlE, SWEETIE Blonde on Ihe 
downhill slide to 40, funny, green eyes Inde 
pendenl good speller bigger Ihan a bag of 
hangers You smaller lhan a BUick funn ier 
than a rock smarter than the average bear, 
and cuter Ihan KeVin Costner's butt Simplel 
'U' 4924(5117) 
QUALITY LADY, 5'4' , dark brown eyes, long 
auburn hair medium bUild, would like 10 share 
fnendsh lpllrslwrth genlleman, 5 10', 01 solid 
moral characler " 4966 (5124) 
SCORPIO LOOKING FOR SOULMATE-Look-
Ing for new age, open-minded man, 35-45 My 
Interests are walking on the beach gorng to 
rock concerts, horseback ndlng and astral 
projecllOn, elc " 5003 (5124) 
SIMPLY PUT SWF, 23, BIIBI, 5'7', wllh vaned 
mlerests and sense of humor seeks SWM 
21 30, who IS warm, witty and fun 
" 4964 (5124) 
SPUNKY ADVENTUROUSWALKER,SWF,43 
profeSSIOnal, ardent contra dancer global 
(raveler sports spectator movie and sym-
phony patron sparkling 5 • H/S no children 
seeks heal1hy, respeclable, 40+, profeSSional 
'U' 4957 (5It 7) 
STORM SEEKING DESERT FOX SWF 
24 searchmg for hot lraman man to quench 
Ihe thlrslln Ihe desert of my soul You tall , 
dark, mystenous Me lover and fnend 
'U' 4863 (51t 0) 
SWF SEEKING ONE-WOMAN MAN- Friendly, 
down to earth attractive woman 38 
52' ,1301, collegeeducaled seeks mleiligenl 
funny male fnend and companion, 35 45 
EnlOY nalure, lravel Inness art, lravel etc 
" 5001 (5/24) 
VALUE Life's splnlual Journey Open 10 com-
mUnicatIOn, Ilonesly, respect, positive atti-
tudes Sufi danCing, humor fun ENJOY DIS-
covenng children board games nalure Seek-
Ino slow moving relationship based on shared 
values, trust , time and chemlslry Tall OWF 
37 WPTH NIS , no drugs, lID You same 
'U' 4925 (5117) 
VERY ATTRACTIVE DWF, long auburn hair 
green eyes, 5'7' 37 Enloys workmg oul, dm-
109 camping travel mOVies, elc Looking for 
a lono·term relationship With a compat ible $I 
DWM, 34 43 attracllVe lall and fit 
'U' 4869(511 0) 
WANTED HANDSOME SOULMATE- Anral: 
l ive SWF 34, BVBI seeking oUlgomg honest 
Ihoughtful, NIS SWM who enloys gourmel 
cookIng arts, camprng picniC and beaches 
'U' 4923 (5117) 
WOMAN OF INDEPENDENT MEANS-
Hardworkrng intelligent DWF 41 mom of 
teenager WIth sense of humor wtlD demands 
honesty Seeking secure man who IS mature, 
yel young al heart, possesses bOlh wrt and 
Wisdom and values communIcation Are you 
slrong enough 10 be my man? 'U' 4927 (5117) 
menc ... women 
'I UVE INSIDEASHElllhat IS InSideawalllhal 
IS inSide a fort that IS Inside a tunnel that IS 
underlhe sea, where I am safe from you If you 
loved me you'd find me- (and n I were lucky 
you d be non CaucaSian) " 4973 (5124) 
A FULL TIME WOMAN NOT WANTED- No 
committment necessary Justoccasslooal, fun 
gellogelhers Me 35 NIS handsome, heanh 
nut You attractive spontaneous Photo ap-
preciated Personal Advert iser 1595, POBox 
1238 Portland ME 04104 " 4B35 (5/3) 
ALONE IN AN IVORY TOWER With one great 
leap of faltt! I have broken free Reachlllg lor 
the sun and stars, soarrng ever higher I fear 
only meHmg wax Walchlng for a whimSical 
wmged woman to Jam me 10 fl ights of fancy 
Parachutes not required " 4819 (5/3) 
ANUPBEATANDDOWNTOEARTH SWM lall 
dar'< and handsome phYSically and emollon 
ally fit good sense of humor traveled out 
door pursUits culturally dIverse educated 
sponlaneousand playful , seeks Ihat comblna 
tlon 01 warmth Intellect adventure Integnty 
and pizzazz In a counterpart who IS 38·48 tal l 
slim attractive mdpependent and humorous, 
lor long-Ierm relationship 'U' 4974 (5124) 
ARE YOU ATTRACTED TO YOUNGER MEN? 
Very attracllVe WM, early 20s 6 , BVBI, very 
we ll proportIOned seeks SWF 40t slim to 
voluptuous who's as attracted to younger 
men as I am to older women Race unlmpor 
lanl " 4821 (5/3) 
ASK MY GRANNY, SHE THINKS I look like 
KatoIYoubethe ludge (Ho) l'mSWM,27 Inlo 
working out roJlerbladmg, Chmese cuiSine 
and hockey I wanl need a SWF 20-28 NIS 
fll who has no reasonable doubls QUId pro 
quol'U' 4928 (5117) 
ASSERTIVE, CULTIVATED DWM 5'11 ' 1701 
attractive muscular romantiC highly edu-
caled sensual, conMent secure senSitive 
Ihoughtfu l domlnanl and aftect lonate seeks 
pretty femlnme educated Independent, In 
teiligent, relined , shapely, sensuous woman, 
3545 I enjoy class'cal and popular mu Sic 
European travel theater read ing French CU I-
SlOe good conversal lon and a COl'j home 
'U' 4895 (5/1 0) 
FREE FOUR·WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to place your FREE 25-Character Headline: Includes spaces, be creatlvel 
personal ad with Personal Call@: DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
• Fill out the coupon and mall It to Personals, P.O Box 1238, Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Callili> 
Portland, ME 04104, or FAX to 207-775-1615 ()f faxIng please 
photocopy first.) Please check appropnate category Call 775-1234 
to place ad over the phone 
• First 25 words are FREE WIth Personal Call-, (45 words If FAXED 
on Thursday), addItional words are 50¢ each All ads run 4 weeks_ 
Others, Companions, & Lost Souls are $25lfirst 25 words for a two 
week ad Ads WIthout Personal Call- are $1 per word plus $20 mall 
forwarding or P.O Box charges 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receIve your 
easy InstructIons You may not retrreve responses WIthout It I 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any time, 24 hours a day, through 
your own FREE 800# It's safe, confidential, and FUN! 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads Clrc)e your favorrtes 
• Call 1-900-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone 
• FollOWing the vOice prompts, punch In the 4-dlglt "If# of the ad 
you Wish to respond to, oryou may browse a speCific category_ The 
date follOWing an ad IS the last date you can reply to the ad 
• Calls cost $1 99 per mInute You must be over 1 B yrs old 
• Ads WIth a three-digit Personal AdvertIser # can be contacted 
through the mall by wntlng to Personal Advertiser # __ ~ P a Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
Guidelines: 
Free Parsonal ads are available for Single 
people seeking relatIOnships OtI1ers, Compan-
IOnS and Lost Souls require prepayment Ads 
seekN"lQ to buy or sell sexual services Will be 
refused Nofull names, street addresses or phone 
numbers will be pubhshed Ads conlalning ex-
phcn sexual or anatomICal language will no! be 
published We reselVelhe right to edn, refuse or 
recalegortze arrt ad AdVertisers n>Jst be 0_18 
years of age 
category/Rates: 
FlU 4-WEEI ADS 
o women __ men 
Omen __ women 
$2S/flrst 25 words, 
ZRtkads 
o others 
o women -- women 0 companions 
Omen ... men 0 lost souls 
Confidential information: 
rNe cannot print your ad WIthout it ) 
phone:. _________________________________ _ 
name ________________________________ _ 
address· _____________________________ _ 
c~· __________________________ ___ 
state _ _______________ ZIP _________ __ 
FIrst 25 words & headline FREE 
WIth Personal Callili> _--':..:.==-__ _ 
add'i words @ 50¢ each _____ _ 
WIthout Persona) Callili> 
all words@$1 each-__________ _ 
CBW Box or P a Box (add $20). _____ __ 
o 
o VISA 
Total._~ ___ _ 
YES, place my FREE Personal Ad 
iI the Maile Times alsol 
OMC exp, date: _________ _ 
#----------------------------
Aprr/20: 1995 39' 
TO RESPOND TO ANY PERSONAL AD, CALL 1-900-370-2041 (51.99 per minute, must be 18+, T-Tone Phone) 
menc ... women 
CAN I PAINT YOUR PORTRAIT? My lavome 
evenings are palntrng a portrait of a fnend orthe 
sUllset or gOing 10 the symphony, or bemg 
wllh lhe k,dsallhe cabin I'm financ l~1y secure 
adventuresome Looking for all attractIVe un 
afraid, strong woman, 35-45 'Zr 4872 (5110) 
CAN WE TALK? SUCCESSFUL, educated, ro-
mantiC, good looking , With a great sense of 
humor DWM 6 180# brown half blue eyes 
and broad shou lders Value honesty and com 
munlcatlons Call If you re 30+, educated, at 
lractlve self confident, Ih lnk life's an adven 
tureand are looking for quahty and chemistry 
" 4820 (5/3) 
DARK KNIGHT SBM 5'l1 ',30s seeksspeclal 
Independent outgo ing woman for barbecue 
campmg shooting range, motorcycle, dog 
lover, mUSIC, movie VIdeo game Iloht drink! 
smoke 0 k Friend first, perhaps relallonshlp 
" 482B (5/3) 
DEEPLY ROOTED BUT FREE-SPIRITED DWM 
45 With proper Wit Wisdom and worth Oe-
vOled falher of 1 son (13) Handsome and 
athletiC Into eye contact slowsmlles smells 
breath Wind nalural beauly and holism like 
to meet "beautiful" 401Sh woman wllh SimI 
lamles " 4943 (5117) 
DEVOTED & CARING DWM, 35, 6'1' 180# BV 
Gr I enJoy warm weather, waters ports and 
working oul Searching lor a SIDWF 26 36 
' It attractive semi athletiC who IS IIltelilgent 
wllh a good sense of humor" 4972(5124) 
FOREVER YOUNG INFUSING HI Paslflttyco 
star/dlreclor soughl for repertory thealer lea-
tunng fun, laughter, ongmahty, ath letiCIsm 
poelry, elgallo '2!' 4934 (5117) 
GENTLE MAN SEEKING W 45 60 10 share 
conversation, humor, fee lings over coffee 
country drives (your tapes or mine), fnend-
ship mulual dIScretion WllhoUI presel goals 
or hmlls " 4826 (5/3 ) 
HELP I M TIRED OF SERIAL MONOGAMIES'I 
want to settle down permanently Handsome 
successfu l, Inleiligenl lOs DWM, In search of 
an In lelhgenl extremely beautifu l SlDWF 20 
30, senous about commitment, honesty, pas 
Sible family, and who Will never take bemg 
worsh ipped for granled 'Zr 4874 (5110) 
HOW DIRTY CAN YOU GET? SWM, 25, seeks 
SF 25-35 to mountain bike With espeCially 
onreallymuddylralls I mopen-mlnded physl-
calty fit Love art , backpacking, reading and 
roadlnpplng 'U' 4830 (5/3) 
I BELIEVE IN MIRACLES me magic, Mananne 
Wllhamson, Robert Bly, flndmg my blISS, the 
blues nature,Calvln & Hobbes Portland SWM 
26, chem free splnlually and phYSically fll , 
5'8' 165# Wanls 10 develop fnendshlp wllh 
honesl Irustworthy attractIVe alhlellc SWF 
25 35 who's on Slmllarjourney and plays well 
wllh olhers Only Ihose who watk Ihe" talk 
need apply" 4827 (513) 
I'M 70s CUTE CARING, loyal, compassion 
ate, like mUSicals country musIc danCing 
beach One of a kind red sports car Seeking 
50-70 SlDWF for fun, fUlure relatIOnship 
Personal AdvertISer 1593, POBox 1238, 
Portland ME 04104 " 4824 (5/3) 
IF YOU'VE SURVIVED A SOLITARY winter as I 
(IIV,"~ In a small cenlral Mame vl l ~g,) and 
want to bnghten sprrng, summer your life and 
mOI8 call1hlS SOs, Iall, moderalewelghl, play-
ful and youlhful yel serious unpretenllous 
Independenl, creatiVe, mdoors/outdoors lalky 
and nol youraverage bloke 'U' 4958 (5117) 
INTELLECTUAL GARDENER, 54, 5'11 ' , 1851, 
affectionate and warm hearted seeks same In 
woman With common Interests gardening (of 
course) Intelhgent conversation, good food, 
good books, the arts, walking, tllkmg biking, 
canoeing and complex Slmpllclly 
'Zr 4877 (5110) 
LIFE'S REALLY PRETTY GOOD Lookmg for a 
friend lover partner 10 fllness philosophy 
creallvlty Need to share honesty personal 
growth positive focus EnJoy,butdon'treJyon 
past success 'U' 4987 (5/24) 
LIKE A CANDLE IN THE WIND, never knowing 
who to cling to when you re alone again 
Would you like 10 call me? SWM 35 1751 
" 4988 (5124) 
LOOKING FOR PEN PAL, 20 40 Also be my 
fnend I love women that hke horses Hope to 
hear from you soon" 4984 (5/24) 
NEW BEGINNINGS 51 6 180# shaman 
loves cats romance nature Earth Mother 
Seeks intelligent woman not afraid to reach 
out, who IS emotionally secure wlthm herself 
"Zr 4B25 (5/3) 
NOT ASKING FOR THE WORLO looking 10 
meet one nice person to share myself With 
Warm compaSSionate, easy to talk to good 
listener EnJoymostactJvl l les seekslmple plea 
sures of life Looking for Jadywhowants some 
thing comfortable secure, but somellmes on 
Ihe Wild and crazy Side 'Zr 4875 (511 0) 
NOT INTO SKYDIVING Ice climbing 01 
trlathalon tralllrng Prefer qUiet tImes, coover 
sal lon mUSIC, movies home projects Have 
many Inleresls and follow healthy IIlestyle 
Looking for woman of like mind With sense of 
humor and Interests to share Ch ildren a plus 
bUI 0 k n nol Personal AdvertISer 1594 PO 
Box 1238 Portland ME O4f04 'Zr 4634 (5/3) 
NOT YOUR AVERAGE BEAR- SWM, 21 6 
1401, loves mUSIC, cars food moonlit walks 
and candlellghl nred of headgames being 
Ignored Be attractIVe (In & oul) , soh and 
fem,"lne 21 25 "Zr 49B9(5/24) 
NOTICE A pretty face flawless body means 
nOlhlng If Ihe person mSide Is nol equally 
attracllVe DW dad 36 financially secure 
settled active hopeless romantic down-to-
earth, counlry dining danCing Seeks SlDWF 
aCllve, Jrt (InS ide & OUI), educated No para 
nOlds gu llibies one nlghlers Realpeopleonlyl 
'U' 4945 (5/17) 
PASSION FOR OUTDOORS Creative DWM, 
40 someth ing acllve fit mounl"n hlkmg 
skIIng blkmg Island and coastal boating gar-
dening, gourmet cookll19 and dining Great 
mterests 111 arts, seek Similar Interests Per 
sonal AdvertISer 1604 POBox 1238 Port 
land ME 04104 "4932(5117) 
POOR AND LONELY SWM 27 6'1 ', 1801, 
seeks curvy, voluptuous woman With easy 
gOing personality, 18 40 10 enloy Iffe wllh 'U' 
4938 (5/f7) 
PORTLAND AREA SWM 32, loves art, mov 
les muSiC, plays, books, danCing and ro 
mance Looking for like mmded lady 20 40 
Friendship flrsl, relallOnshlp, marnage pos 
Sible" 4818 (5/3) 
REAL GENTLEMAN- Professional, alhletlc 
easy-gOing 40 dar'< hair enlOYS romanllc 
candlellghl dinners ouldoors, pool Seekmg 
slender,athlellcSF 2845 NIS SID "4898 
(511 OJ 
ROOTED BESIDE THE OCEAN- If you under-
stand that fear gets blggeras love goes deeper 
every slep of Ihe way, and you can walk the 
path, wllh equanlmlly, I'd like 10 make friends 
With you, maybe scare you a little bit, 1001 
DWM, 49 two young sons" 4900 (SilO) 
SENSITIVE & HONEST DWM 30-somelhlng, 
5'9· 1751 BrlBr up and commg body bUilder 
enJOYS working out, outdoor sports and ro 
manllC dancmg evenings Searching fora N/s 
aNectlOnale senSillve SlDWFwllh a level head 
and good sense of humor" 4975 (5124) 
SERENE, CONSIDERATE WWM, 65" 
enJOYS claSSical musIc literature much more 
Fit, 6 1751 York County Willing 10 meel 
challenging halcyon RelallOnsh lp 
" 4873 (5/1 0) 
SINCERE, MATURE, IRRATIONAL ulOplS1 
loathes waiting In Ime dress codes and hu-
morless bores loves playmQ musIc wooden 
boats whole foods and people wllh crazy 
Ideas 'U' 4901 (511 0) 
SLIGHTLY PREGNANT FEMALE wanled by NI 
S NID NlD employed, slable male wllh no 
dependants forf"endshlp/relallonshlp Look 
100 tor that speCIal person to watch grow and 
grow wllh " 4985 (5124) 
SO HARD starting over- Humorous, attractive 
recently divorced 38 63- 2001, dark cuns 
green eyes NlS Endowed with senSlllvlty 
trustworth iness character compassion 
brains & brawn Multllude of Inlerests from 
climbing 10 dlmng, camping 10 romanCing 
Lookmg for attractive female 25+, With Simi 
lar love 01 life 'Zr 4971 (5124) 
SOWING THE SEEDS OF LOVE Bangor 42 
6 2' , lean Intense focused , slrong work ethiC 
EnJOYS musIC outdoor actiVities runnmg 
mountain bikes my dog home hfe, travel 
Seeks lall , tnm oulgolng woman, 30 40, wrth 
unkmdled deSIres for a committed, Quahty 
relationship An open mmd and a canng heart 
requlred ' " 5005 (5124) 
SPRING IS HERE AND I'M STlLLlookmg lor 
that someone speCial DWM,42 5'9', we lghl 
proport ionate to he lghl BrlBl N/S, NID enloy 
dining rn and out, theater, mOVIes long walks 
beaches campmg get away weekends 10 
search of sl im S/DWF 32-44 wllh Similar 
Inleresls 'U' 4829(5/3) 
SPRING WITHOUT ROMANCE? Long lerm 
commitment expected by thiS stab le 
well educated, handsome, senSillve tall NIS, 
45y 0 DWM You are a happy, aftecllOn"e, 
pretty, Port land area woman wllh a healthy 
mind and body We enlOY biking, hiking golf 
d aytrrps danCing holdlOC hands and kids 
Let s grow old togetherl Personal Advertiser 
1605, POBox 1238 Portland ME 04104 
'U' 4942 (Si t 7) 
STILL SEARCHING FOR A CLUE? Capl"n of 
hiS own ship seeks mate for mutual sailing 
Age un lmportanl RealIStic, artlSllc poelry 
lover a plus Wmmg dmmg dancmg a must 
We haven lleM yel? 'Zr 4930 (5/t 7) 
STILLSEARCHING FOR YOU I Me 32, fll N/s 
lID Single dad lonely hardworking 2nd-
shlhfamllyman You 25-40 slim med bUild 
SID w!wllhoul children YOr'< County area 
" 4982 (5124) 
SWM would like 10 have SF 10 share my life 
With I am a vegetanan, been one aU my life I 
'U' 4B79 (5/ tO) 
SWM, 37, 5'9', who enlOyS dinner oul mov-
Ies playlOg pool, qUiet evemngs together 
walks seekmg SlDWF 30 40, underslandlng 
and fun, NIS lJD likes cats 'U' 4937 (5117) 
TAKE A HIKE Calch some Shakespeare, kick 
back Wllh a cockt"l WM 40 looking lor an 
Inlelllgenl lemale 10 help gel In shape for Ihe 
mountains and gear up for summer No 
Barbles Only fun lOVIng Ihlnkmg beerswllI 
Ing Iypes need apply 'Zr 4944 (5117) 
TEDDYBEAR Freelance MTV producer 35 
New here Seeking attractive, leggy creative 
mod,l-type 18-24, for romance qUlel times 
entertainment parties arts intimate dlOners 
fun 'U' 4833(5/3) 
TENNIS ANYONE? Spnng IS here and IhlS 
SWM 30, athletiC, professional IS looking for 
a S/DF, 1 B 39, lennlS partner who IS athlellc 
compeliliveand would IlkelO play outdoors 2-
4 times per week Who knows what It could 
lead 10?'?" 4837 (5/3) 
TIRED OF MEETING JERKS? Marriage minded 
SWM looking for a woman who can appreciate 
s nice guy ThIS BVBI fll 28y 0 IS kmd of a 
rebel, but also romantic happy with my career 
and who I am Want someone to share my life 
wllh and In time kids" 4978 (5124) 
TOTAL MAN SEEKS TOTAL WOMAN SWM, 
profesSional, 6'2', 225/, blue eyes, graYISh 
hair and beard, seeks SWF 40 50 who IS 
phYSically emollonally and splrllually frt 10 
walk Ihe beach less lraveledl " 4871 (511 0) 
UNCOMMON GUY SEEKS an uncommon 
woman ME NordiC 27 6'2", BIIB" very al 
lracllve, well bUill grad sludenl who IS Inler 
estlng, fun, happy deep and pasSionate I 
enJOY bemg outSide hlkrng alternatrve/world 
mUSIC, reading photography and traveling 
abroad YOU Attractive, creallve somewhat 
Inlroverted, aftecllOnale, Inleillgenl Dinner? 
A beer? Coftee? 'Zr 4986 (5124) 
VERY AFFECTIONATE PASSIONATE, roman 
tiC, DWM, 42 good looking, fit, loves home 
life ouldoors and kids Seeking good looking, 
fll down 10 earth, lOVing woman 
'U' 4940 (5117) 
WARM WEATHER S HEREI Advenlurous SI 
Dad 35 enlOyS ouldoors camping beaches 
Honesl and open Seekmg attractIVe fit 28 
38, who enJoys the same Kids a k Take a 
chance 'U' 4836(5/3) 
WELL EDUCATED AND TRAVELED 30s In 
shape talenled loves danCing snorkeling 
bikes great food and more Seekrng non-
wimpy type fortango lessons and pamperrng 
'U' 4880 (511 0) 
womell ... women 
COME OUT COME OUT, WILL YA?SGWF, 25 
5 7' 125#, lookmg for femin ine SGWF who 
enJoys alternative mUSIC, outdoor actIVities 
and liberal sense of humor 'Zr 4955 (5117) 
FAMILIAR FACE A tWist of fale fmds me here 
Wondenng and hoping I'll meet an honest 
woman Wllh a tl1lstlng smile a happy soul 10 
laugh With to share and to find love With 
Personal AdvertISer 1606 POBox 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 'U' 4954 (5117) 
LOOKING FORADVENTURE Pellte blond, mid 
20s seeking experienced female for fun and 
adventure Please be pet ite and femInine No 
bulches need apply 'U' 4840 (5/3) 
OUR OWNER IS 308 YEARS OLD (Dogyears)1 
She enloys being oUldoors With us She also 
likes to do actIVities wlthoul us We are not 
surewhallheyare ShOis kmd and gentle 10 us 
and humans while she enloys Ihe company of 
her fnends she te lls us she Wishes she had a 
woman partner m her hfe Why don t you caU 
her? -The Dogs 'U' 4890 (5/10) 
POET AND LOVER-Inlo beauty lOY and danc-
Ing Seeks open soullnend for long talks , 
moon gazmg sensual play justice makmg 
and compamonsll ip on the splntual Journey 
" 4B38 (5/3) 
womenc ... women 
SEXY BUTCH LOOKING FOR FUTURE rela 
Iionship With olher lesbian bulcMem doesnl 
t matter EnJOY karate power-lifting romantic 
walks on the beach Call mel 'U' 4B39 (5/3) 
SHARE IN THE UNEXPECTED Do Adrienne 
RiCh, Elvis and Bach Inlerest you? Are 
you calm at MOrrill s Corner but frenZied by 
Carolyn Cosby? Are you 45+? Then call i 
'U' 499f (5124) 
menc~men 
19y 0 , 5'8', 1501, BrlGr, seeking someone 
10 go oul and have a good lime Wllh 
'Zr 4994 (5124) 
40y 0 MAN looking for good times and 
fun, stralghl ac~ng and dIScretion a musl 
" 4882 (5110) 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 28 6 2tOl Brl 
BI, NSIND reality-based college educaled, 
profeSSional honest, excellent communica-
tor, outstanding sense of humor, mentally! 
emollonally secure, Malnetransplanl see~ng 
IndiVidual With SimIlar traitslvalues Goals 01 
venture Include bUilding soJrd friendship, se 
cunng mutuallfunetlOnal long term relatIOn 
ship, enjoyment dUring the process 
" 4876 (5/fO) 
ANIMAL PASSIONS ABOUND GWM,27 bull 
seekmg hairy beast for spring fever mating 
fltuals Happy campers only need apply HOI 
summer nights are camillO Readyl 
" 4B84 (5/1 0) 
GM HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL seekmg 
to meet man who can give/receive honesty, 
friendship, Slab!htyand an understandmg that 
people live their lives m dltterent ways and 
grow In thel( experrences let s share our 
experiences over coffee or an Intimate dmner 
It's a greal beglnnmgl 'U' 4902 (5110) 
GWM 52 would like to meel olher GM for 
good lovm 2201 6 dISc reel Would like 10 
meet lovmg man Personal Advertiser #599, 
POBox 1238 , Portland , ME 04104 
" 4 B88 (5/f 0) 
I AM HERE WHERE ARE YOU? GWM 
t301 5'6' BrlBI In York Counly, likes 
SWimming hIking movIes seeks GM , 
18 30, who s fit and lives 10 York County 
'U' 4881 (5110) 
I KNOW WHAT REAL LOVE lSI I'm 
20,5'11 · slim, BrlHz, WM, lookmg for prefer 
ablya N/s masculme closeled clean cuI guy 
who s attracllVe and honesl, 18 25 
'U' 4950 (5117) 
Launching May 4th 
menc ... men 
MONOGAMOUS RELATIONSHIP GWM seeks 
IIlellme partner 1m 45 6'3-, 1951 excellenl 
health profeSSIOnal many rnterests Seeks 
GWM, 35-45, nol faVfem Live near Port land 
and be oul of Ihe closel " 4842 (5/3) 
NATURAL MAN- Sports and Wilderness lover, 
muscled and trim dark hair w/moustache, 
construction worker type 30s seeks hght 
haired companIOn, 30s lean , masculine 
'U' 4887 (51f 0) 
NO STOOPING YET FRIENDS FIRST- HIV, 
male,38 lookmg for friendship and nurturing 
Irom a healthy (a musl) POSitive male or an 
open negallve man 'U' 4B85 (5110) 
SM, 47 closeled wants 10 meel similar 
guy 3540 for fnendsh ,p or monogamous 
relationship Own my small bUSiness 10 
So Mame, college grad llardworklnO grew up 
In small Maine town, enJoy garden farmmg 
landscapmg theatre and qUiet moments 
'U' 4997(5124) 
WINDHAMAREAGWM 40 PROFESSIONAL 
seeks true monogamous Imndshlpl 
relationship Me 5'10' 175t masculine 
healthy muttl faceted muttHalented patient 
fleXible nurturing realistic vital secure nice 
You? Be your$elf bul seek same 
" 4843 (513) 
others 
ENERGETIC HEALTHY SWM, 35 seeking 
encounters WIth Interested couples to enloy 
erotic evenings Clena discreet not a pest 
always polite Let's enloy sometime soon 
LeI stalk 'U' 4998 (5/4) 
Fragrant breezes a tinge of solar 
warmth melodies of morning bird calls The 
promise of spnng IS the start of something 
new Share your fantasy with compassionate 
creative MWM 45 yearning for friendship 
and romance You be dlscreete WF 25·40 
patient proportionate and Imaginative 
"Zr 4B45 (513) 
TAKE A CHANCE- Attracllve SWM 
profeSS ional 31, seeks Singles andlor 
couples for summertime adult lun Sense of 
adventure and strong heart requl(ed 
'U' 4999(5/3) 
On Portland's Waterfront 
A fifteen-week advertising special featuring a column by 
Dodge D. Morgan - Elderly Boat Putterer & Noted Solo Sailor 
Floating on the premise that 
"If you don't know it by boat, you simply don't know it at all. " 
This full page will be prominently anchored on the inside back cover, Rates are 
structured with the independent waterfront merchant in mind, and spot color is 
available, If you can smell low tide from your place of business, then you must be 
On Portland's Waterfront 
Space is limited. Deadline: April 28. 
Call 775-1234 to make reservations now! 
-
, , ' 
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40 Casco Bay Weekly 
Desk Top Garden 
Delight your secretary with a 
handsome terra cotta pot and saucer 
brimming with fresh spring flowers 





The perfect helper to see you 
through the day. A glass vase of spring 
and garden flowers. A great way to say, 
"thanks for a job well done." 
$29.95 
FrD 
Best Secretary Bouquet 
A handsome wooden bud vase filled with 
liatrice, alstroemeria lilies and a beautiful 
gerbera daisy. A special way to say thanks. 
$19.95 
Flow-ers ••• 
freshness allowed in the office. 
Secretaries Week is April 24-29 
Secretary Survival 
Basket 
A wonderful assortment of coffees, 
candies, flowers , a ceramic coffee mug 
and other gifts for your secretary 
$45.00 
FrD Time Finder 
Bouquet 
There will always be time in the day to 
enjoy the beauty of flowers. 
Alstroemeria lilies, miniature carnation 
and white button poms are creatively 




A stunning array of fresh cut flowers 
in an elegant styled glass vase. The 
perfect addition to any desk. 
$34.95 
Basket of Spring 
A brimming white-washed 
basket of beautiful spring 
blooms. This is a bouquet 
that is sure to please that 
special assistant. .' 
$39.95 
I Fax In Your Orders! 854-3200 I 
~ 
HARMON'S ~ BARTON'S 
584 Congress Street • Portland 
774-5946 1-800-SUN-LILY 
117 Brown Street· Westbrook 
854-2518 
